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This thesis explores the possibility that article-less languages may lack Tense Phrase (TP) projection
(cf. Bošković 2012), focusing on Korean. I argue that Korean lacks TP and that the absence of TP in
Korean results in a non-phasal Complementizer Phrase (CP) in Korean. I also provide an account of
temporal interpretation in Korean that does not involve TP. In Chapter 2 I adopt Chomsky’s (2008)
C-T association and Takahashi’s (2011) case-valuation approach to phase heads (a combination in
which the lack of TP voids the phasehood of CP), and argue that CP/vP are not phases in Korean
(although they are phases in English), based on several contrasts between Korean and English with
respect to successive-cyclic movement which involve binding ambiguities, Numeral Quantifier
floating, and A-movement out of CP. I also discuss certain contrasts between Korean and Japanese
involving binding ambiguities and the interpretation of only. I show that these contrasts are
accounted for if vP (but not CP) is a phase in Japanese. In Chapter 3 I discuss how temporal
interpretation is determined in the absence of TP in Korean. I show that traditional tense markers -ess
(past tense marker) and -nun (present tense marker) do not in fact correspond to tense morphology;
specifically, I show that -ess is an overt perfect aspect marker, based on contrasts between its
aspectual behavior and that of the past tense morpheme in English (cf. Chung 2005). On the basis of
different behavior of -ess and -nun in coordinations, I argue that -nun is the PF realization of a null
imperfective aspect head which raises to MoodP. I further argue that temporal interpretation in
Korean is determined by temporal adverbials, aspect, and prospective modals, similarly to Chinese
(cf. Lin 2005); however, I argue that unlike Chinese, aspectual specification (i.e. AspP) is obligatory
in Korean. In Chapter 4, I discuss the structure of the Traditional Noun Phrase (TNP) in Korean,
under a no-DP analysis (cf. Bošković 2008, 2012), with emphasis on the structure of classifier

constructions. I propose two different structures for pre- and post-nominal ClPs, based on semantic
differences involving the scope of focus.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1. Overview of the dissertation
It is standardly assumed that long-distance movement, as in (1), proceeds successive-cyclically, i.e.
the wh-phrase does not move to its final position in one fell swoop.

(1)

What do you think that John bought?

In earlier minimalism, successive-cyclic movement was understood to arise as a result of a locality
requirement which roughly speaking states that all chain links should be as short as possible (cf.
Chomsky and Lasnik 1993, and Takahashi 1994 a.o); e.g. an element undergoing A’-movement has
to stop by every A’-position on the way to the final destination. Chomsky (2000) proposes a new
account based on the notion of phase, where CP and vP are assumed to be phases. Under the theory
of phases, the effect of successive-cyclic movement is derived by appealing to the PhaseImpenetrability Condition (PIC), according to which only the specifier position of a phase is
accessible for phrasal movement outside of the phase. That is, assuming CP and vP are phases, a
moving element has to stop by every specifier position of CP and vP on the way to its final landing
site, i.e. we expect successive-cyclic movement via SpeCP/SpecvP.
The English example in (2) is often cited as evidence for successive-cyclic movement: (2)
has three possible interpretations - reading (i), where John binds himself, can be derived when the
wh-phrase is in the specifier position of the higher embedded CP, reading (ii), where Bill binds
himself, can be derived when the wh-phrase is in the specifier position of the most deeply embedded
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CP, and reading (iii), where Bob binds himself, is derived when the wh-phrase is in its base-generated
position.

(2)

Which picture of himself does John think that Bill said that Bob would like to buy?

However, it has gone unnoticed that this binding ambiguity does not exist in Korean. As shown in
(3), the Korean counterpart of English (1) only receives either reading (i), where John binds caki
casin, or reading (iii), where Bob binds caki casin. Crucially, reading (ii), where Bill binds caki
casin, is not possible.

(3)

caki

casin-uy

etten

sacin-ul

self-GEN

which picture-ACC

John-un

Bill-i

Bob-i

John-TOP

Bill-NOM

Bob-NOM

sa-ko sipheha-n-ta-ko

malha-yss-ta-ko

sayngkakha-ni?

buy-KO would.like.to-PRES-DECL-COMP

say-PAST-DECL-COMP think-Q

‘Which picture of himself does John think Bill said Bob would like to buy?’

The unavailability of reading (ii) in the Korean example in (3) is very surprising if the
scrambling of wh-phrases occurs successive-cyclically, which means that the moving element should
stop by the specifier positions of the embedded CPs. In fact, this is required given the PIC if CP is a
phase in Korean. What does the unavailability of reading (ii) in Korean mean with respect to the
general theory of movement? Does this mean that movement in Korean does not proceed through the
edge of the phase assuming that CP is a phase in Korean? Or does this mean that CP is not a phase in
Korean, given the PIC?
In this dissertation, I attempt to account for why such a difference is found between Korean
and English, and connect this state of affairs to a certain structural difference between these two
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languages, namely, I argue that TP is present in English but not in Korean, and discuss consequences
of this claim for the general theory of phases. In particular, the analysis proposed here will be seen to
argue for Chomsky’s (2008) C-T association, whereby C and T are associated in that they function
together with respect to movement and feature-checking as well as the determination of phasehood;
the analysis will also provide evidence for Takahashi’s (2011) case valuation approach to phasal
heads, whereby a phase is determined by case valuation. In short, under the view of phases argued
for in the thesis, the relevant CP is a phase in English (2), but not in Korean (3) because, due to the
lack of TP, C is not involved in case valuation hence CP does not work as a phase in Korean.
The possibility of the absence of TP in a particular type of languages was originally
suggested in Bošković (2012). Bošković (2008, 2012) argues that article-less languages do not
project a DP, based on a number of generalizations where languages differ with respect to a number
of syntactic and semantic phenomena depending on whether or not they have articles (for no-DP
analyses of at least some article-less languages see also Fukui 1988, Corver 1992, Chierchia 1998,
Bošković 2005, Willim 2000, and Baker 2003 among others); Bošković shows that all these
generalizations can be deduced under the NP/DP analysis. Recently, many researchers have also
argued that many article-less languages indeed lack a DP, building on Bošković’s (2008, 2012)
generalizations/proposals (cf. Despić 2011, 2013; Marelj 2008; Migdalski 2010; Runić 2011 for
article-less Slavic languages; Takahashi 2010, 2011 for Japanese; Bošković and Hsieh 2012; Cheng
2013; Jiang 2012 for Chinese; Bošković and Şener 2013 for Turkish; Koulidobrova 2012 for ASL;
Alock 2013 for Magahi among others). Korean, which lacks overt articles, patterns with other articleless languages in many respects. Thus, in this dissertation I will take for granted that Korean lacks
DP (Bošković’s NP/DP generalizations will be discussed with respect to Korean in section 2 of this
chapter), following Bošković’s no-DP analysis of article-less languages. I will also provide a new
account of classifier constructions based on this approach.
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What this dissertation is concerned with actually, is not the NP status of Korean but the
possibility that article-less languages may lack TP projection in addition to lacking DP, which was
suggested in Bošković (2012). Assuming that DP is the nominal counterpart of TP/IP given that the
subject of a noun phrase is located in the Spec of DP, Bošković (2012) pursues the NP/clause
parallelism hypothesis and suggests that the lack of DP in a language implies the lack of its clausal
counterpart, TP.
This dissertation aims to explore the possibility that article-less languages may lack TP in
addition to lacking DP, focusing on Korean, and discuss the consequences of this for phasehood and
temporal interpretation of Korean. It will be argued that the lack of TP is what is responsible for the
lack of the intermediate reading in Korean (2) since the lack of TP “voids” the phasehood of CP
under the apporach to phases argued for in the dissertation. The dissertation also aims to discuss how
temporal interpretation is determined in Korean if there is no TP by paying special attention to the
role of aspect and temporal adverbials. A discussion of the structure of Traditional Noun Phrase
(TNP) in Korean under the no-DP analysis will also be provided in this dissertation, the emphasis
being on classifier constructions.1
In chapter 2, I will argue that Korean indeed lacks TP, based on contrasts between Korean
and English with respect to successive-cyclic movement which involve binding ambiguities,
Numeral Quantifer floating, and A-movement out of CP. Crucially, I will argue that the absence of
TP results in non-phasal CP in Korean, under Chomsky’s (2008) C-T association and Takahashi’s
(2011) case-valuation approach to the phase theory. Also, it will be proposed that in addition to nonphasal CP, vP may not be a phase in Korean, though it is in Japanese, based on certain differences
between Korean and Japanese regarding binding ambiguities and the interpretation of only.
1

I use the term Traditional Noun Phrase (TNP) to refer to noun phrases without commitment to a particular
categorical status. It should, however, be noticed that the lack of TP does not necessarily have to be correlated with
the lack of DP. As a result, the claim made here about Korean lacking TP can also be considered independently of
the issues involved in determining the structure of the Korean TNP.
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Chapter 3 will discuss how temporal interpretation is determined in Korean in the absence of
TP. It will be argued that aspect and temporal adverbials play a crucial role in determining temporal
interpretation in Korean, as is the case in Chinese, which has often been argued to lack Tense/TP (cf.
Klein 1994; Lin 2003, 2005; Smith and Erbaugh 2005); however, Korean and Chinese differ in that
aspectual specification is obligatory (i.e. AspP) in Korean, but not in Chinese. In the course of the
discussion in this chapter, a number of proposals will be made regarding the structural position of
traditional tense markers in Korean as well as the clausal structure above vP.
In chapter 4, I will provide the structure of TNP in Korean, under the no-DP analysis. As part
of the extended domain of NP, the structures involving classifier phrases will also be discussed. I will
propose two different structures for post-nominal and pre-nominal classifier phrases, based on a
semantic difference between these two types of classifier phrases with respect to the scope of focus.
Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation.
In the remainder of this chapter, I will discuss how Bošković’s generalizations, where languages
differ with respect to a number of syntactic and semantic phenomena depending on whether or not
they have DP (i.e. articles), apply to Korean. I take these generalizations as indirect evidence for a
no-DP analysis of Korean. Note here that most of Bošković’s generalizations are one-way
generalizations (where the presence or absence of DP is necessary but not the only requirement for
phenomenon X), which means that we cannot conclude that a language projects a DP just because a
particular generalization fails to apply in that language. That is, even if some of the generalizations
do not apply to Korean, this cannot be taken as evidence that Korean projects a DP. Among 19
NP/DP generalizations Bošković gives, I will focus on the 10 that are relevant to Korean.
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2. Generalizations in Bošković (2012)
2.1 Scrambling
One of Bošković’s (2012) generalizations is related to scrambling. As stated in (4), Bošković argues
that only article-less languages may allow scrambling.2 Note that scrambling here refers to the type
of scrambling which is found in Japanese, not to that found in German. An example from Korean is
provided in (5). One of the properties of this type of scrambling is the existence of long-distance
scrambling out of finite clauses. As seen in (6), Korean exhibits such scrambling; the object in the
embedded finite clause undergoes long-distance scrambling to the main clause. This means that
Korean fits (1) as an NP language.

(4)

Only languages without articles may allow scrambling.

(5)

a. John-i

chayk-ul

sa-ss-ta

John-NOM

book-ACC

buy-PAST-DECL

‘John bought a book’
b. chayk-ul

Johni-i

sa-ss-ta

book-ACC

John-NOM

buy-PAST-DECL

‘John bought a book’
(6)

a. John-i

Mary-ka

chayk-ul

sa-ss-ta-ko

John- NOM

Mary- NOM

book-ACC

buy- PAST-DECL-COMP

sayngkakha-yss-ta
think-PAST-DECL
2

(4) illustrates the one-way correlation status of most of Bošković’s generalizations. Thus, the lack of DP is not the
only prerequisite for scrambling. Overt case morphology is another relevant prerequisite hence Chinese does not
have scrambling in spite of lacking DP.
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‘John thought Mary bought a book’
b. chayk-ul

John-i

Mary-ka

sa-ss-ta-ko

book-ACC

John-NOM

Mary-NOM

buy- PAST-DECL-COMP

sayngkaha-yss-ta
think- PAST-DECL
‘John thought Mary bought a book’

2.2 Neg-Raising
The next generalization is related to neg-raising. This is a phenomenon whereby a negation that
appears in a matrix clause can license strict clause-mate Negative Polarity Items (NPIs) in a lower
clause.3 As shown in (7), the negative polarity item until requires negation to be licensed. (8) shows
that it in fact requires a clause-mate negation. In (9), however, when there is a neg-raising predicate
believe in the matrix clause, the negation in the matrix clause can license the NPI in the embedded
clause. This suggests the presence of negation in the embedded clause in (9), in order to license the
NPI which requires clause-mate negation.

(7)

a. *John left until yesterday
b. John didn’t leave until yesterday

(Bošković 2012)

(8)

*John didn’t claim [that Mary would leave until tomorrow]

(Bošković and Gajewski 2011)

(9)

John didn’t believe [that Mary would leave until tomorrow] (Bošković and Gajewski 2011)

3

Note that the generalization in question concerns strict NPI licensing, not the interpretation of negation (see
Bošković 2008, 2012).
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Bošković (2012) observes that neg-raising (i.e. strict NPI licensing under Neg-raiding) is
disallowed in languages without articles.

(10)

Neg-raising is disallowed in languages without articles.

Now let us consider Korean. As shown in (11), kkaci-to ‘until-even’ in Korean requires licensing by
negation, like until in English; however, unlike English, the existence of a neg-raising predicate in
the matrix clause with negation does not make any difference in Korean with respect to the licensing
of the NPI. Consider (12) and (13). (12) does not contain a neg-raising predicate and is
ungrammatical since negation in the matrix clause cannot license kkaci-to. Since (13) contains a
typical neg-raising predicate, believe, we might expect the negation in the matrix clause to license
kkaci-to. However, this is not the case. As shown in (13), the presence of a negated neg-raising
predicate fails to license NPIs in Korean. Given this, we can conclude that neg-raising in the relevant
sense is not permitted in Korean.

(11)

a. *John-i

ecey-kkaci-to

ttena-ss-ta

John-NOM

yesterday-until-even

leave-PAST-DECL

b. John-i

ecey-kkaci-to

ttena-ci

an-ha-ss-ta

John-NOM

yesterday-until-even

leave-CI

neg-do-PAST-DECL

‘John didn’t leave until yesterday’
(12)

*John-un

[Mary-ka nayil-kkaci-to

ttena-l

kes-i-lako]

John-TOP

Mary-NOM tomorrow-until-even

leave-PRS

KES-COP-COMP

cwucangha-ci an-ha-ss-ta
claim-CI

neg-do-PAST-DECL
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‘John didn’t claim that Mary would leave until tomorrow’
(13)

*John-un

[Mary-ka

nayil-kkaci-to

ttena-l

kes-i-lako]

John-TOP

Mary-NOM

tomorrow-until-even

leave-PRS

KES-COP-COMP

mit-ci

an-ha-ss-ta

believe- CI

neg-do-PAST-DECL

‘John didn’t believe that Mary would leave until tomorrow’

2.3 Head-Internal relatives and locality
Bošković (2012) argues that head-internal relative clauses in articles-less language exhibit island
sensitivity:

(14)

Head-internal relatives display island sensitivity in article-less languages, but not in

languages with articles.

Korean has both head-external and head-internal relative clauses, as in (15).

(15)

a. John-i

[Mary-ka

John-NOM

Mary-NOM

ei

kwup-un]

kamcai-lul

mek-ess-ta

bake-REL

potato-ACC

eat-PAST-DECL

‘John ate the potato Mary baked’
b. John-i

[Mary-ka

kamcai-lul

kwup-un]

kesi-ul

mek-ess-ta

John-NOM

Mary-NOM

potato-ACC

bake-REL

KES-ACC

eat-PAST-DECL

‘John ate the potato, which Mary baked’

(Lee 2006)
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Significantly, the Korean example in (16) is ungrammatical due to the presence of a complex NP.
That is, Korean exhibits island sensitivity with head-internal relatives.

(16)

*[John-i

[[ ei hwulywonghan

nonmwunj-ul ssu-n]

sarami]-ul
person-ACC

John-NOM

excellent

paper-ACC

write-REL

chinghchanha-n]

kesj-i

chwulpan-toy-ess-ta

praise-RL

KES-NOM

publish-PASS-PAST-DECL

‘An excellent paper which John had praised the person who wrote (it) was published’
(Lee 2006)

2.4 Focus morphology
Bošković (2012) also shows that negative constituents in languages without articles must contain a
focus element. For example, negative concord items in SC bear the focus element i ‘even’.

(17)

(18)

n+i+ko

i+ko

neg+even+who

even+who

SC
‘no one/anyone’

Negative constituents must be marked for focus in language without article.

As seen in (19), negative constituents in Korean also bear the focus element to ‘even’.

(19)

amwu-to

nwukwu-to

no one-even

who-even

‘no one/nobody’
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2.5 Negative concord with complex negative constituent
Another generalization is related to the negative concord reading in negative concord languages, as
stated in (20).

(20)

The negative concord reading may be absent with multiple complex negative constituents
only in DP negative concord languages.

For example, Italian is a negative concord language with articles, as shown in (21a). When there are
multiple complex negative constituents, however, the negative concord reading disappears, as in
(21c).

(21)

a. Non ho

visto

nessuno/nessuno

studente.

Neg

seen

nobody/no

student

have

‘I didn’t see anybody/any students’

Italian

(negative concord only)

b. nessuno

ha

letto

niente

nobody

has

read

nothing

c. nessuno

studente

ha

letto

nessun libro/niente

no

student

has

read

no

(negative concord or double negation)

book/nothing

(double negation only)
(Bošković 2012)

Korean is also a negative concord language (cf. Tieu and Kang 2014, a.o), but without articles. As
predicted, (22), which contains multiple complex negative constituents, indeed receives a negative
concord reading only.
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(22)

amwu/etten

haksayng-to

no one/which student-even

amwu kes-to ilk-ci

an-ha-ss-ta

nothing-even

neg-do-PAST-DECL

read-CI

‘lit. No one read anything’

(negative concord only)

2.6 Quantifier scope
The next generalization is related to quantifier scope. The English example in (23) is ambiguous;
everyone can take either wide or narrow scope. Bošković (2012) observes that the former reading,
i.e. the inverse scope reading, is disallowed in such constructions in a number of languages (for the
neutral word order of the relevant elements). Most importantly, it is systemically absent in languages
without articles.

(23)

Someone loves everyone.

(24)

Inverse scope is unavailable in languages without article in examples like (23).

As seen in (25), everyone can only take narrow scope in Korean.

(25)

nwukwunka-ka

motwu-lul

salangha-n-ta

someone-NOM

everyone-ACC

love-PRES-DECL

‘Someone loves everyone’
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2.7 Radical pro-drop
Another generalization involves radical pro-drop. Bošković (2012) observes that radical pro-drop,
which is defined as productive argumental pro-drop of both subjects and objects in the absence of
rich verbal agreement, is allowed only in article-less languages:

(26)

Radical pro-drop is possible only in languages without articles.

Korean does not exhibit rich verbal agreement. As shown in (27a), subjects can be dropped without
the presence of agreement on the verb. The same happens with objects, as in (27b). In other words,
radical pro-drop is also found in Korean.

(27)

a. chayk-ul

sa-ss-ta

book-ACC

buy-PAST-DECL

‘I bought a book’
b. Nay-ka

sa-ss-ta

I-NOM

buy- PAST-DECL

‘I bought the cake’

2.8 Numeral Morphology
Bošković (2012) also shows that number morphology may be optional in article-less languages; that
is, in such languages, plural interpretation may be productively possible without the presence of
number morphology.

(28)

Number morphology may not be obligatory only in article-less languages.
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The noun book in Korean (29) can be interpreted as either singular or plural. That is, number
morphology is not obligatory in Korean.

(29)

Mary-ka

chayk-ul

sa-ss-ta

Mary-NOM

book-ACC

buy-PAST-DECL

‘Mary bought a/the book/books’

2.9 Interpretation of possessives
The English example in (30) presupposes that John has exactly three sweaters (cf. Partee 2006); that
is, possessors in English induce an exhaustivity presupposition.

(30)

John’s three sweaters

Interestingly, Bošković (2012) observes that possessors may induce an exhaustivity presupposition
only in languages with articles.

(31)

Possessors may induce an exhaustivity presupposition only in DP languages

The Korean counterpart to (32) does not presuppose that John has exactly three sweaters, as expected
under Bošković’s (2012) analysis.

(32)

John-uy

sey

cang-uy

suweythe

John-GEN

three

CL-GEN

sweater
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‘John’s three sweaters’

2.10 Classifiers
The last generalization relevant to Korean concerns nominal classifier systems. As stated in (33),
obligatory nominal classifier systems are available only in article-less languages (cf. Cheng 2013).

(33)

Obligatory nominal classifier systems are available only in article-less languages.

Classifiers are obligatory in Korean. For example, in (34) the number sey cannot occur without the
classifier mari.4

(34)

sey

*(mari-uy)

koyangi

three

CL-GEN

cat

‘three cats’

In light of the above discussion, I assume that Korean lacks DP. In the rest of thesis I will explore the
consequences of this claim both for the structure of the TNP and for the structure of clauses, pursuing
the clause/NP parallelism hypothesis regarding the latter. Having discussed Bošković’s evidence for
the lack of DP in Korean, I now turn to the discussion of clausal structure in Korean, where my main
claim will be that Korean lacks TP. I will start the discssusion by examing successive cyclicity of
long-distance movement (i.e. movement out of CPs) in Korean.

4

In most cases, classifier phrases are obligatory in Korean; however, the classifier phrase can be dropped in a very
limited set of environments. For example, it can be dropped with certain nouns (usually human animate nouns), but
crucially signifying small numbers. It is not entirely clear when and why this can happen (see Yoo 2014 for some
relevant discussion). In the dissertation, I focus only on numbers with classifiers.
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Chapter 2
On the lack of TP in Korean: Evidence from the unavailability of
successive-cyclic movement via SpecCP1

1 Introduction
This chapter will examine movement out of CP in Korean. Specifically, I will show that there is no
successive-cyclic movement via SpecCP in Korean, and take this state of affairs as evidence that
Korean lacks TP.2 More precisely, I will argue that CP is not a phase in Korean given Chomsky’s
(2008) C-T association and a case-valuation approach to phases (cf. Takahashi 2011). Under
Chomsky’s C-T association, C is involved in Case assignment when it is associated with a T head
that assigns nominative case. If there is no TP in Korean, as I argue in this dissertation, C is not
involved in case assignment since there is no T to begin with. Assuming Takahashi (2011), according
to which phases are determined by Case valuation, e.g., vP is a phase only if v assigns structural case
to its object, CP is then not a phase in Korean since there is no Case valuation due to the absence of
TP. I will argue that this results in the unavailability of successive-cyclic movement via SpecCP. I
will also examine how the proposed analysis applies to Japanese.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, I will present certain differences between
Korean and English involving binding ambiguities, quantifier floating, and A-movement out of CP,
and argue that there is no successive-cyclic movement via SpecCP in Korean. In Section 3, I will
provide an account for this state of affairs, and discuss its consequences for the general theory of
1

The content of this chapter is a revised and expanded version of Kang (2013a).
Although the analysis presented in the chapter will be framed within a broader cross-linguistic framework in which
a number of other languages lack TP, the analysis can still hold for Korean if the no-TP claim turns out not to hold
for all of the other languages discussed below.

2
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phases. Specifically, I will argue that CP is not a phase in Korean and that this results in the
unavailability of successive-cyclic movement via SpecCP, given the PIC. In addition, I will present
crucial differences between Japanese and Korean related to successive-cyclic movement and the
interpretation of only, and suggest the possibility that in addition to non-phasal CP, vP is also not a
phase in Korean. Section 4 concludes the chapter.

2 Movement out of CP in Korean
2.1 Binding ambiguity
The English example in (1) has three possible interpretations: (i) John binds himself, (ii) Bill binds
himself, and (iii) Bob binds himself.

(1)

Which picture of himself does John think that Bill said that Bob would like to buy?

This binding ambiguity has often been cited as evidence of successive-cyclic movement via
SpecCP.3 In particular, the first reading can be derived when the wh-phrase is in the specifier position
of the higher embedded CP. We can derive the second reading when the wh-phrase is in the specifier
position of the most deeply embedded CP. The third reading is derived when the wh-phrase is in its
base-generated position.
It has gone unnoticed that this ambiguity does not exist in Korean. Consider the Korean
counterpart of (1).4 The sentence in (2) can be interpreted as in (i) John binds caki casin or (iii) Bob
binds caki casin. Crucially, the reading in (ii) where Bill binds caki casin is not available.5

3

Other possible landing sites for the wh-phrase include the specifier position of vP. Movement to SpecvP could also
yield the interpretations in (i) - (iii). I put this issue aside for the moment and return to it later.
4
Although caki-casin is standardly taken to be a local anaphor, i.e. caki-casin is bound by the closest subject, it can
also be bound long-distance as an exempt anaphor (logophor) under certain conditions, which force a non-local
antecedent to bind it (see Kim and Yoon 2009 for details). Examples in this chapter do not contain such
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(2)

caki

casin-uy

etten

sacin-ul

self-GEN

which picture-ACC

John-un

Bill-i

Bob-i

John-TOP

Bill-NOM

Bob-NOM

sa-ko sipheha-n-ta-ko

malha-yss-ta-ko

sayngkakha-ni?

buy-KO would.like.to-PRES-DECL-COMP

say-PAST-DECL-COMP think-Q

‘Which picture of himself does John think Bill said Bob would like to buy?’

Note that the intermediate binding reading in English (1) is also somewhat difficult to get.
However, in (3), when the intermediate subject is the only potential binder, the intermediate binding
reading is easily available (cf. Barrs 1986).

(3)

Which picture of himself does Mary think that Bill said that Sue would like to buy?

However, this is not the case in Korean. In Korean, even when the intermediate subject is the only
potential binder, the intermediate binding relation is not possible. In (4), a plural marker tul co-occurs
with the anaphor. Since only the matrix subject bears the plural marker in (4a), the matrix subject is
the only possible binder. In the same way, the most deeply embedded subject is the only potential
binder in (4c) and the intermediate subject is the only potential binder in (4b). Contrary to the
English (3), even when the intermediate subject is the only potential binder, as in (4b), the sentence is

environments, i.e all the examples in this chaper are instances of local anaphora. Note also that I will discuss
Japanese later in this chapter.
5
There is some speaker variation with respect to readings (i) and (iii); some speakers only allow reading (iii) while
others allow both reading (i) and (iii). Crucially, the reading in (ii) is not available for any of the speakers I have
consulted. As for reading (i), I speculate that for some speakers the scrambled wh-phrase is adjoined to the phrase
containing the subject, so that John can c-command and bind caki casin, while for some speakers the phrase in
question moves to the specifier of a separate projection (which means that John does not c-command the anaphor for
these speakers).
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still not acceptable in Korean. That is, unlike English, the intermediate binding reading is not
available in Korean, regardless of the context.

(4)

a. caki casin-tul-uy

etten sacin-ul

[ku

haksayng-tul-un

which picture-ACC

that

student-PL-TOP

[Kim sensayngnim-i

[Lee sensayngnim-i

sa-ko sipheha-n-ta-ko]

Kim teacher-NOM

Lee teacher-NOM

buy-KO would.like.to-PRES-DECL-COMP

malha-yss-ta-ko]

sayngkakha-ni]?

self-PL-GEN

say-PAST-DECL-COMP think-Q
‘Which picture of themselves do those students think Kim said Lee would like to buy?’
b. *?caki casin-tul-uy etten sacin-ul
self-PL-GEN

which picture-ACC

[ku

haksayng-tul-i

that

student-PL-NOM Lee teacher-NOM

malha-yss-ta-ko]

[Kim sensayngnim-un
Kim teacher-TOP

[Lee sensayngnim-i

sa-ko sipheha-n-ta-ko]
buy-KO would.like.to-PRES-DECL-COMP

sayngkakha-ni]?

say-PAST-DECL-COMP think-Q
‘Which picture of themselves does Kim think those students said Lee would like to buy?’
c. caki casin-tul-uy

etten sacin-ul

[Kim sensayngnim-un

[Lee sensayngnim-i

self-PL-GEN

which picture-ACC

Kim teacher-TOP

Lee teacher-NOM

[ku

haksayng-tul-i

sa-ko

that

student-PL-NOM

buy-KO would.like.to-PRES-DECL-COMP

malha-yss-ta-ko]

sipheha-n-ta-ko]

sayngkakha-ni]?

say-PAST-DECL-COMP think-Q
‘Which picture of themselves does Kim think Lee said those students would like to buy?’
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In the following, I show that reading (ii) from example (2) is not available irrespective of the type of
verb or sentence. In (5), where the verb in the second clause takes the dative object Peter-eykey,
reading (ii) is also not possible. The ditransitive verb in (6) does not change the possible readings of
the sentence; the example in (6) also only allows reading (i) and reading (iii). Reading (ii) is not
possible in (7) either.

(5)

caki casin-uy etten sacin-ul

[John-un

[Bill-i

Peter-eykey

self-GEN

which picture-TOP

John-TOP

Bill-NOM

Peter-DAT

[Bob-i

sa-ko

siphehan-ta-ko]

Bob-NOM

buy-KO

would.like.to-PRES-DECL-COMP

malha-yss-ta-ko]

sayngkakha-ni]?

tell-PAST- DECL-COMP

think-Q

‘Which picture of himself does John think Bill told Peter that Bob would like to buy?’
(6)

caki casin-uy etten sacin-ul
self-GEN which picture-ACC

[John-un

[Bill-i

[Bob-i

John-TOP

Bill-NOM

Bob-NOM

Peter-eykey

cwu-ko

sipheha-n-ta-ko]

Peter-DAT

give-KO

would.like.to-PRES-DECL-COMP

malha-yss-ta-ko]

sayngkakha-ni]?

tell-PAST-DECL-COMP

think-Q

‘Which picture of himself does John think Bill said that Bob would like to give to Peter?’
(7)

caki casin-uy etten sacin-ul
self-GEN which picture-ACC

[John-i

[Bill-i

[Bob-i

John-NOM

Bill-NOM

Bob-NOM

Peter-lul

cwu-ko

siphehan-ta-ko]

Peter-ACC

give-KO

would.like.to-PRES-DECL-COMP
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malha-yss-ta-ko]

sayngkakha-ni]?

tell-PAST-DECL-COMP

think-Q

‘Which picture of himself does John think Bill said that Bob would like to give to Peter?’

The examples in (8-11) are declaratives with an object scrambled from the most deeply
embedded clause. These examples also do not allow reading (ii).

(8)

caki casin-uy sacin-ul
self-GEN picture-ACC

[John-i

[Bill-i

[Bob-i

John-NOM

Bill-NOM

Bob-NOM

sa-ko sipheha-n-ta-ko]

malha-yss-ta-ko]

sayngkakha-n-ta]

buy-KO would.like.to-PRES-DECL-COMP

say-PAST-DECL-COMP think-PRES-DECL

‘lit. Picture of himself, John thinks Bill said Bob would like to buy’
(9)

caki casin-uy

sacin-ul

[John-i

[Bill-i

Peter-eykey

self-GEN

picture-ACC

John-NOM

Bill-NOM

Peter-DAT

[Bob-i

sa-ko

siphehan-ta-ko]

Bob-NOM

buy-KO

would.like.to-DECL-COMP

malhayss-ta-ko]

sayngkakha-n-ta]

tell-PAST-DECL-COMP

think-PRES-DECL

‘lit. Picture of himself, John thinks Bill told Peter that Bob would like to buy’
(10)

caki casin-uy

sacin-ul

[John-i

[Bill-i

[Bob-i

picture-ACC

John-NOM

Bill-NOM

Bob-NOM

Peter-eykey

cwu-ko

siphehan-ta-ko]

Peter-DAT

give-KO

would.like.to-PRES-DECL-COMP

self-GEN
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malha-yss-ta-ko]

sayngkakha-n-ta]

say-PAST-DECL-COMP

think-PRES-DECL

‘lit. Picture of himself, John thinks Bill said that Bob would like to give to Peter’
(11)

caki casin-uy

sacin-ul

[John-i

[Bill-i

[Bob-i

picture-ACC

John-NOM

Bill-NOM

Bob-NOM

Peter-lul

cwu-ko

sipheha-n-ta-ko]

Peter-ACC

give-KO

would.like.to-PRES-DECL-COMP

self-GEN

malha-yss-ta-ko]

sayngkakhan-ta]

say-PAST-DECL-COMP

think-PRES-DECL

‘lit. Picture of himself, John thinks Bill said that Bob would like to give to Peter’

The unavailability of reading (ii) is surprising if we assume that the wh-phrase in (2)
undergoes scrambling successive-cyclically, which means that it would have to stop in the Spec of
the embedded CPs; if CPs are phases, these movements are in fact required by the Phase
Impenetrability Condition (PIC), which requires movement to proceed via phase edges. In other
words, if the Spec of each embedded CP in Korean is a possible landing site for the wh-phrase, as is
the case in English, it is surprising that Bill cannot bind caki casin in (2).6

6

Assuming that the scrambled element is adjoined to the projection where the subject is located, John-un may be
able to bind the anaphor in the anaphor’s surface position. For example, Bošković and Takahashi (1998) show that
the second subject c-commands into the first subject of the multiple subject construction in (i), causing a Condition
C violation. (ii) patterns with (i) in this respect (see also footnote 5).
(i)
(ii)

*[IP [John1-no
heya]-ga
[IP kare1-ga
John-GEN
room-NOM
he-NOM
‘It is John’s room in which he can feel relieved.’
*[IP [John1-no
hahaoya]-o
[IP kare1-ga
John-GEN
mother-ACC
he-NOM
‘John’s mother, he blamed.’
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ansindekiru]]
can feel relieved
semeta]]
blamed
(Bošković and Takahashi 1998)

This contrast between English and Korean poses a non-trivial question – first of all, does this
contrast mean that A’-movement in Korean does not stop in the Spec of each embedded CP? If this is
the case, another question arises as to how the movement in question can be possible at all, given the
general assumption that movement out of a phase is only possible through the edge of the phase.

2.2. The unavailability of floating quantifier in the intermediate SpecCPs
The absence of reading (ii) in (2) is not the only case that may be problematic for this general
assumption about movement when it comes to Korean. As shown in (12), Numeral Quantifiers (NQ)
such as sey-pyeng can be stranded when the object noun maykcwu-lul undergoes scrambling.

(12)

Maykcwu-lul1 John-i
beer-ACC

t1

John-NOM

sey-pyeng

masi-ess-ta

three-CL

drink-PAST-DECL

‘John drank three bottles of beer.’

(Ko 2005)

In (13a), the NQ is stranded within the most deeply embedded CP. (13b) shows that the NQ can also
be fronted along with the scrambled object noun.7

(13)

a. [maykcwu1-lul
beer-ACC
t1

sey-pyeng

three-CL

John-un

[Bill-i

[Mary-ka

John-TOP

Bill-NOM

Mary-NOM

masy-ess-ta-ko]

malha-yss-ta-ko]

drink-PAST-DECL-COMP

say-PAST-DECL-COMP

sayngkakha-n-ta]
think-PRES-DECL
7

Note that in Korean (non case-marked) floating NQs can float only under A’-movement of their associated NP, as
shown in Fitzpatrick (2006).
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‘John thinks Bill said Mary drank three bottles of beer’
b.[maykcwu-lul1

sey-pyeng2

John-un

[Bill-i

[Mary-ka

beer-ACC

three-CL

John-TOP

Bill-NOM

Mary-NOM

t1 t2

masy-ess-ta-ko]

malha-yss-ta-ko]

drink-PAST-DECL-COMP

say-PAST-DECL-COMP

sayngkakha-n-ta]
think-PRES-DECL
‘John thinks Bill said Mary drank three bottles of beer.’

Now, if scrambling occurs successive-cyclically via intermediate SpecCPs, we would expect
that NQs can be stranded in the Spec of an embedded CP (see here footnote 7). However, this is not
possible, as shown in (14).8 Again, the ungrammaticality of (14) is problematic under standard
assumptions concerning successive-cyclic movement.

(14)

a. *[maykcwu1-lul

John-un

[sey-pyeng2

Bill-i

beer-ACC

John-TOP

three-CL

Bill-NOM

masy-ess-ta-ko]

malha-yss-ta-ko]

[Mary-ka

t1 t2

Mary-NOM

drink-PAST-DECL-COMP say-PAST-DECL-COMP

sayngkakha-n-ta]
think-PRES-DECL
‘John thinks Bill said Mary drank three bottles of beer’

8

b. *?[maykcwu1-lul

John-un

[Bill-i

[sey- pyeng2

beer-ACC

John-TOP

Bill-NOM

three-CL

I again put aside the issue of SpecvP as a landing site for successive-cyclic movement, returning to it later.
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Mary-ka

t1 t2

Mary- NOM

masy-ess-ta-ko]

malha-yss-ta-ko]

drink-PAST-DECL-COMP

say-PAST-DECL-COMP

sayngkakha-n-ta]
think-PRES-DECL
‘John thinks Bill said Mary drank three bottles of beer’

Notice in this respect that West Ulster English, which, like Korean, also allows Q-float under
A’- movement, allows floating quantifiers in intermediate SpecCPs, as shown by McCloskey (2000).

(15)

What did he say all (that) he wanted t?

(McCloskey 2000)

Given this, in principle it should be possible for NQs in Korean to be stranded in the specifier
position of each embedded CP, as is in the case in West Ulster English, given that Q-float is allowed
under A’-movement in both of these languages (see footnote 7).

2.3 The availability of A-movement out of CP
In addition, similarly to what has been argued for Japanese, Korean allows A-movement out of CP,
which is standardly assumed not to be possible given that A-A’-A movement, i.e. improper
movement, is disallowed. In particular, Tanaka (2002) shows that Japanese (16) involves Amovement of Bill into the matrix clause (see also Bošković 2012, Hiraiwa 2001, Hiraiwa 2005, Kuno
1976, Takano 2003, Takahashi 2011, a.o.). Orokanimo in (16) can only modify the matrix verb,
which means Bill is in the matrix clause. Also, to in (16) is standardly taken to be in C. Tanaka also
shows that Bill’s binding properties indicate that it is located in an A-position; thus in (17b), karera,
which started as the embedded clause subject, binds the anaphor. Assuming that long-distance
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scrambling is A’-movement (see e.g., Saito 1992), the fact that karera can A-bind the anaphor
indicates that (17b) involves local scrambling. That is, karera must be located in the matrix clause
when it undergoes A-scrambling to the sentence-initial position. The movement into the matrix
clause must be an instance of A-movement, otherwise it could not be followed by A-scrambling.
What is important for our purposes then is that we are dealing here with an instance of A-movement
out of a CP.

(16)

John-ga

Bill1-o

orokanimo

John-NOM

Bill1-ACC stupidly

[t1

tensai-da-to]

omot-teiru

t1

genius-COP-COMP

think-PROG

‘John thinks of Bill stupidly as a genius’
(17)

(Tanaka 2002)

a. ??Otagai1-no sensei-ga

karera-o1

[t1

baka-da-to]

each other1's

them-ACC1

[t1

fool-COP-COMP] think-PROG

teacher-NOM

omot-teiru

‘Each other1’s teachers think of them1 as fools’
b. Karera1-o

otagai1-no

sensei-ga

them1-ACC

each other1's teacher-NOM

t1 [t1 baka-da-to]

omot-teiru

t1 [t1 fool-COP-COMP] think-PROG

‘Them1, each other1’s teachers think of t1 as fools’

(Tanaka 2002)

Tanaka also shows that the construction in question cannot be handled in terms of control.
For instance, the sentence in (18a) is ungrammatical since t1 is not c-commanded by the scrambled
object, i.e. it is a violation of the Proper Binding Condition (PBC) (see Saito 1992). The same holds
for (18b). (19) shows, however, that the PBC is not relevant for Control Constructions. Given that
(18b) patterns with (18a), Tanaka argues that (18b) is not an instance of a Control Construction, i.e.
(18b) and (16) indeed involve movement into the matrix clause. In other words, this movement is
basically an instance of object shift, but out of a CP (see also Takeuchi 2010).
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(18)

a. *[[Bill-ga

t1

katta-to]2

[sono-hon1-o

[John-ga

[[Bill-NOM

t1

bought-COMP]2 [the book1-ACC [John-NOM

t2

itta]]]

t2

said]]]

'[That Bill bought t1]2, the book1, John said t2’
b. *[t1 baka-da-to]2
[t1 fool-COP-COMP]2

John-ga

Bill1-o

t2

omot-teiru

John-NOM

Bill1-ACC

t2

think-PROG

‘[t1 as a fool]2, John thinks of Bill1 t2’
(19)

(Tanaka 2002)

[PRO1 gakko-ni iku yoo-ni]2

John-ga

Bill-ni1

t2

meizita

[PRO1 school-to go in-order-to]2

John-NOM

Bill-DAT1

t2

ordered

‘John ordered Bill to go to school’

All these arguments also extend to Korean examples like (20). First, in (20), papokathi
‘stupidly’ can modify the matrix verb, which means that Bill-ul has moved into the matrix clause.
Second, the binding property of kutul in (21b) shows that kutul ‘they’, which originated in the
embedded clause, can undergo A-scrambling to the sentence-initial position, as is the case in the
Japanese example (17). As discussed above, this movement must be preceded by A-movement of the
element in question into a lower position in the matrix clause.

(20)

John-i

Bill1-ul papokathi

John-NOM

Bill-ACC stupidly

[t1

chencay-lako] sayngkakha-n-ta
genius-COMP

think-PRES-DECL

‘John thinks of Bill stupidly as a genius’
(21)

a. ??selo1-uy

sensayngnim-i

each other1's

teacher-NOM

kutul1-ul

[t1

papo-lako]

them-ACC

[t1

fool-COMP] think-PRES-DECL
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sayngkakha-n-ta

‘Each other1’s teachers think of them1 as fools’
b. kutul1-ul

selo1-uy

sensayngnim-i

t1 [t1 papo-lako]

them1-ACC

each other1's teacher-NOM

t1 [t1 fool-COMP]

sayngkakha-n-ta
think-PRES-DECL

‘Them1, each other1’s teachers think of t1 as fools’

Moreover, (22) illustrates that (20) cannot be handled in terms of control; both (22a) and
(22b) are ungrammatical due to a violation of the PBC, as is the case in the Japanese example
(18). Given this, I conclude that Bill in (20) undergoes A-movement out of the embedded CP;
in other words, A-movement out of CP is possible in Korean.

(22)

a. *[[Bill-i

t1

sa-ss-ta-ko]2

[ ku-chayk-ul1

[[Bill-NOM

t1

buy-PAST-DECL-COMP]2

[that book-ACC1

[John-i

t2

malha-yss-ta]]]

[John-NOM

t2

say-PAST-DECL]]]

'[That Bill bought t1]2, the book1, John said t2'
b. *[t1 papo-lako]2

John-i

Bill-ul1

[t2

sayngkakha-n-ta]

[t1

John-NOM

Bill-ACC1

[ t2

think-PRES-DECL]

fool-COMP]2

‘[t1 as a fool]2, John thinks of Bill1 t2.’

It is worth noting here that the ungrammaticality of (22a) provides evidence for the linearization
approach to the PBC from Takita (2010). Recall that there is speaker variation for (2) regarding the
reading where John binds caki-casin. I suggested that for the speakers who allow this reading, the
subject John c-commands the scrambled wh-phrase, which is adjoined to the projection where the
subject is located (see fn. 5-6). For these speakers, the object ku chayk ‘the book’ should be able to c-
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command its trace in (22a), which should satisfy the PBC, contrary to fact. Interestingly, the PBC
account of (22) can still be maintained under the linearization approach to the PBC (cf. Takita 2010),
where the PBC is an instance of a violation of Linearization Preservation (Fox and Pesetsky 2003).
That is, under the linearization approach to the PBC, whether or not the object in (22a) is able to ccommand its trace does not matter in determining whether the PBC is violated; rather the linear order
among elements at each spell-out domain plays a crucial role. In particular, regarding (22a), the
problem arises here because there is an ordering conflict between the final, surface word order and
the linear order established earlier in the derivation between the embedded clause object and the
embedded clause verb (see Takita 2010 for details).

3. Revisiting phasehood in Korean
3.1 Non-phasal CP
I have shown above that Korean does not allow binding in intermediate SpecCPs, cannot float
quantifiers in such positions, and allows A-movement out of CPs. The first property
straightforwardly argues against successive-cyclic movement via SpecCP in Korean and the second
property also can be accounted for if there is no successive-cyclice movement via SpecCP in Korean.
The availability of A-movement out of CP is also relevant: under the standard assumption of
successive-cyclic movement, the moving element should stop by in the Spec of CP. Crucially, since
this is an A’- position, A-movement from this position should not be possible. Importantly, the
example in (20) is puzzling if we assume that CP is a phase, given that movement must proceed
through the edge of a phase. However, if CP is not a phase in Korean, the example in (20) is no
longer surprising, since Bill-ul in (20) does not need to move through the embedded SpecCP, hence
(20) does not involve improper movement. Furthermore, if CP is not a phase in Korean but is a phase
in English, the contrast between English and Korean with respect to successive-cyclic movement via
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SpecCP (which is reflected in the contrast with respect to the intermediate binding reading in (1)/(2),
as well as the Q-floating contrast in (15)/(14)) can also be accounted for. In particular, assuming that
movement can occur only through the edge of a phase, a moving element cannot stop in the specifier
of embedded CPs in Korean if CP is not a phase in Korean; in contrast, it must stop there in English
since CP is a phase in English.9
The next question is why CP is not a phase in Korean. I argue that non-phasal CP is related to
the lack of TP in Korean. Bošković (2012) explores the possibility that article-less languages may
lack a TP projection in addition to lacking a DP projection. Assuming that DP is the nominal
counterpart of TP/IP given that the subject of a noun phrase is located in the Spec of DP, Bošković
(2012) pursues the NP/clause parallelism hypothesis and suggests that the lack of DP in a language
implies the lack of its clausal counterpart, TP.
As Bošković (2012) points out, this captures the fact that Serbo-Croatian (SC) does not have
tense morphology despite its rich verbal morphology. Furthermore, Bošković argues that this may
also hold for other NP languages; for example, a number of researchers have reported that some NP
languages which are traditionally considered to have tense morphology, such as Turkish, in fact do
not have tense morphology; rather, the traditionally assumed tense morphology is in fact composed
of aspectual or modal markers (cf. Yavaş 1980, 1981, 1982; Giorgi and Pianesi 1997; Talyan 1988,
1996, 1997). A similar approach has been proposed for Japanese (cf. Fukui 1988; Osawa 1999;
Whitman 1982) and Korean (cf. Choi 1971; Sohn 1975; Baek 1986; Song 2009; Kang 2013b among
others).10 Furthermore, there are languages which have been argued to lack TP in the literacture;
crucially all of these languages also lack articles (cf. Bohnemeyer 2002 for Yukatek Maya, Lin 2003,

9

See Epstein and Seely (2006) for an account of A-movement that is fully compatible with the assumption that
successive-cyclic movement can only proceed via phase edges.
10
Bošković (2012), however, also proposes an analysis according to which the presence of true tense morphology
actually does not require a dedicated TP projection (i.e. where tense morphology can be present even in the absence
of TP).
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2005 for Chinese, Wiltschko 2003 for Halkomelem Salish, Tonhauser 2011 for Paraguayan Guaraní,
Migdalski 2013 for Slovene, Czech, Slovak, Serbian, Mucha 2013 for Hausa, Zanon 2013 for
Turkish, and Todorović 2014, to appear for Serbian).
Bošković (2012) discusses several additional properties of article-less languages that may be
related to the absence of a TP projection. First, there seem to be no subject expletives such as English
there in article-less languages (see also Cheng 2013): the existence of subject expletive there has
been analyzed as a result of the EPP, which is traditionally assumed to be a property of the TP
projection. If there is no TP in article-less languages, we would not expect these languages to have
subject expletives. Second, article-less languages tend not to exhibit subject/object asymmetries in
terms of extraction, which are found in, for example, English. (Note that, as with expletives, we are
not dealing here with a two-way correlation.) Bošković (2012) suggests that this may provide
evidence that the subject in article-less languages does not move to the Spec of TP; this follows if
there is no TP. Third, nominative case in article-less languages seems to be either default case or
some contextual case. Crucially, it is not regarded as standard structural case (cf. Saito 1985; Fukui
and Sakai 2003, among many others for Japanese), which is assigned by T. Fourth, article-less
languages do not exhibit Sequence of Tense (note, however, that this is a one-way correlation).
In fact, Korean exhibits all of these properties. First, Korean does not have subject expletives
like English there. Also, Korean does not exhibit a subject/object asymmetry with respect to
extraction. The relevant asymmetry is found in English, for example. As seen in (23), the object but
not the subject can undergo movement across a clause-mate that. Furthermore, English allows
extraction out of objects, but not subjects, as in (24).

(23)

a. Whoi do you think that John saw ti?
b. *Whoi do you think that ti saw John?

(Bošković 2012)
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(24)

a. *Whoi did friends of ti see you?
b. Who did you see friend of ti ?

(Bošković 2012)

Crucially, Bošković (2012) notes that such asymmetries are not found in article-less
languages like Japanese, Korean and SC (see also Shon et al 1996 regarding Korean). For example,
the Japanese example in (25) exhibits extraction out of a subject. The SC example in (26a) illustrates
the same point and the example (26b) illustrates extraction of the subject (note that ga-marked
phrases in Japanese cannot scramble quite generally).

(25)

[OPi [Mary-ga ti younda-no]-ga

aikarana

yorimo

read that-NOM

is.obvious

than

John-wa

takusan-no

honi-o

yonda]

John-TOP

many-GEN

book-acc

read

Mary-NOM ti

‘John read more books [than Mary read __] is obvious’
(26)

a. Čijii tvrdiš

da

[ti

otac]

voli

whose you-claim

that

ti

father loves

Mariju?

Japanese

(Takahashi 1994)
SC

Marija

‘Whose father do you claim loves Marija?’
b. Koi tvrdiš

da

ti

voli

Mariju?

who

that

ti

loves

Marija

you-claim

‘Who do you claim loves Marija?’

(Bošković 2012)

As shown in (27), in Korean a wh-phrase in subject and object position can undergo
scrambling out of its clause. (28) shows that extraction out of a subject is also possible, the relevant
example being (28b).
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(27)

a. nwu(kwu)i-ka

John-i

[ ti

who-nom

John-NOM

Bill-ul cohaha-n-ta-ko]

ti

Bill-ACC like-PRES-DECL-COMP

sayngkakha-ni?
think-Q
‘lit. Who did John think that liked Bill?’
b. nwukwui -lul

John-un

[Bill-i

ti

who-ACC

John-TOP

Bill-NOM ti

cohaha-n-ta-ko]
like-PRES-DECL-COMP

sayngkakha-ni?
think-Q
‘Whom did John think Bill liked?’
(28)

a. Sue-nun

John-i

Mary-lul

cohaha-n-ta-nun

sasil-i

Sue-TOP

John-NOM

Mary-ACC

like-PRES-DECL-ADN

fact-NOM

nollap-ta-ko

sayngkakha-n-ta

surprise-DECL-COMP

think-PRES-DECL

‘Sue thinks the fact that John likes Mary is surprising’
b. ?Maryi-lul

Sue-nun

[John-i

ti

cohaha-n-ta-nun

sasil]-i

Mary-ACC

Sue- TOP

John-NOM

ti

like-PRES-DECL-ADN

fact-NOM

nollap-ta-ko

sayngkakha-n-ta

surprising-DECL-COMP

think-PRES-DECL

‘Maryi, Sue thinks the fact that John likes ti is surprising’
c.Sue-nun

John-i

Mary-ul

cohaha-n-ta-nun

sasil-ul

Sue-TOP

John-NOM

Mary-ACC

like-PRES-DECL-ADN

fact-ACC
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patatuli-ci

anh-nun-ta

accept-CI

neg-PRES-DECL

‘Sue doesn’t accept the fact that John likes Mary’
b. ?Maryi-lul

Sue-nun

[John-i

ti

cohaha-n-ta-nun

sasil]-ul

Mary-ACC

Sue-TOP

John-NOM

ti

like-PRES-DECL-ADN

fact-ACC

patatuli-ci

anh-nun-ta

accept-CI

neg-PRES-DECL

‘Maryi, Sue doesn’t accept the fact that John likes ti’

In fact, the absence of the subject/object asymmetry has sometimes been cited in the
literature as an argument for the lack of Inflection Phrase (IP) in Korean. For example, Shon et al.
(1996) argue that the possiblity of scrambling a subject, as in (27a), is explained if Korean does not
have an IP, IP being responsible for the ungrammaticality of the English (23b) (see also Lee 1990).11
Shon et al. (1996) also argue that nominative case in Korean is related to Tense, i.e. IP. On
the basis of data such as (29), Yoon (1993) claims that the Infl tense marker and the honorific marker
-si are responsible for nominative case in Korean. He claims that in (29a) the honorific marker -si
and tense assign nominative case to the subject while in (29b), where these elements are not
available, accusative case is assigned by the matrix verb.

(29)

a. Na-nun

[sensayngnim-i

chencay-i-si-ess-ta-ko]

mit-nun-ta

I-TOP

teacher-NOM

genius-be-HON-PAST-DECL-COMP believe-PRES-DECL

‘I believe that the teacher was a genius’
11

Shon et al. (1996) argue for the lack of IP, but they do not argue that there are no inflectional elements in Korean.
They suggest that inflectional elements such as honorification markers and tense markers are simply affixes of the
verbal head. The analysis I will propose is different from Shon et al. (1996) in that I argue that there are no tense
markers in Korean (see Chapter 3).
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b. Na-nun

[sensayngnim-ul

chencay-i-(*si)-(*ess)-la-ko]

I-TOP

teacher-ACC

genius-be-HON-PAST-DECL-COMP believe-PRES-DECL

‘I believe the teacher to be a genius’

mit-ess-ta

(Shon et al. 1996)

Shon et al. (1996) show that Yoon’s claim is not sufficient; the occurence of the nominative
marker is independent from the occurrence of the honorific marker, even though the honorific marker
usually agrees with the subject of a sentence. As shown in (30), the honorific marker agrees with the
subject ‘teacher’; however, the contexts where the honorific marker can occur are very limited. More
specifically, the honorific marker only occurs in the contexts where the referent is honored by the
speaker. For example, in (31) the referent ‘the teacher’s nose’ is not something the speaker honors,
resulting in the impossibility of the honorific marker. As shown in (31), however, the nominative
marker still occurs in the absence of the honorific marker. That is, the honorific marker has nothing
to do with nominative assignment.

(30)

Sensayngnim-i

khu-si-ta

teacher-NOM

big-HON-DECL

‘The teacher is tall’
(31)

(Shon et al. 1996)

Sensayngnim-uy

kho-ka

khu-(*si)-ta

teacher-GEN

nose-NOM

big-HON-DECL

‘The teacher’s nose is big’

(Shon et al. 1996)
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Shon et al. (1996) also show that tense has nothing to do with nominative in Korean for the
same reason; in coordinations, the past tense marker is optional in the first conjunct, as in (32).12
Crucially, even when there is no overt tense marker in the first conjunct, the subject still receives
nominative case. That is, neither tense nor Agr elements such as the honorific marker have anything
to do with nominative case assignment in Korean.

(32)

Swuni-ka

[pap-ul

mek-ko]

Swuni-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-CONJ

Chelswu-ka

[ppang-ul

mek-ess-ta]

Chelswu-NOM bread-ACC

eat-PAST-DECL

‘Swuni ate rice and Chelswu ate the bread’

(Shon et al. 1996)

In fact, nominative case in Korean behaves very similarly to nominative case in Japanese,
which has been argued in the literature to be a non-structural case (cf. Saito 1985; Fukui 1986, 1988
a.o). For example, non-subjects receive nominative case in addition to the subject in Japanese, giving
rise to so-called multiple nominative constructions. Korean multiple nominative constructions, in
which non-subjects receive nominative case, are illustrated in (33). In this respect, the Korean
nominative behaves differently from regular structural nominative case.

(33)

ecey-pwuthe-ka

nalssi-ka

coa-ci-ess-ta

yesterday-from-NOM

weather-NOM good-CAUS-PAST-DECL

‘lit. From yesterday, the weather became good’

12

The optionality of the past tense marker in the first conjunct will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
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Furthermore, Fukui and Sakai (2003) observe that an element doesn’t have to be an NP or
even a syntactic constituent in order to receive nominative case ‘ga’ in Japanese, which is also nonstrandard behavior when compared to the regular structural nominative. For example, according to
Fukui and Sakai (2003), -ga in (34) is attached to a sequence of elements which constitutes an
instance of nominal constituency that is formed by an application of Phrase-Level Merger in the PF
component; according to these authors, syuunin ‘assume’ undergoes deletion in the first conjunct and
the relevant string of elements is reanalyzed as a nominal constituent in PF (see Fukui and Sakai
2003 for details of the analysis). As a result, the nominative marker -ga is able to attach to this
sequence of elements, which is not a syntactic consitituent (see Fukui and Sakai 2003 for arguments
that the sequence in question is not a syntactic constituent).

(34)

[[Zimintoo-kara

gaimu-daizin-ni

Yamada-si] to

Liberal Democratic Party-from minister of foreign affairs-DAT Yamada-Mr/Ms CON
[Hosyutoo-kara
Conservative Party-from

zaimu-daizin-ni
minister of finance-DAT

Suzuki-si] (-to)]-ga
Suzuki-Mr/Ms (CON)-NOM

syuunin-si-ta
assumed
‘lit. [From the Liberal Democratic Party, Mr. Yamada (assumed) the minister of foreign
affairs] and [from the Conservative Party, Mr. Suzuki assumed the minister of finance]’
(Fukui and Sakai 2003)
Korean patterns with Japanese here, (35) being the Korean counterpart of the Japanese (34).
In (35), the nominative marker -ka is attached to a string of elements which is conjoined by the
nominal conjunctive suffix -(k)wa; when -(k)wa occurs in a string of NPs, the case marker occurs
only on the final conjunct, as in (36a), and nothing (including predicates) can intervene between the
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first conjunct and the conjunctive -(k)wa, as shown in (36b).13 Fukui and Sakai’s (2003) analysis of
(34), and their arguments against syntactic constituency of the relevant sequence in (34) to which the
nominative marker is attached, extend to (35).

(35)

[[Samsung-ulopwuthe sacangcik-ey

John]-kwa

Samsung-from

president-DAT

John-CONJ

[Hyundai-lopwuthe

pwusacangcik-ey

Peter]]-ka

nayceng-doy-ess-ta

Hyundai-from

vice president-DAT

Peter-NOM

nominate-PASS-PAST-DECL

‘lit. From Samsung, John for the position of president and from Hyundai, Peter for the
position of vice president were nominated’
(36)

a. John-(*i)-kwa

Bill-i

wa-ss-ta

John-NOM-CONJ

Bill-NOM

come-PAST-DECL

‘John and Bill came’

13

This conjunctive suffix -kwa is different from another conjunction kuliko, which can also be used for coordinating
NPs: first, in (i), unlike with -kwa, the first conjunct with kuliko bears a case marker. Second, predicates can occur
between the NP and the conjunction kuliko, unlike the case of -kwa.
(i)
(ii)

a. John-i
kuliko
John-NOM
CONJ
‘John and Bill came’
John-i
wa-ss-ta
John-NOM
come-PAST-DECL
‘John came and Bill came’

Bill-i
Bill-NOM

wa-ss-ta
come-PAST-DECL

kuliko

Bill-i
Bill-NOM

CONJ

wa-ss-ta
come-PAST-DECL

Note also regarding (35) that (35) is not an instance of Right-Node-Raising (RNR); as shown in (iii), in
RNR the conjunction kuliko (but not the conjunctive suffix -kwa) is used.
(iii)

Tomo-nun
Ana-ka
ppang-ul,
kuliko
Tomo-TOP
Ana-NOM
bread-ACC
and
Nina-nun
Ana-ka
pap-ul
mek-ess-ta-ko
Nina-TOP
Ana-nom
rice-ACC
eat-PAST-DECL-COMP
‘Tomo (said that) Ana (ate) bread and Nina said that Ana ate rice’
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malha-yss-ta
say-PAST-DECL
(An 2007)

b. John-(*i wa-ss-ta)-kwa

Bill-i

wa-ss-ta

John-NOM come-PAST-DECL-CONJ

Bill-NOM

come-PAST-DECL

‘John and Bill came’

Korean also does not exhibit Sequence of Tense phenomena. The English example in (37)
can receive the so-called simultaneous reading, ‘Bill said, ‘Mary is smart’’, in addition to the backshifted reading, ‘Bill said, ‘Mary was smart’ (c.f. Costa 1972; Enç 1987; Abusch 1988; Ogihara 1989
a.o). In contrast, Korean does not exhibit such a reading; (38) can only receive the back-shifted
reading.

(37)

Bill said that Mary was smart
(i) Bill said, ‘Mary is smart’
(ii) Bill said, ‘Mary was smart’

(38)

Bill-un

Mary-ka

ttokttokha-yss-ta-ko

malha-yss-ta

Bill-TOP

Mary-NOM

smart-PAST-DECL-COMP

say-PAST-DECL

‘Bill said ‘Mary was smart’’

Additionally, Despić (2011) shows that only article-less languages may have subject
reflexive constructions.14 According to him, TP closes the binding domain for anaphors, resulting in
the impossibility of (39) in English. As a result, such examples are possible only in article-less

14

One might think that the availability of subject anaphors in a language is related to whether or not the language
has subject agreement, given the Anaphor Agreement Effect, according to which anaphors are not compatible with
syntactic positions which trigger agreement (cf. Rizzi 1990, Woldford 1999, Haegeman 2004, Tucker 2010, a.o).
Despić (2011), however, shows that this cannot be the case, as there are some languages that have both subject
agreement and subject anaphors, such as Tamil. Despić argues that the existence of subject anaphors in a language is
dependent on the absence of TP, not on the absence of agreement.
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languages, which, as also assumed here, lack TP.15 As seen in (40), Korean exhibits subject reflexive
constructions. Given the discussed properties, I argue that Korean indeed lacks TP.

(39)

*John thinks that himself will leave

(40)

John-un
John-TOP

caki casin-i

ttokttokha-ta-ko

self-NOM smart-DECL-COMP

sayngkakha-n-ta
think-PRES-DECL

‘lit. John thinks that himself is smart’

Turning to the question why CP is not a phase in Korean and how this is related to the no-TP
analysis of Korean, we may find some clues in Chomsky (2008) and Takahashi (2011). First,
Chomsky (2008) argues that C and T are “associated” in that they function together with respect to
movement and feature-checking, the properties of Tense that are involved in these processes being
passed on to it from C. Second, Takahashi (2011) argues that phases are determined by Case
valuation. Specifically, he argues that vP is a phase only if v assigns structural case to its object. He
accounts for the scope asymmetry between accusative and nominative object constructions in
Japanese examples like (41) by assuming that the QR of only above vP, which is needed to get the
reading ‘only > can’, is possible only if vP is not a phase. In other words, he assumes that the QR of
only is phase-bound. As a consequence, only can scope over can in (41b), where vP is not a phase
(since accusative case is not assigned), but not in (41a), where vP is a phase (since accusative case is
assigned).16

15

As discussed in Despić (2011), local anaphors may still have the closest binder requirement, which is independent
of phasehood.
16
Takahashi (2011) shows that these facts cannot be handled in terms of Case movement of the object (where
nominative dake but not accusative dake would undergo Case movement) above can, since the same facts obtain for
dake in a PP, which does not bear Case.
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(41)

a. John-ga

migime-dake-o

tumer-e-ru

John-NOM

right.eye-only-ACC

close-can-PRES

‘John can close only his right eye.’

(?* only>can, can> only)

b. John-ga

migime-dake-ga

tumer-e-ru

John-NOM

right.eye-only-NOM

close-can-PRES

‘John can close only his right eye.’

(only>can, can> only)

(Takahashi 2011)

What is crucial here is that we can extend to CP Takahashi´s argument that a phase is
determined by structural case assignment, which was in fact also done in Takahashi (2011). Under
the C-T association analysis, where C and T work together in feature-checking, C is also involved in
Case assignment when it is associated with T which assigns nominative case. Takahashi suggests that
all phases are determined by case valuation: all CPs in (1) are phases because they are involved in
Case assignment. If Korean does not have TP, CP is then not involved in Case assignment in Korean,
hence CP should not count as a phase.17
To summarize, if CP is not a phase in Korean, we have an account of the following: (i) the
contrast between English and Korean with respect to the binding ambiguity in (1-2) - since the
moving element does not stop in SpecCP in Korean, in contrast to English, the intermediate binding
reading is not possible in Korean; (ii) the impossibility of NQ stranding in the specifier positions of
embedded CPs, which can be accounted for in the same way; (iii) the possibility of A-movement out
of a CP in Korean- (20) does not involve improper movement since there is no reason for the object
to stop in the specifier position of the embedded CP, given that CP is not a phase.18

17

Recall that under the no-TP analysis, nominative case is the default/contextual case in Korean (see Bošković
2012). CP could still be associated with another projection in Korean; however, as long as it is not involved in
structural case assignment, it would not be a phase under the above assumptions.
18
This raises the question of why it is not the case that A-movement out of CPs is always possible in Korean. I
assume however, that cases where A-movement out of CPs is not possible can be ruled out independently, as
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3.2 Non-phasal vP
Even if CP is not a phase in Korean, this is not enough to capture all of the cases discussed above for
the following reason. If vP is a phase, the Spec of each embedded vP should be a possible landing site
for the moving element, resulting in three binding readings in (2), contrary to fact. More specifically,
if vP is a phase in Korean, the moving element, caki casin in (2), should have to stop in the specifier
of each embedded vP. This would wrongly predict that Bill can bind caki casin in (2) when it stops in
the specifier position of the higher embedded vP. Thus, if vP is a phase in Korean, the data in (2) is
still not accounted for, even if CP is assumed not to be a phase in Korean.19
We can resolve this issue by looking at certain contrasts between Japanese and Korean.
Bošković (2013a) observes that in Japanese (42), there is a scope asymmetry between accusative and
dative objects; only can take scope over can in (42b) while only cannot take scope over can in (42a).
Note that Bošković (2013a) argues that inherent case does not involve case valuation (see also
Takahashi 2011). Following Chomsky (1986), Bošković argues that inherent case licensing is done
together with theta-role assignment. It is then not surprising that inherent case in Japanese patterns
with nominative case rather than accusative case with respect to the scope of dake. Recall that only
can take scope over can with a nominative object in examples like (41b), but not with an accusative
object, as in (41a); this is because in the case of the former, vP is not a phase due to the absence of
structural case assignment from v (cf. Takahashi 2011). Given this, Bošković argues that inherently
case-marked only can scope over can in (42b) since vP here is not a phase, given that it is not
involved in Case valuation, just as in the case of nominative objects.

discussed in Bošković (2012) and Takahashi (2011) for Japanese (and other article-less languages); for example, if
an instance of A-movement (e.g., A-scrambling) involves feature-driven movement, and if the CP in question also
has the relevant feature, such A-movement out of CP is blocked by Attract Closest.
19
This problem does not arise with the floating quantifier argument given that A’ Q- float is possible only in
SpecCP, and not SpecvP, as discussed in McCloskey (2000).
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(42)

a. Mary-ga
Mary-NOM

Bill-dake-o

ais-e-ru

Bill-only-ACC

love-can-PRES

‘Mary can love only Bill.’

Japanese

(*?only > can, can > only)

b. Mary-ga

Bill-dake-ni

a-e-ta

Mary-NOM

Bill-only-DAT

meet-can-PAST

‘Mary could meet only Bill.’

(only > can, can > only)

(Bošković 2013a)

In Korean (43), crucially, there is no scope asymmetry between accusative and dative
objects; only can scope over can irrespective of which case is assigned.20 In (43a), where the object
bears accusative case, only can scope over can. In (43b), where the object bears dative case, only can
also scope over can.

(43)

a. Mary-ka

Bill-man-ul

salangha-l

swu iss-ess-ta

Mary-NOM

Bill-only-ACC

love-PRS

can-PAST-DECL

‘Mary could love only Bill.’

(only > can, can > only)

b. Mary-ka

Bill-eykey-man

sakwaha-l

Mary-NOM

Bill-DAT-only

apologize-PRS can-PAST-DECL

‘Mary could apologize only to Bill.’

swu iss-ess-ta

(only > can, can > only)

The following illustrate the same point:

20

Chung (2007) argues that swu is a bound noun that takes CP as its complement (see also Ha 2007). The structure
of swu, however, is not relevant for the current discussion; under Chung’s structure, the same point still holds.
Note that the nominative/accusative alternation in question is not possible in Korean; hence, it is not possible to
test the Japanese scope asymmetry between nominative and accusative object constructions in Korean.
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(44)

Mary-ka

Bill-eykey-man

chayk-ul

cwu-l swu-iss-ess-ta

Mary-nom

Bill-DAT-only

book-ACC

give-PRS can-exist-PAST-DECL

‘Mary could give a book only to Bill.’
(45)

(only > can, can > only)

Mary-ka

Bill-eykey

chayk-man-ul

cwu-l

Mary-NOM

Bill-DAT

book-only-ACC

give-PRS can-exist-PAST-DECL

‘Mary could give only a book to Bill.’
(46)

(only > can, can > only)

Mary-ka

Bill-man-ul

chayk-ul

cwu-l swu-iss-ess-ta

Mary-NOM

Bill-only-ACC

book-ACC

give-PRS can-exist-PAST-DECL

‘Mary could give only Bill a book.’
(47)

swu-iss-ess-ta

(only > can, can > only)

Mary-ka

Bill-ul

chayk-man-ul

cwu-l

Mary-NOM

Bill-ACC

book-only-ACC

give-PRS can-exist-PAST-DECL

‘Mary could give Bill only a book.’

swu-iss-ess-ta

(only>can, can> only)

Korean additionally allows case stacking, i.e. dative and accusative cases occurring on the
same noun, as in (48). This also does not change the scope facts, i.e. the wide scope interpretation of
only is still possible, as in (49-50).21

(48)

Mary-ka

Bill-eykey-ul

chayk-ul

cwu-ess-ta

Mary-NOM

Bill-DAT-ACC

book-ACC

give-PAST-DECL

‘Mary gave a book to Bill’
21

Case stacking is possible with nominative and dative case as well.

(i)

Mary-eykey-ka
ton-i
Mary-DAT-NOM
money-NOM
‘lit. Mary has much money.’

manh-ta.
much-DECL
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(49)

Mary-ka

Bill-eykey-man-ul

chayk-ul

cwu-l swu-iss-ess-ta

Mary-NOM

Bill-DAT-only-ACC

book-ACC

give-PRS can-exist-PAST-DECL

‘Mary could give a book only to Bill’
(50)

(only > can, can > only)

Mary-ka

Bill-eykey-ul

chayk-man-ul cwu-l

Mary-NOM

Bill-DAT-ACC

book-only-ACC give-PRS can-exist-PAST-DECL

‘Mary could give only a book to Bill’

swu-iss-ess-ta

(only > can, can > only)

This is surprising if accusative case in Korean is a structural case; if that were the case, vP should be
a phase in Korean; focusing on (43), only should then not be able to scope over can since the QR of
only above a phasal vP should not be possible, assuming Takahashi (2011). If accusative case in
Korean is not structural case, however, this is expected since vP then does not constitute a phase.
Based on the fact that accusative in Korean patterns with the dative (and not with the accusative) in
Japanese with respect to the scope of only, I suggest that accusative case in Korean is not structural
case.22 This means that vP is not a phase in Korean. Recall also that, as discussed above, due to the
lack of TP, CP is also not a phase in Korean. 23 This straightforwardly captures the lack of

22

There are other differences between Japanese and Korean regarding Case, in particular accusative case. For
example, Korean exhibits double (accusative) object constructions with ditransitives, which are not possible in
Japanese. In addition, Korean allows Case stacking while Japanese does not. I leave a more detailed investigation of
accusative case in Korean for future research.
23
We might need to assume that Quantifier Raising is CP-bound even if CP is not a phase. Consider the examples in
(i-ii). It seems that there is a difference between Bill-nom and Bill-acc with respect to the scope of only and can. In
(ii), where only occurs with Bill-acc, only can scope over can. On the other hand, in (i), where only occurs with Billnom, the reading ‘only > can’ does not seem possible.
(i)
(ii)

John-i
Bill-man-uli
[ti chencayla-ko]
John-NOM
Bill-only-ACC
ti genius-COMP
‘John could think of only Bill as a genius’
John-i
[Bill-man-i
chencayla-ko]
John-NOM
[Bill-only-NOM genius- COMP
‘John could think that only Bill is a genius’
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sayngkakha-l
think-PRS

swu-iss-ess-ta
can-exist-PAST-DECL

sayngkakha-l
think-PRS

swu-iss-ess-ta
can-exist-PAST-DECL

However, Scott AnderBois (p.c.) points out that in the examples in (i-ii) world knowledge seems to force
an epistemic modal interpretation for the modal swu, i.e. the ability modal reading is pragmatically odd (note that
only the ability modal reading of can is possible in the relevant constructions in Japanese). In (iii), I provide a
specific context where the modal should have an ability interpretation. Importantly, in this case, only with Marynom can scope over can, as in (iv), which indicates that the QR of only is not CP-bound here.
(iii) Scenario: John is falling in love with Mary. To John, the only pretty person in the world is Mary. Bill
shows John pictures of five pretty girls, including Mary, to let him know that there are many pretty girls in
the world. Nevertheless, other girls do not look pretty to John since he has fallen in love with Mary. So…
(iv)

John-nun yecenhi
[Mary-man-i
yeyppu-ta-ko]
sayngkakha-l swu iss-ess-ta
John-TOP still
Mary-only-NOM pretty-PAST-DECL think-PRS can-PAST-DECL
‘John could still think only Mary is pretty.’
However, we have the opposite result in the following scenario:

(v) Scenario: Mary is a news reporter. According to her informant, John and Bill are corrupt politicians. However,
Mary doesn’t have enough evidence to prove that John is corrupt. So, on today’s news broadcast,…
a. #Mary-nun
[Bill-man-i
pwuphayhan cengchiin-i-lako] potoha-l
swu iss-ess-ta
Mary-TOP
Bill-only-NOM corrupt politician-cop-COMP report-PRS can-exist-PAST-DECL
‘Mary could report that only Bill was an corrupt politician.’
b. Mary-nun
[Bill-man-ul
[pwuphayhan cengchiin-i-lako] potoha-l
swu iss-ess-ta
Mary-TOP
Bill-only-ACC
corrupt politician-cop-COMP
report-PRS can-exist-PAST-DECL
‘Mary could report that only Bill was a corrupt politician’
(only> can)
In the scenario above, which requires that only scope over can, (v-a) is not felicitous, contrary to (v-b). (v)
seems to suggest that QR of only should be clause-bounded, regardless of CP phasehood. In short, whether or not
QR of only is CP-bound remains unclear.
To get a clearer idea regarding this issue, let us consider a different quantifier. (vi) involves scope
interaction between every and negation:
(vi)

a. John-un
[motun haksayng-i
wa-ss-ta-ko]
John-TOP
every student-NOM
come-PAST-DECL-COMP
sayngkakha-ci ahn-ass-ta
think-CI
neg-PAST-DECL
‘John didn’t think every student came’
(neg> everyone, *every> neg)
b. John-un motun kaksayng-ul wa-ss-ta-ko
John-TOP every student-ACC come- PAST-DECL-COMP
sayngkakha-ci ahn-ass-ta
think-CI
neg-PAST-DECL
‘John didn’t think that every student came’
(neg>everyone, every> neg)

In (vi-a), every cannot scope over the matrix negation. In contrast, in (vi-b) every can scope over negation. (vi)
suggests that QR of every is clause-bounded, even if CP is not a phase. Given this, I tentatively assume that QR is
clause-bounded regardless of whether or not CP is a phase. I leave open the question of why QR of only in (iv) is not
clause-bounded.
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successive-cyclic movement via Spec CP/vP since neither CP nor vP is a phase in Korean. That is,
since neither vP nor CP is a phase in Korean, the moving element in (2) does not stop in the specifier
position of vP or the specifier position of CP, accounting for the observed readings of this example.24
Finally, there is another very interesting difference between Japanese and Korean: the
Japanese counterpart of (2) allows three binding readings in contrast to Korean (2), as shown in (51).
The sentences in (52) and (53) also allow all three readings, unlike the corresponding examples in
Korean.25

(51)

Zibun-no

dono syasin-o

[John-ga

[Bill-ga

self-GEN

which picture-ACC

John-NOM

Bill-NOM

[Bob-ga

kai-tai-to]

itta-to]

omotteiru-no]?

said-COMP

think-Q

Bob-NOM

buy-want.to-COMP

‘Which picture of himself does John think Bill said Bob would like to buy?’
(52)

Zibun-no

dono syasin-o

[John-ga

[Bill-ga

Peter-ni

self- GEN

which picture-ACC

John-NOM

Bill-NOM

Peter-DAT

[Bob-ga

kai-tai-to]

itta-to]

omotteiru-no]?

Bob-NOM

buy-want.to- COMP

told-COMP

think-Q

‘Which picture of himself does John think Bill told Peter that Bob would like to buy?’
24

Note that what I have said seems to imply that ECM should not be allowed in Korean. However, ECM could still
be allowed in some contexts if accusative case could be structural in some contexts (see Ahn and Yoon 1989, Kim
and Kim 2003 among others on ECM in Korean). But the availability of this option in some contexts should not be
allowed to affect the account of (2) above (see also Bošković 2002 for the claim that accusative case in English can
be inherent or structural). What is however more important here is that Franks (1995) shows that in some languages,
ECM is possible even with inherent case; thus dative can be exceptionally assigned under ECM in certain contexts
in Russian, which means that inherent ECM is not completely impossible.
25
Among Japanese native speakers consulted, one does not obtain the reading in (ii). Significantly, this speaker is
also not sure about the scope asymmetry between can and only; this speaker sometimes admits the interpretation
where only scopes over can with the accusative object. This is not at all surprising if accusative case is not a
structural case for this speaker, as is the case in Korean. In fact, the speaker variation within Japanese seems to
provide rather strong evidence for the proposals made here.
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(53)

Zibun-no

dono syasin-o

[John-ga

[Bill-ga

[Bob-ga

self-NOM

which picture-ACC

John- NOM

Bill-NOM

Bob- NOM

Peter-ni

age-tai-to]

tutaeta-to]

omotteiru-no]?

Peter-DAT

give-wanto.to-COMP

told-COMP

think-Q

‘Which picture of himself does John think Bill said that Bob would like to give Peter?’

In other words, Japanese behaves like English and not Korean here. Japanese, however, exhibits the
exact same pattern as Korean with respect to NQ stranding. In (54), the NQ can be stranded or
floated under scrambling. 26 As is the case in Korean, however, the NQ cannot be stranded in the
specifier position of embedded CPs, as shown in (55). This can be captured if CP is not a phase in
Japanese, as discussed above for Korean.

(54)

a. [Biiru-o1

John-wa

[Bill-ga

[Mary-ga

t1

san-bon

beer-ACC

John-TOP

Bill-NOM

Mary-NOM

t1

3-CL

nonda-to]

itta-to]

omotteiru]

drank-COMP

said-COMP

think

‘John thinks Bill said Mary drank three bottles of beer.’
b. [Biiru-o1

san-bon2

John-wa

[Bill-ga

[Mary-ga

beer-ACC

3-CL

John-TOP

Bill-NOM

Mary-NOM

t1 t2

nonda-to]

itta-to]

omotteiru]

t1 t2

drank-COMP

said-COMP

think

‘John thinks Bill said Mary drank three bottles of beer.’

26

Just like case-less NQs in Korean, Japanese NQs from (54) and (55) can be floated only under A’-movement of
the associated noun, as shown in Fitzpatrick (2006).
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(55)

a.*[Biiru-o1

John-wa

[san-bon2

Bill-ga

[Mary-ga

beer-ACC

John-TOP

3-CL

Bill-NOM

Mary-NOM

t1 t2

nonda-to]

itta-to]

omotteiru]

t1 t2

drank-COMP

said-COMP

think

‘John thinks Bill said Mary drank three bottles of beer.’
b. *[Biiru-o1

John-wa

[Bill-ga

[san-bon2

Mary-ga

Beer-ACC

John-TOP

Bill- NOM

3-CL

Mary- NOM

t1 t2

nonda-to]

itta-to]

omotteiru]

t1 t2

drank-COMP

said-COMP

think

‘John thinks Bill said Mary drank three bottles of beer.’

Recall also that like Korean, Japanese allows A-movement out of CPs, which also indicates
that CP is not a phase in Japansese.27 Given this, the above data from Korean and Japanese can all be
straightforwardly captured if vP but not CP is a phase in Japanese while neither CP nor vP are phases
in Korean.28 Since vP is a phase in Japanese, as argued by Takahashi (2011) on the basis of the

27

It is worth nothing that Nemoto (1993) shows that A-scrambling is possible out of control complements in
Japanese, which are headed by an overt C, and suggests that the reason for this is absence of IP in Japanese.
28
Regarding the binding ambiguity difference between Japanese and Korean, I suggest here another possible
account where the binding ambiguity difference between these two languages does not come from whether
accusative case is structural or not, but rather from whether the complement CPs can receive Case from v in these
languages. Although it has traditionally been assumed that clausal arguments do not need Case, there have also been
some arguemtns that clausal arguments can sometimes receive Case (cf. Bošković 1995; Picallo 2002; Sheehan
2011). Given this, I tentatively assume that clausal arguments can receive Case in principle; however, I suggest that
this may be a language-specific property. Assuming this, if the complement CPs in question can receive Case from v
in Japanese (and English), but not in Korean, then matrix and intermediate embedded vPs in Japanese (and English)
will be phases, but those in Korean will not be (I continue to assume Takahashi 2011, according to whom phasehood
is tied to case). If this is the case, the binding difference between Japanese and Korean can be straightforwardly
explained since in the relevant constructions in Japanese (but not in Korean), the wh-phrase in question then must
stop in the specifier position of the intermediate vP (given the PIC), resulting in reading (ii), i.e. the intermediate
binding reading (Nothing changes with respect to the phasehood of CP.)
Under this approach, we would expect that the wh-phrase will stop by the specifier position of the
intermediate vP in Korean if the construction in question could involve structural case assignment (involving ECM
for example, which can now be considered to involve structural case assignment in Korean) because in such a case,
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scope properties of dake, the scrambled wh-phrase in (42) stops in the specifier position of each
vP would be a phase. However, this is not testable with respect to the binding ambiguity since scrambling out of
ECM clauses is not possible to begin with.
(i)

a. *chayk-ul1
John-un
book-ACC
John-TOP
sayngkakha-n-ta
think-PRES-DECL
b.*caki casin-uy casin-ul1
self
picture-ACC
[ t3
t1
sa-ko
t3
t1
buy-ko
sayngkakha-n-ta-ko
think-PRES-DECL-COMP

Mary2-ul [ t2 t1
Mary-ACC
t2 t1

sa-ko
sipheha-n-ta-ko]
buy-KO would.like.to-PRES-DECL-COMP

[John-un
Bill2-ul [ t2
John-TOP
Bill-ACC t2
sipheha-n-ta-ko
would.like.to-pres.decl-comp
sayngkakha-n-ta
think-PRES-DECL

Bob3-ul
Bob-ACC

Note, however, that there are some complementizers in Korean that can bear a case marker such as ci ‘whether’ and
the nominal complementizer -kes. Interestingly, if the intermediate vP in question takes a CP with one of these
complementizers, reading (ii), i.e. the intermediate binding reading, becomes easier to access for some speakers; (iii)
repeats the kind of cases discussed earlier, where the intermediate binding reading is not possible in Korean even
when the intermediate subject is the only potential binder. In contrast, when the intermediate v assigns an accusative
case, given in bold, to its CP as in (iv) and (v), the intermediate binding reading is relatively easier to get for some
speakers; other readings are also available just like the case in (4). (Note that lul can be dropped in (iv), in which
case (iv) patterns with (iii).)
(iii)

(iv)

(v)

[CP *?caki casin-tul-uy
sacini-ul
Kim sensayngnim-un
self-PL-GEN
picture-ACC
Kim teacher-TOP
[vP [CP ku haksayng-tul-i [vP [CP Lee sensayngnim-i [vP ti sa-ko
sipheha-n-ta-ko]]
the student-PL-NOM
Lee teacher-NOM
ti buy-KO would.like.to-PRES-DECL-COMP
malha-yss-ta-ko]]
sayngkakha-n-ta]]
say-PAST-DECL-COMP
think-PRES-DECL
‘lit. picture of themselves, Kim think those students said Lee would like to buy’
??[ CP caki casin-tul-uy
sacini-ul
Kim sensayngnim-un
self-PL-GEN
picture-ACC
Kim teacher-TOP
[vP [CP ku haksayng-tul-i [vP [CP Lee sensayngnim-i [vP ti sa-ko sipheha-nunci-lul]]
the student-PL-NOM
Lee teacher-NOM
ti buy-KO would.like.to-whether-ACC
kwungkumhayha-yss-ta-ko]]
sayngkakha-n-ta]]
wonder-PAST-DECL-COMP
think-PRES-DECL
‘Which picture of themselves does Kim think those students said Lee would like to buy?’
[CP??caki casin-tul-uy
sacini-ul
Kim sensayngnim-un
[vP [CP ku haksayng-tul-i
self-PL-GEN
picture-ACC
Kim teacher-TOP
the student-PL-NOM
[vP [CP Lee sensayngnim-i [vP ti sa-ko
sipheha-n-ta-nun
kes-ul]]
Lee teacher-NOM
ti buy-KO would.like.to-PRES-DECL-ADN
KES-ACC
ala-ss-ta-ko]]
sayngkakha-n-ta]]
know-PAST-DECL-COMP
think-PRES-DECL
‘lit. Picture of themselves, Kim thinks the students knew that Lee would like to buy’

The increased availability of the intermediate reading may be taken to indicate that the anaphor caki casin stops in
the specifier position of the intermediate vP (the lower intermediate vP). In other words, the intermediate vP may be
a phase here. If this is the case, we might need to say that only those complement CPs that bear a case marker
receive structural case from v in Korean while complement CPs in Japanese can receive structural case from v
regardless of the availability of an overt case marker on the CP. The details of such an approach should be further
investigated.
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embedded vP, resulting in three possible binding readings. On the other hand, this is not the case in
Korean since vP is not a phase (as indicated by the scopal properties of man ‘only’); the only possible
interpretations are reading (iii), which we can obtain in the anaphor’s base-generated position, and
reading (i), which we can obtain in the anaphor’s surface position, assuming that the scrambled
element is adjoined to the projection where the subject is located. As for NQ stranding, in both
languages NQ cannot stop in the specifier position of embedded CPs since CP is not a phase in either
language. Recall also that McCloskey (2000) suggests that the specifier position of vP is
independently not a position where quantifiers that are floated under A’-movement can be stranded.29
Finally, both languages allow A-movement out of CP since CP is not a phase in either language.30

4. Conclusion
In this chapter, I have provided an account of several contrasts between Korean, Japanese, and
English regarding successive-cyclic movement, involving binding ambiguities, NQ floating, and Amovement out of CP. I have shown that Korean has no successive-cyclic movement via
SpecCP/SpecvP and that Japanese has successive-cyclic movement via SpecvP, but not SpecCP, and
explored consequences of this state of affairs for the theory of phases.
I have argued that neither CP nor vP are phases in Korean which accounts for the lack of
successive-cyclic movement via SpecCP/SpecvP. I have also shown that this state of affairs argues
for a particular view of phases and the clasual structure of Korean. First, under Chomsky’s (2008) CT association approach, C is involved in Case assignment when it is associated with T that assigns
nominative case. Second, there is no TP in Korean under Bošković’s (2012) no-TP analysis of NP
29

Note that if there are some Japanese speakers who accept (55), this could mean that McCloskey’s ban on Q-float
in SpecvP, which McCloskey discussed with respect to West Ulster English, is not universal. I leave this issue open
for future research.
30
Note that Japanese behaves like Korean with respect to other tests for the lack of TP discussed earlier in this
chapter (e.g., lack of subject expletives, lack of subject/object asymmetries, the non-standard behavior of the
nominative case-marker, lack of SOT, and the possibility of subject reflexives).
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languages. C is therefore not involved in case assignment since there is no T in the first place.
Assuming Takahashi (2011), according to which phases are determined by Case valuation, CP is then
not a phase in Korean since there is no Case valuation due to the absence of TP. Furthermore, in the
case of vP, based on the scope propertites of only phrases, I have shown that the accusative case in
Korean is not structural case (it patterns with inherent case in Japanse in the relevant respect), a result
of which is that vP is not a phase in Korean either, given Takahashi (2011). As for Japanese, CP is
not a phase in Japanese for the same reason that it is not a phase in Korean. vP however is a phase in
Japanese. I have tied the different behavior of vP in Korean and Japanese with respect to phasehood
to a difference in the interpretation of only phrases in Korean and Japanese.
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Chapter 3
Temporal Interpretation in the absence of TP1

1. Introduction
In the previous chapter, I argued that Korean lacks TP and examined some syntactic consequesnces
of this claim. This chapter deals with a semantic issue, namely, how temporal interpretation in
Korean is determined in the absence of TP.
In English, the expression of time is obligatory for temporal interpretation, i.e. sentences
have tense morphology. In Chinese, on the other hand, a language that has often been argued to lack
Tense/TP, the expression of time is not obligatory; temporal interpretation can be derived by aspect,
temporal adverbials or context (cf. Klein 1994; Lin 2003, 2005; Smith and Erbaugh 2005). Korean is
traditionally assumed to have tense morphology, which seems to be obligatory for temporal
interpretation; however, it has been controversial whether we are dealing here with genuine tense
morphology or aspect markers since the relevant elements sometimes do behave like aspect. To
understand how time is expressed in Korean, it seems that we first need to better understand the
nature of what has traditionally been assumed to be tense morphology. This leads us to several
questions. For example, how can we distinguish aspect markers from tense markers? Furthermore, if
there is no tense morphology, does this mean that Korean (like Chinese) lacks Tense? If so, how is
temporal interpretation derived? And where is the traditional tense morphology located? The main
goal of this chapter is to provide answers to these questions.

1

This chapter is a revised and expanded version of Kang (2013b); an earlier version of this chapter was presented in
Kang (2012).
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In Section 2 I will subject to close scrutiny the traditional tense morphology in Korean,
focusing on -ess (ostensibly a past tense morpheme) and -nun (ostensibly a present tense morpheme),
and show that these morphemes are in fact not tense morphemes; rather they should be analyzed as
an aspect marker and a PF realization of a null imperfective aspect in MoodP, respectively. Section 3
will examine how temporal interpretation is determined in the absence of TP. I will argue that aspect
and temporal adverbials play a crucial role in determining temporal interpretation in Korean, and
demonstrate how temporal interpretation is determined in the absence of TP.

2. Distribution of traditionally assumed tense morphology in Korean
2.1 Simple clauses
The traditional tense morphology in Korean behaves rather differently from its English analogue.
Before discussing the details, let us consider the distribution of the traditional tense morphology in
Korean. In simple clauses, the traditional tense morphology is obligatory except in the case of the
present interpretation of adjectival predicates. The traditional present (-nun) or past tense morpheme
(-ess) has to be realized with verbs, as shown in (1-4).

(1)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-*(nun)-ta

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-PRES-DECL

‘Mary eats rice/Mary is eating rice’
(2)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-*(ess)-ta

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-PAST-DECL

‘Mary ate rice’
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(3)

Mary-ka

Bill-ul

salangha-*(n)-ta

Mary-NOM

Bill-ACC

love-PRES-DECL

Mary-ka

Bill-ul

salangha-*(yss)-ta

Mary-NOM

Bill-ACC

love-PAST-DECL

‘Mary loves Bill’	
  
	
  

(4)

‘Mary loved Bill’	
  

As shown in (5-6), however, the traditional present tense marker cannot appear with an
adjectival predicate, whereas the traditional past tense marker is obligatory with an adjectival
predicate.

(5)

Mary-ka

yeyppu-(*n)-ta

Mary-NOM

pretty-PRES-DECL

‘Mary is pretty’	
  
	
  

(6)

Mary-ka

yeypp-*(ess)-ta

Mary-NOM

pretty-PAST-DECL

‘Mary was pretty’

The same pattern is observed in embedded clauses. As shown in (7-10), traditional
present/past tense markers have to appear with verbs. On the other hand, as in (11-12), the traditional
present tense marker cannot be realized with adjectival predicates while the traditional past tense
marker must be realized.
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(7)

Bill-un

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-*(nun)-ta-ko

Bill-TOP

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-PRES-DECL-COMP

sayngkakha-*(n)-ta
think-PRES-DECL
‘Bill thinks that Mary eats rice/Bill thinks Mary is eating rice’
(8)

Bill-un

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-*(ess)-ta-ko

Bill-TOP

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-PAST-DECL-COMP

sayngkakha-*(n)-ta
think-PRES-DECL
‘Bill thinks Mary ate rice’
(9)

Bill-un

Mary-ka

Bill-ul

salangha-*(n)-ta-ko

Bill-TOP

Mary-NOM

Bill-ACC

love-PRES-DECL-COMP

sayngkakha-*(n)-ta
think-PRES-DECL
‘Bill thinks Mary loves Bill’	
  
(10)

Bill-un

Mary-ka

Bill-ul

salangha-*(yss)-ta-ko

Bill-TOP

Mary-NOM

Bill-ACC

love-PAST-DECL-COMP

sayngkakha-*(n)-ta
think-PRES-DECL
‘Bill thinks Mary loved Bill’
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(11)

Bill-un

Mary-ka

yeyppu-(*n)-ta-ko

Bill-TOP

Mary-NOM

pretty-PRES-DECL-COMP

sayngkakha-*(n)-ta
think- PRES-DECL
‘Bill thinks Mary is pretty’
(12)

Bill-un

Mary-ka

yeypp-*(ess)-ta-ko

Bill-TOP

Mary-NOM

pretty- PAST-DECL-COMP

sayngkakha-*(n)-ta
think-PRES-DECL
‘Bill thinks Mary was pretty’	
  

2.2 Conjunctions
We find a different state of affairs with conjunctions. In conjunctions, traditional tense morphology is
not obligatory for interpretation in the first conjunct (cf. Shon et al. 1996; D. Chung 2005; Sohn
1995). For instance, in (13), even though the verb in the first conjunct does not bear the traditional
past morpheme -ess, it still receives a past interpretation.

(13)

Swuni-ka

pap-ul

mek-ko

Swuni-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-CONJ

Chelswu-ka

ppang-ul

mek-ess-ta

Chelswu-NOM

bread-ACC

eat-PAST-DECL

‘Swuni ate rice and Chelswu ate bread’

(Shon et al. 1996)
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More interestingly, even when two conjuncts receive different temporal interpretations, past
in the first conjunct and present in the second (cf. the adverb in the conjuncts), the verb in the first
conjunct does not need to appear with the past morpheme (14).

(14)

Mary-ka

ecey

ppang-ul

mek-ko

Mary-NOM

yesterday

bread-ACC

eat-CONJ

onul

pap-ul

mek-nun-ta

today

rice-ACC

eat-PRES-DECL

‘Mary ate the bread yesterday but eats the rice today‘

(Shon et al. 1996)

Furthermore, unlike the traditional past morpheme, the traditional present morpheme can
never appear in the first conjunct (cf. Park 1994).

(15)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-(*nun)-ko

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-PRES-CONJ

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-*(nun)-ta

Bill-NOM

bread-ACC

eat-PRES-DECL

‘Mary is eating/eats rice and Bill is eating/eats bread’

Let us examine the pattern in more detail. When both conjuncts receive a past interpretation
(16-18), the traditional past morpheme can be omitted in the first conjunct.
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(16)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-(ess)-ko

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-PAST-CONJ

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-*(ess)-ta

Bill-NOM

bread-ACC

eat- PAST-DECL

‘Mary ate rice and Bill ate bread’	
  

	
  

	
  

(17)

Mary-ka

Bill-ul

salangha-(yss)-ko

Mary-NOM

Bill-ACC

love-PAST-CONJ

Jane-i

Peter-lul

salangha-*(yss)-ta

Jane-NOM

Peter-ACC

love-PAST-DECL

‘Mary loved Bill and Jane loved Peter’	
  
	
  

(18)

a. Mary-ka

yeyppu-ko

Bill-i

ttokttokhay-*(ss)-ta

Mary-NOM

pretty-CONJ

Bill-NOM

smart-PAST-DECL

‘Mary was pretty and Bill was smart’	
  
b.	
  Mary-ka

yeypp-ess-ko

Bill-i

ttokttokhay-*(ss)-ta

Mary-NOM

pretty-PAST-CONJ

Bill-NOM

smart-PAST-DECL

‘Mary was pretty and Bill was smart’

When both conjuncts receive a present interpretation, however, the traditional present tense
morpheme can never occur in the first conjunct (19-20). As expected, the present tense morpheme
also cannot appear in the first conjunct in (21) due to the presence of the adjectival predicates.
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(19)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-(*nun)-ko

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-PRES-CONJ

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-*(nun)-ta

Bill-NOM

bread-ACC

eat- PRES-DECL

‘Mary is eating/eats rice and Bill is eating/eats bread’	
   	
  
	
  

(20)

Mary-ka

Bill-ul

salangha-(*n)-ko

Mary-NOM

Bill-ACC

love- PRES-CONJ

Jane-i

Peter-lul

salangha-*(n)-ta

Jane-NOM

Peter-ACC

love-PRES-DECL

‘Mary loves Bill and Jane loves Peter’	
  
	
  

(21)

Mary-ka

yeyppu-(*nun)-ko

Mary-NOM

pretty-PRES-CONJ

Bill-i

ttokttokha-(*n)-ta

Bill-NOM

smart-PRES-DECL

‘Mary is pretty and Bill is smart’

On the other hand, when the first conjunct receives a past interpretation and the second
conjunct receives a present interpretation, the past morpheme can be omitted only in the presence of
a temporal adverbial, as the contrast between (22) and (23) shows. (24) and (25) also illustrate the
optionality of the past morpheme in the first conjunct.

(22)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-*(ess)-ko

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-PAST-CONJ
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Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-*(nun)-ta

Bill- NOM

bread- ACC

eat-PRES-DECL

‘Mary ate rice and Bill is eating/eats bread’	
  

	
  

	
  

(23)

Mary-ka

ecey

ppang-ul

mek-(ess)-ko

Mary-NOM

yesterday

bread-ACC

eat-PAST-CONJ

onul

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-*(nun)-ta

today

Bill-NOM

bread-ACC

eat-PRES-DECL

‘Mary ate rice yesterday and Bill is eating/eats bread today’	
  
	
  

(24)

Mary-ka

caknyeney

Bill-ul

cohaha-(yss)-ko

Mary-NOM

last year

Bill-ACC

like-PAST-CONJ

cikum

Bill-i

Mary-lul

cohaha-*(n)-ta

now

Bill-NOM

Mary-ACC

like- PRES-DECL

	
  ‘Mary liked Bill last year and Bill likes Mary now’	
  
(25)

a.	
  Mary-ka

elil ttay

yeyppu-ko

Mary-NOM

when.she.was.young

pretty-CONJ

Jane-i

cikum

yeyppu-ta

Jane-NOM

now

pretty-DECL

‘lit. Mary was pretty when she was young and Jane is now pretty’
b. Mary-ka

elil ttay

yeypp-ess-ko

Mary-NOM

when.she.was.young

pretty-PAST-CONJ

Jane-i

cikum

yeyppu-ta

Jane-NOM

now

pretty-DECL

‘lit. Mary was pretty when she was young and Jane is now pretty’
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When the second conjunct receives a past interpretation, the first conjunct can receive a
present interpretation only when there is a temporal adverbial in the first conjunct. As seen in (26), if
there is no temporal adverbial in the first conjunct, the first conjunct is interpreted as past tense
following the tense of the second conjunct. On the other hand, when there is an appropriate temporal
adverbial in the first conjunct, as in (27-29), the first conjunct is interpreted as present.

(26)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-(*nun)- ko

Mary- NOM

rice- ACC

eat-( PRES)- CONJ

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-*(ess)-ta

Bill- NOM

bread- ACC

eat- PAST- DECL

‘*Mary is eating/eats rice and Bill ate bread’
‘Mary ate rice and Bill ate bread’	
  

	
  

	
  

(27)

cikum

Mary-ka

ppang-ul

mek-(*nun)-ko

now

Mary- NOM

bread- ACC

eat- PRES- CONJ

ecey

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-*(ess)-ta

yesterday

Bill- NOM

bread- ACC

eat- PAST- DECL

‘Mary is eating/eats rice now and Bill ate bread yesterday’	
  

	
  

	
  

(28)

Mary-ka

cikum

Bill-ul

cohaha-(*n)-ko

Mary- NOM

now

Bill- ACC

like- PRES- CONJ

caknyeney

Bill-i

Mary-lul

cohaha-*(yss)-ta

last year

Bill- NOM

Mary- ACC

like- PAST- DECL

‘Mary likes Bill now and Bill liked Mary last year’	
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(29)

Mary-ka

cikum

yeyppu-(*n)-ko

Mary- NOM

now

pretty- PRES- CONJ

Jane-i

elil ttay

yeypp-*(ess)-ta

Jane- NOM

when.she.was.young

pretty- PAST- DECL

‘Mary is pretty now and Jane was pretty when she was young’

As pointed by Shon et al. (1996), this may be taken to indicate that tense interpretation in
Korean is not determined by tense morphology itself; rather, it is determined by other elements. This
is especially the case in (14), (23-25), and (27-29) where the tense of the first conjunct depends on
the temporal adverbials. In this respect, Korean behaves very much like Chinese, which has often
been argued to lack tense/TP (cf. Klein 1994; Lin 2003, 2005; Smith and Erbaugh 2005). Chinese
will be discussed in more detail below.

2.3 Revisiting Tense morphology in Korean
Note that while Chinese does not have tense morphology, it clearly has aspectual morphology. This
may provide us with a clue as to how to analyze traditional tense morphology in Korean.
Importantly, it has been observed that the traditional past morpheme -ess in Korean sometimes
behaves as an aspect marker (cf. Choi 1971, Sohn 1975, Baek 1986, Lee 1991, Park 1995, Song
2009, a.o.). For example, (30) is interpreted as the English present perfect would be; the traditional
past tense morpheme -ess gives rise to the present perfect interpretation when it occurs with the
temporal adverb cikum	
  ‘now’.
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(30)

John-un

cikum hakkyo-ey

ka-ss-ta

John- TOP

now

go-PAST-DECL

school-to

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘John has gone to school now’	
  	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

(Song 2009)

As shown in (31), the traditional past tense morphology -ess can be doubled, and this results
in the equivalent of the English past perfect interpretation; in (32) with a single -ess, the sentence
receives a past interpretation, as expected.

(31)

	
  Mary-ka

inyen-ceney

Mary-NOM

two years-ago that

ku

hakkyo-ey

tany-ess-ess-ta

school-LOC

go- PAST-PAST-DECL

‘Mary had gone to that school two years ago’
(32)

Mary-ka

inyen-ceney

ku

Mary-NOM

two years-ago that

hakkyo-ey

tany-ess-ta

school-LOC

go-PAST-DECL

‘Mary went to that school two years ago’

In addition, -ess can be used in future contexts, giving rise to the equivalent of the English
future perfect interpretation. In (33), -l is a prospective modal suffix; when this suffix occurs with the
expression kes + the copular verb i in a sentence, the sentence receives future interpretation. As seen
in (34), -ess can occur with -l kes i, resulting in a future perfect interpretation.

(33)

nayil

Mary-ka

swukcey-lul

kkuthnay-l

kes i-ta

Tomorrow

Mary-NOM

homework-ACC

finish-PRS

KES COP-DECL

‘Mary will finish the homework tomorrow’
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(34)

Wuli-ka

syophingha-ko

cip-ey

We- NOM

go shopping- CONJ

home-LOC

tolakalttay

ccumimyen,

go back-when around.that.time
Mary-ka

ku

swukcey-lul

kkuthnay-ss-ul

kes i-ta

Mary- NOM

that

homework-ACC

finish-PAST-PRS

KES COP-DECL

‘lit. Around the time that we return from shopping, Mary will have finished her homework’

Thus, it appears that there are three main differences between the English past tense marker
and the traditional past tense morpheme in Korean: (i) the past tense marker in English cannot be
omitted while the traditional past marker in Korean can be omitted in the first conjunct; (ii) the past
tense morpheme in Korean behaves like an aspect marker, which is not the case in English; (iii)
Korean sentences can receive past interpretations simply from the context in the case of the first
conjunct, e.g., the first conjunct in (14) receives its past interpretation simply from the temporal
adverbial yesterday. To capture these differences, first of all, I argue that the past tense morpheme ess is not a tense marker but an aspect marker. In fact, -ess has sometimes been analyzed as an aspect
marker in the literature. There are two different views within the aspect approach: a perfective aspect
view and a perfect aspect view.2 According to the perfective aspect view, -ess is a perfective aspect
marker since it indicates the present situation when it occurs with a certain type of stative verbs, as
shown in (35) (cf. Na 1971; Nam 1978, 1996).

2

The perfective signals that the situation is viewed as temporally bounded while the perfect signals that the situation
occurs prior to the reference time and is relevant to the situation at the reference time (i.e. perfect is an (anterior)
relation between two times) (c.f. Bybee et al. 1994).
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(35)

a. ney os-ey

hulk-i

mwut-ess-ta

your clothes-LOC

mud-NOM

stain-PERF-DECL

‘Mud has stained your clothes’
b. Mina-ka
Mina-NOM

chengbaci-lul ip-ess-ta
jeans-ACC

wear-PERF-DECL

‘Mina has put on jeans’
c. Mina-nun

nulk-ess-ta

Mina-TOP

get.old-PERF-DECL

‘Mina is old’

(Chung 2005)

Chung (2005), however, argues that the perfective aspect view faces some problems. Chung
argues that perfective aspect is not compatible with imperfective aspect, following Bybee et al.’s
(1994) characterization of the perfective. That is, if -ess is a perfective aspect marker, it should not
co-occur with the imperfective, which is contrary to fact; as shown in (36), -ess can occur with a
progressive form ko iss, which is clearly imperfective. According to Chung, however, if -ess is a
perfect (anterior) which relates the current situation to a prior situation, the fact that -ess can co-occur
with the imperfective is not problematic at all because there is no perfective/imperfective clash if -ess
is a perfect (see also H.-S. Lee 1991, 1993b; D.-W. Han 1996 for the perfect view). Along these
lines, I will also pursue the idea that -ess is a perfect (anterior) rather than perfective aspect marker,
following Chung (2005).3

3

I do not adopt all of Chung’s (2005) proposal; rather I adopt only his claim that -ess should be analyzed as a perfect
(anterior) marker.
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(36)

Mina-ka

phyenci-lul

ssu-ko iss-ess-ta

Mina-NOM

letter-ACC

write-PROG-PERF-DECL

‘Mina has been/was writing a letter’

(Chung 2005)

The next question is what the traditional present tense morpheme is. In the literature, -nun has been
commonly assumed to be either an imperfective aspect marker (cf. Lee 1991) or a present tense
morpheme. As discussed above, however, the traditional present tense morpheme -nun behaves
differently from the traditional past tense morpheme -ess: it never occurs in the first conjunct or with
adjectival predicates. Interestingly, these are not the only cases where the traditional present tense
morpheme cannot occur. In fact, it seems that this morpheme can only occur with (certain types of)
declarative markers.4
The traditional present tense morpheme cannot occur in interrogatives, in contrast to the
traditional past tense; as shown in (37), the present tense morpheme also cannot appear in yes-no
questions, again in contrast to the past tense morpheme, as given in (38). (39-42) illustrate the same
point.

(37)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-(*nun)-ni?

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-PRES-Q

‘Does Mary eat rice?’

4

Different types of declarative markers are used depending on their speech levels (e.g., the plain level, the intimate
level, the familiar level, the blunt level, the polite level, and the deferential level); these are determined by the
relation between the speaker and the listener. Here, however, I only focus on the plain level declarative marker -ta,
since other levels of declarative markers do not co-occur with -nun, and some of them, such as -e (the intimate level)
and -eyo (the polite level), can be used as interrogative markers with a rising intonation. That is, these declaratives
markers are ambiguous between marking declarative and interrogative force, while the plain level declarative
marker -ta is not. Since the nature of these markers is not clear, I only consider -ta in this chapter.
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(38)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-*(ess)-ni?

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-PAST-Q

‘Did Mary eat rice?’
(39)

Mary-ka

Bill-ul

salangha-(*n)-ni?

Mary-NOM

Bill-ACC

love-PRES-Q

‘Does Mary love Bill?’	
  
	
  

(40)

Mary-ka

Bill-ul

salangha-*(yss)-ni?

Mary-NOM

Bill-ACC

love-PAST-Q

‘Did Mary love Bill?’	
  
	
  

(41)

Mary-ka

yeyppu-(*n)-ni?

Mary-NOM

pretty-PRES-Q

‘Is Mary pretty?’
(42)

Mary-ka

yeypp-*(ess)-ni?

Mary- NOM

pretty- PAST- Q

‘Was Mary pretty?’

The same pattern is observed in wh-questions, as in (43-48), and in embedded questions, as in
(49) and (50).5

(43)

Mary-ka

mwues-ul

mek-(*nun)-ni?

Mary-NOM

what-ACC

eat-PRES-Q

‘What is Mary eating/what does Mary eat?’	
  	
  
5

See footnote 7 regarding examples like (49-50).
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(44)

Mary-ka

mwues-ul

mek-*(ess)-ni?

Mary-NOM

what-ACC

eat-PAST-Q

‘What did Mary eat?’	
  
	
  

(45)

Mary-ka

mwues-ul

cohaha-(*n)-ni?

Mary-NOM

what-ACC

like-PRES-Q

‘What does Mary like?’	
  
(46)

Mary-ka

mwues-ul

cohaha-*(yss)-ni?

Mary-NOM

what-ACC

like-PAST-Q

‘What did Mary like?’	
  
	
  

(47)

Mary-ka

eti-ka

yeyppu-(*n)-ni?

Mary-NOM

where-NOM

pretty-PRES-Q

‘Which part of Mary is pretty?’
(48)

Mary-ka

eti-ka

yeypp-*(ess)-ni?

Mary-NOM

where-NOM

pretty-PAST-Q

‘Which part of Mary was pretty?’
(49)

Mary-nun

Bill-i

cikum kongpwu-lul

ha-(*nun)-nun-ci-(lul)

Mary-TOP

Bill-NOM

now

do-PRES-?-whether-ACC

study-ACC

kwungkumhayha-n-ta
wonder-PRES-DECL
‘Mary is wondering whether Bill is studying now’
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(50)

Mary-nun

Bill-i

ecey

kongpwu-lul ha-yss-nun-ci–(lul)

Mary-TOP

Bill-NOM

yesterday study-ACC

do-PAST-?-whether-ACC

kwungkumhayha-n-ta
wonder-PRES- DECL
‘Mary is wondering whether Bill studied yesterday’

The present tense morpheme also cannot occur with imperatives (51) or with propositives
(52). It also cannot occur in exclamatory sentences, which do not contain a declarative marker (53).

(51)

Kwail-ul

meke-la

fruit-ACC

eat- IMP

‘Eat fruit!’	
  
	
  

(52)

Kwail-ul

mek-ca

	
  fruit- ACC

eat-PROP

‘Let’s eat fruit!’	
  
	
  

(53)

ai

yeypp –(*nun/*n)-ela!

Oh

pretty- PRES- EXCL

‘Oh, it’s pretty!’

The traditional present tense morpheme cannot appear with control constructions either,
which do not contain a declarative marker (54).
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(54)

Chelswu-nun Yenghuyi -lul [ __i tomangka-(*n)-tolok]
Chelswu- TOP Yenghuy- ACC

seltukha-yss-ta

run.away- PRES- COMP persuade- PAST- DECL

‘Chelswu persuaded Yenghuy to run away‘

(Polinsky 2007)

Given that the traditional present tense morpheme only occurs with declarative markers, I
argue that the present tense morpheme is not a tense marker. I assume that nun is a mood marker
which requires declaratives (the details of this issue will be discussed below).6 7

6

Under the analysis I will propose below, there is a null imperfective marker in Korean which gives rise to a present
interpretation. Crucially, I will argue that there is a dependency between this null imperfective marker and nun; the
null imperfective marker raises to MoodP if the relevant MoodP is present in the sentence, and is realized as nun;
this MoodP co-occurs with the declarative marker -ta. When the null imperfective aspect is in MoodP, it is
pronounced as -nun. In this sense, nun is the PF realization of the null imperfective marker in MoodP. However,
given that the imperfective marker remains null in the absence of the relevant MoodP and that nun indicates the
presence of the relevant MoodP in the sentence, I will refer to nun as a mood marker (in fact, I also note below a
potential alternative where -nun is simply a mood marker which co-occours with a null imperfective marker).
In fact, this may provide a natural explanation for why nun does not occur with adjectival predicates;
adjectival predicates (stative predicates) do not require an imperfective marker for a present interpretation, since
states can denote a present situation even without being temporally marked (c.f. Lee 1991; Chung 2005 a.o.). In such
cases, we will need to assume that a sentence projects a dummy AspP, since aspectual specification is obligatory in
Korean (this will be discussed in detail below). However, this raises the question of why adjectival predicates but
not all stative predicates exhibit such a possibility in Korean. I will leave this for future research.
7
In fact, the traditional present tense marker has sometimes been analyzed in the literature as an indicative marker
(cf. Sohn 1994, 1999 and Sohn 1995). According to Sohn (1999), for example, there are three mood markers in
Korean; (a) indicative (denoting an act or state as an objective fact), (b) retrospective (denoting an act or state as the
speaker’s past observation or experience), and (c) requestive. Under the division he proposes, the indicative mood
marker -nu(n) can occur with a certain types of interrogatives, as in (i). However, if -nun in (i) is the same thing as
the traditional present marker in (ii) as Sohn (1999) assumes, the co-occurrence of the traditional past morpheme
and present tense morpheme in (iii) is surprising since this is never possible in other cases, as in (iv) (see below for
an account for such cases).
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

mek-nun-ka?
eat-IND-Q
‘Does (he) eat?’
Mary-ka
pap-ul
Mary-NOM
rice-ACC
‘Mary is eating rice’
Mary-ka
kongpwu-lul
Mary- NOM
study-ACC
‘Did Mary study?
*Mary-ka
pap-ul
Mary-NOM
rice-acc

(Sohn 1999)
mek-nun-ta
eat-PRES-DECL
ha-yss-nun-ka?
do-PAST-PRES-Q
mek-ess-nun-ta
eat-PAST-PRES-DECL

For this reason, I do not commit myself to this indicative approach. I leave open the question of what kind of mood
head it is. Also, I do not assume that the -nun that can occur with -ess (as in the case in (i) and (iii)) is an instance of
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3. How to derive temporal interpretation in Korean
3.1 Simple clauses
In this section, I discuss how temporal interpretation is determined in Korean. Before discussing
Korean, let us first consider Lin’s (2005) analysis of Chinese.
Recall that Korean behaves similar to Chinese in terms of temporal interpretation, e.g.,
temporal adverbials determine the temporal interpretation of the first conjunct. Lin (2005) argues
that temporal interpretation in Chinese is determined by temporal adverbials, default viewpoint
aspect, aspect markers, and modal verbs. First, when there is an aspect marker in the sentence, it
determines the temporal interpretation of the sentence. According to Lin (2005), a sentence receives
a past interpretation from the experiential marker guo, as in (55a); with the experiential aspect
marker guo, the sentence implies the pastness of the whole event. Regardless of the situation type
involved, the sentence with guo always receives a past interpretation. In (55b), with the progressive
aspect marker zai, the sentence receives a progressive interpretation. In (55c), with the durative
aspect marker zhe, the sentence receives an imperfective reading.

(55)

a.Lisi he-guo

jiu

Lisi

wine

drink-ASP

Chinese

‘Lisi drank wine before’
b.Lisi zai

xi-zao

Lisi

take-bath

PROG

‘Lisi is taking a bath’

the traditional present tense (the mood marker in this dissertation); that is, -nun in (i) and (iii) is distinct from the
mood marker -nun.
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c. Ta

zui

li

jiao-zhe

he

mouth inside chew- ASP

koxiangtang
chewing-gum

‘He is chewing a chewing gum in his mouth’

(Lin 2005)

Second, when there is a future modal verb in the sentence, the future modal verb gives the
sentence a future interpretation (56).

(56)

Wo

hui

hen

mang

I

will

very

busy

‘I will be very busy’	
  	
   	
  

	
  

Chinese

	
  

	
  

	
  

(Lin 2005)

Third, when there is a temporal adverbial in the sentence, the temporal interpretation of the
sentence is determined by the temporal adverbial. In (57), for example, the sentence receives a past
interpretation because of the temporal adverb zuotian ‘yesterday’.

(57)

Zhangsan

zuotian

qu

ni

jia

Zhangsan

yesterday

go

you

house
	
  

‘Zhangsan went to your house yesterday’	
  

Chinese

(Lin 2005)

As for sentences without any temporal adverbs or aspect markers, such as (58-59), Lin (2003,
2005) argues that their temporal interpretation is determined by their viewpoint aspect.8 Adopting
Bohnemeyer and Swift’s (2001) theory, he argues that the default viewpoint of telic predicates is the
perfective viewpoint while that of atelic predicates is the imperfective viewpoint. Also, he argues that
8

Under the analysis to be proposed, this is where Korean departs from Chinese. I will argue that aspect must be
present in Korean.
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a sentence with imperfective viewpoint aspect receives a present interpretation whereas a sentence
with perfective viewpoint aspect receives a past interpretation. Under Lin’s system then, the
sentences in (58), which contain atelic predicates, are interpreted as present by their default
(imperfective) viewpoint while the sentences in (59), which contain telic predicataes, are interpreted
as past by their default (perfective) viewpoint (see Lin 2005 for details).

(58)

a. Zhangsan

hen

mang

Zhangsan

very

busy

Chinese

‘Zhangsan is very busy’
b. Ni

da

lanqiu

ma?

You

play

basketball

Q

‘Do you play basketball?’
(59)

(Lin 2005)

a.Zhangsan

dapuo yi-ge

huaping

Zhangsan

break one-CL vase

‘Zhangsan

broke a vase’

b. Ta

dai

wo

qu

taibei

Ta

take

me

go

Taipei

Chinese

‘He took me to Taipei’

Lin (2005)

Along the lines of Lin’s (2005) analysis of Chinese, I argue that temporal interpretation in Korean is
determined by aspect markers, temporal adverbs, and modal verbs (suffixes). Specifically, I argue
that there are two types of aspect markers in Korean; (i) a null imperfective aspect marker (ø) and (ii)
an overt perfect marker (-ess).
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First, I argue that the overt perfect marker -ess gives the sentence a past interpretation, much
like the aspect marker guo in Chinese (55a).9 For instance, the sentence in (60) receives a past
interpretation, since the overt perfect marker -ess places the event time of eating rice prior to the
speech time.10

(60)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-*(ess)-ta

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-PERF-DECL

‘Mary ate rice’

I also argue that the to derive other interpretations, overt perfect marker -ess can combine with other
temporal elements such as temporal adverbs and a prospective modal suffix. In other words, if there
is another temporal element in addition to the overt perfect aspect marker in a clause, they interact
with each other. In (61), for instance, the sentence is interpreted as present perfect due to the time
adverbial cikum ‘now’. When both the overt perfect aspect and now are present in a clause, they
interact with each other, resulting in a situation where the overall time period of the eventuality can
include the speech time, i.e. the clause has a present perfect reading.11

(61)

John-un

cikum

hakkyo-ey

ka-ss-ta

John-TOP

now

school- LOC

go-PERF-DECL

‘John has gone to school now’	
   	
  

	
  

9

Von Stechow (2002) also proposes that present perfect aspect can refer to a past interpretation in German.
I will henceforth gloss -ess as perfect and -nun as a mood marker.
11
In addition to now, durative adverbials and certain types of stative predicates (cf. (35)) can also derive the present
perfect reading when they occur with the overt perfect aspect. I assume that the present perfect reading is implicated
pragmatically by their interaction (cf. Chung 2005).
10
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When the overt perfect marker is doubled, the sentence can be interpreted as the past perfect
(62); the first perfect sets the event time prior to the speech time, which results in a past
interpretation, and the second perfect pushes the event time (which is already in the past) prior to the
reference time in the past.12 I assume that it is this double shift that results in a past perfect reading.

(62)

Mary-ka

inyen-ceney

ku

Mary-NOM

two years-ago that

hakkyo-ey

tany-ess-ess-ta

school- LOC

go-PERF-PERF-DECL

‘Mary had gone to that school two years ago’

Finally, when there is a prospective modal suffix in a sentence, the sentence is interpreted as
future perfect due to the interaction between the prospective modal and the overt perfect aspect
marker (63). Assuming the forward shift approach of modals, according to which modals extend the
local time of evaluation into the future (cf. Abusch 1998; Condoravdi 2002), I argue that the
prospective modal extends the interval of the event into the future, with the endpoint being a given
reference time (e.g. around the time when we return from shopping in (63)).

(63)

Wuli-ka

syophingha-ko

cip-ey

tolakalttay

We- NOM

go.shopping-CONJ

home-LOC

go.back-when

Mary-ka

ku

swukcey-lul

Mary-NOM

that

homework-ACC finish-PERF-PRS KES

kkuthnay-ss-ul kes

ccumimyen,
around.that.time
i-ta
COP-DECL

‘lit. Around the time that we return from shopping, Mary will have finished her homework’

12

This double perfect marker (-essess) can have other readings, including that of a counterfactual. In the
dissertation, however, I only focus on the past perfect reading.
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Second, I argue that a null imperfective aspect marker, which is realized as nun in the
relevant MoodP (see below), gives the sentence a present interpretation in Korean. This aspect
marker would be the counterpart of Chinese zhe from (55c), except that the aspect marker is null in
Korean. 13 In (64), the sentence receives a present reading due to the null imperfective aspect
marker.14 The sentence in (65) can be accounted for in the same way.

(64)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-nun-ta

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-MOOD-DECL

‘Mary is eating rice’
(65)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-ko

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-CONJ

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-nun-ta

Bill-NOM

bread-ACC

eat-MOOD-DECL

‘Mary is eating/eats rice and Bill is eating/eats bread’

13

Note that there is another imperfective aspect expression, -ko iss-, which has been regarded as the progressive in
Korean. The difference between this imperfective (progressive) aspect and the null imperfective aspect is that a
sentence with the progressive marker cannot receive a generic reading, while a sentence with the null imperfective
marker can, as shown in (i-ii).
(i)

Mary-ka sakwa-lul mek-ko iss-ta
Mary-NOM apple-ACC eat-KO exist-DECL
‘Mary is eating an apple’
(ii)
Mary-ka sakwa-ul mek-nun-ta
Mary-NOM apple-ACC eat-MOOD-DECL
‘Mary is eating an apple’
‘Mary eats an apple (in general)’
14
There is an alternative analysis that can also capture the present temporal interpretation of (64), one which does
not rely on the presence of a null aspect marker. On this alternative analysis, there is a default temporal
interpretation in Korean, which is the present; the default temporal interpretation kicks in when there is nothing else
in the context such as temporal adverbials, aspect markers, and modal verbs (suffixes). That is, there are two
possibilities for analyzing (64); (i) there is a null aspect marker in (64), which gives rise to a present interpretation;
(ii) there is no aspect marker at all in the sentence. Since there is no temporal element in the sentence, the default
temporal interpretation, i.e. a present interpretation, arises, resulting in the present interpretation of (ii). I will
proceed with the null aspect analysis, but the reader should bear in mind that this is not the only option.
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3.2 Conjunctions
Now let us consider the temporal interpretation of conjunctions. Recall that the overt
perfective aspect marker is optional in the first conjunct, as repeated in (66).

(66)

Swuni-ka

pap-ul

mek-(ess)-ko

Swuni-NOM

rice-ACC

eat- PERF-CONJ

Chelswu-ka

ppang-ul

mek-ess-ta

Chelswu-NOM bread-ACC

eat-PERF-DECL

‘Swuni ate rice and Chelswu ate bread’

Regarding this optionality of the overt perfective aspect marker in the first conjunct, I suggest that
there are two possibilities for coordination here, AspP-coordination and vP-coordination.15 When the
overt perfective aspect marker is realized in the first conjunct, the sentence involves AspPcoordination (67). On the other hand, when the verb in the first conjunct does not bear the aspect
marker, vPs are coordinated (68).

15

For the purposes of the discussion, I have extended Munn’s (1993) adjunction structure for coordination phrases to
ko-coordination in Korean; under this approach, the coordination phrase which consists of the first conjunct and the
conjunction, is adjoined to the second conjunct (cf. Lee 2014). Other structural analyses exist; the particular choice
of the analysis does not affect the current proposal.
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(67)

CP
qp
AspP
C
ei
-ta
CoP
AspP
ei
ei
AspP
Co
vP
Asp
ei
-ko 6
-ess
vP
Asp
6
-ess

(68)

CP
qp
AspP
C
ei
-ta
vP
Asp
ei
-ess
CoP
vP
ei
6
vP
Co
6
-ko
In (67), the first conjunct receives a past interpretation from the overt perfect marker in the

AspP of the conjunct. On the other hand, in (68), the first conjunct receives a past interpretation from
the overt perfect marker in the AspP of the sentence. The same holds for the second conjunct.
In fact, the proposed two possibilities for coordination can account for the contrast between
(69) and (70) with respect to an order restriction on events in coordinations. In (69), where the first
conjunct does not bear the overt perfect marker, the order of events should be ‘John brushed his teeth
and then he had breakfast’. On the other hand, in (70), where the first conjunct does bear the overt
perfect marker, there is no restriction on the order of events. Under the proposed analysis, this
contrast between (69) and (70) is expected since in the case of vP-coordination (69), the two events
are under the scope of the perfect from the same aspect phrase, while in the case of Asp-coordination
(70), the two events are under the scope of a perfect marker from two different aspect phrases (i.e.
different perfect markers), which each can introduce their own reference time interval. The result is
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that the two events in (70) can be under the scope of two different reference time intervals, while the
two events in (69) cannot.16

(69)

John-i

i-lul

takk-ko

achim-ul

mek-ess-ta

John-NOM

teeth-ACC

brush-CONJ

breakfast-ACC eat-PERF-DECL

‘John brushed his teeth and had breakfast’	
  	
  
	
  

(70)

John-i

i-lul

takk-ass-ko

achim-ul

mek-ess-ta

John-NOM

teech-ACC

brush-PERF-CONJ

breakfast-ACC eat-PERF-DECL

‘John brushed his teeth and had breakfast’

Unlike the overt perfect marker -ess, however, the mood marker -nun never occurs in the first
conjunct, as repeated in (71). I interpret this as indicating that the level of coordination is below the
position where the mood marker is located.

(71)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-(*nun)-ko

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-MOOD-CONJ

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-nun-ta

Bill-NOM

bread-ACC

eat-MOOD-DECL

‘Mary is eating rice and Bill is eating bread’	
  

16

One might wonder why (69) receives the reading where John brushed his teeth and then he had breakfast, rather
than the simultaneous reading, given these two events are under the scope of one referential time interval. Note here
that what the anteriority -ess introduces here is not a referential time but a referential time interval. When there are
two events in the scope of the same referential time interval, the one uttered before the other occurs first in the
reference time interval (cf. Dowty 1986; Kamp and Reyle 1993 a.o.).
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As roughly illustrated in (72), if the sentence involves, for instance, AspP-coordination, it is
not possible for the first conjunct to contain the mood marker -nun. That is, the impossibility of the
mood marker in the first conjunct shows that -ess and -nun are indeed in different positions, which is
captured under the current analysis where nun is the mood marker in MoodP and -ess is a perfect
aspect marker in AspP. This also argues against the traditional analysis which places both of these
elements in the same position, namely T.

(72)

CP
wo
M(ood)P
C
wo
AspP
M
qp
CoP
AspP
qp
AspP
Co
Note also that it may be the case that (split) CP-level coordination is quite generally not

possible in Korean. For example, it is not possible to coordinate declaratives with the declarative
marker -ta, which is standardly assumed to be located in the C-domain, as in (73). The same holds
for the coordination of interrogatives with the question marker -ka.

(73)

*Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-ess-ta-ko

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-PERF-DECL-CONJ

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-ess-ta

Bill-NOM

bread-ACC

eat-PERF-DECL

‘Mary ate rice and Bill ate bread’
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These facts can be interpreted as providing additional evidence that -nun is in the CP-domain,
in which case we are dealing here with a general property of this domain. In fact, based on a similar
observation, Park (1994) also argues that -nun can be neither a tense marker nor an aspect marker. He
argues that -nun is a part of a declarative marker -ta that is located in the C-domain, i.e. nunta is a
single, unanalyzable morpheme, namely a present tense declarative marker (see also Nam 1978). In
addition to examples like (71), Park (1994) shows that -nun cannot occur with the disjunctive
connective -ciman ‘but’ while the perfect marker can, as in (74) (-ess is a perfective marker under
Park’s analysis).

(74)

John-un

soselchay-ul

po-ass/(*nun)-ciman,	
  	
  	
  

John-TOP

novel-ACC

read-PERF/?-but

Mary-un

si-ul

ilk-nun/ess-ta

Mary-TOP

poem-ACC

read-?/PERF-DECL

‘John reads/read a novel, but Mary reads/read a poem’

(Park 1994)

Park refers to nunta as a present tense declarative marker since nunta only occurs when a
sentence receives a present interpretation. He argues that since nunta is a single unanalyzed
morpheme, it is expected that nun cannot co-occur with the conjunction -ko because -ta never occurs
with it. Although I agree with Park’s (1994) insight that nun has a close relationship with the
declarative marker -ta, it seems that Park’s analysis is not sufficient to account for a dependency
between -nun and the null imperfective aspect; -nun co-occurs only with the null imperfective aspect
ø, not the overt perfect aspect -ess. As we have seen before, the mood marker nun is obligatory in
simple clauses, as in (75). However, the mood marker -nun cannot occur in (76) where the overt
perfect aspect -ess is present.
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(75)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-*(nun)-ta

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-MOOD-DECL

‘Mary is eating rice/eats rice’
(76)

*Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-ess-nun-ta

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-PERF-MOOD-DECL

‘Mary ate rice’

Park (1994) analyzes ess as a perfective marker, and crucially argues that there is a null
present tense marker in Korean. Given this, if nunta is a declarative marker, it is suprising that ess
can never co-occur with nunta. Even if nunta is a sort of present tense declarative marker, as Park
suggests, it is still not clear why -ess and nunta cannot co-occur since perfective aspect should be
able to co-occur with present tense elements. Furthermore, the existence of a ‘present tense’
declarative marker itself seems unnecessary given that under Park’s system, there is a null present
tense marker which gives rise to a present interpretation in Korean.
I will now spell out the details of the analysis argued for here. To account for the dependency
in question, I will make several assumptions. First, I assume that aspectual specification, i.e. AspP, is
obligatory in Korean, in contrast to Chinese. As in (58-59), temporal interpretation in Chinese can be
determined by adverbials or default aspectual viewpoint. In other words, aspectual specification, i.e.
AspP, is not obligatory in Chinese. In Korean, however, either the overt perfect aspect -ess or the null
imperfective aspect ø must be present in a sentence; for example, (77) is ungrammatical since the
sentence does not bear the perfect aspect marker.17

17

The null imperfective marker is not an option here because of the temporal adverbial ecey ‘yesterday’.
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(77)

*Mary-ka

ecey

pap-ul

mek-ta

Mary-NOM

yesterday

rice-ACC

eat-DECL

‘Mary ate rice yesterday’

Second, I assume that the relevant mood head selects the null imperfective aspect marker. I
also assume that the presence of the declarative marker -ta indicates the presence of a mood phrase in
a sentence, i.e. -ta selects MoodP (recall that nun only occurs with the declarative marker -ta).
Crucially, I suggest that when the mood head is present in a sentence, it requires the null imperfective
aspect ø in the AspP to raise to the mood head, i.e. the null imperfective aspect ø in the AspP raises
to MoodP. However, if there is no null imperfective aspect ø in a sentence, as in (2), such head
movement does not occur, given that the relevant mood head only attracts the null imperfective
aspect. This means that the relevant mood head does not require the perfect aspect -ess to raise to it,
which, as we will see below, results in the possiblity of -ess occurring in the first conjunct in
coordinations.
I also suggest that the null imperfective aspect ø is pronounced as -nun when it raises to the
Mood head, i.e. nun is the PF realization of the null imperfective aspect in the Mood head. This
means that when the relevant Mood head is not present, the imperfective aspect remains null. Given
these assumptions, which account for the obligatoriness of -nun in (75), the presence of nun indicates
both the presence of the relevant MoodP and the presence of the null imperfective aspect marker,
which is raised to MoodP. (Note that there are some alternatives regarding the dependency between
the imperfective aspect marker and -nun. For example, instead of treating nun as the PF realization of
the null imperfective aspect in MoodP, we can assume that the null imperfective aspect ø in the AspP
raises to the mood marker nun in MoodP. Another option is that nun is an imperfective aspect marker
and a mood marker at the same time; nun itself starts under the imperfective AspP; however, since it
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is also a mood marker, it then moves to the head of MoodP. The analyses given below are compatible
with these options.)
Now, let’s consider the actual data. In (75), repeated here, the imperfective aspect is
pronounced as nun because it undergoes movement to MoodP, as illustrated in (78).

(75)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-nun-ta

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-MOOD-DECL

‘Mary is eating rice/eats rice’
(78)

CP
wo
MoodP
C
wo
-ta
AspP
M
wo
ø (pronounced as nun)
vP
Asp
ø

On the other hand, in (79), where the relevant mood head is not present, the imperfective
aspect remains null since it does not raise to MoodP, as illustrated in (80). This in fact explains why
the sentence in (79) receives a present interpretation. Under the proposed analysis, the imperfective
aspect ø must be present in (79) (recall that AspP is obligatory in Korean). The sentence receives a
present interpretation from the imperfective aspect ø.

(79)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-ni?

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-Q

‘Does Mary eat rice?’
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(80)

CP
wo
AspP
C
wo
-ni
vP
Asp
ø

Under the proposed analysis, the ungrammaticality of (76), repeated here, is also expected:
under all the options discussed above, the presence of -nun indicates the presence of imperfective
aspect in MoodP, which obviously cannot happen if there is an intervening overt perfect marker
between the imperfective aspect marker and the mood head, as roughly illustrated in (81).

(76)

*Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-ess-nun-ta

Mary-nom

rice-acc

eat-PERF-MOOD-DECL

‘Mary ate rice’
(81)

MoodP
qp
AspP (Perf)
MoodP
qp
ø ( pronounced as nun)
AspP(imprfv)
Asp (perf)
qp
-ess
Asp
(imprfv)
ø
Recall that under the proposed analysis, the perfect marker can co-occur with imperfective

aspect such as a progressive expression, as seen in (36), repeated in (82) (notice that -ess is higher
than the progressive expression). This means that in principle, the null imperfective aspect marker ø
and the perfect aspect marker should be able to occur together. However, under the proposed
analysis, there is a MoodP in (76)/(81) that requires that the null imperfective aspect raise to MoodP.
When the null imperfective aspect is in MoodP, -nun occurs; however, the movement in question
cannot happen in (76) due to the presence of the intervening perfect marker, the result of which is
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that ess cannot co-occur with nun. In other words, the presence of the overt perfect marker prevents
the head of the mood phrase from containing the imperfective aspect marker (ø), which is necessary
to satisfy its adjacency/dependency requirement.18

(82)

Mina-ka

phyenci-lul

ssu-ko iss-ess-ta

Mina-NOM

letter-ACC

write-PROG-PERF-DECL

‘Mina has been/was writing a letter’

Let us turn now to the temporal interpretation of (71), repeated below in (83). When it
involves AspP-coordination, there is an imperfective aspect ø in the first conjunct, as in (84). This
imperfective aspect ø gives rise to a present interpretation. The same holds for the second conjunct.
As illustrated in (84), the imperfective aspect ø from the second conjunct undergoes head movement
to MoodP to satisfy the adjacency/dependency requirement, and it is realized as nun.

(83)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-ko

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-CONJ

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-nun-ta

Bill-NOM

bread-ACC

eat-MOOD-DECL

‘Mary eats rice and Bill eats bread/Mary is eating rice and Bill is eating bread’	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
18

Above I have discussed several alternative analyses. Below I will refer to the imperfective aspect simply as ø.
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(84)

CP
qp
MoodP
C
qp
-ta
AspP
Mood
ei
ø (pronounced as nun)
CoP
AspP
ei
ei
AspP
Co
vP
Asp
ei
-ko 6
ø
vP
Asp
6
ø
As we have discussed, another possibility for (71), namely, vP coordination, is shown in (85).

On this option both conjuncts are in the scope of the imperfective aspect ø, hence they receive a
present interpretation. The null imperfective aspect marker in AspP raises to MoodP.

(85)

CP
wo
M(ood)P
C
wo
-ta
AspP
Mood
wo
ø (pronounced as nun)
vP
Asp
ei
ø
CoP
vP
ei 6
vP
Co
6
-ko

Let us now consider the case where two conjuncts receive different temporal interpretations. In (86),
the first conjunct receives a past interpretation while the second conjunct receives a present
interpretation. As shown in (87), the first conjunct receives a past interpretation from the perfective
aspect -ess while the second conjunct receives a present interpretation from the imperfective aspect ø.
vP-coordination is not a possibility for (86) since the two conjuncts have different aspect markers.
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(86)

Mary-ka

pap-ul

mek-ess-ko

Mary-NOM

rice-ACC

eat-PERF-CONJ

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-nun-ta

Bill-NOM

bread-ACC

eat-MOOD-DECL

‘Mary ate rice and Bill is eating bread’	
  
(87)

CP
qp
MoodP
C
qp
-ta
AspP
Mood
ei
ø (pronounced as nun)
CoP
AspP
ei
ei
AspP
Co
vP
Asp
ei
-ko 6
ø
vP
Asp
6
-ess
Turning now to temporal adverbials, I assume that temporal adverbials like yesterday and

now can be located in the specifier position of AspP, or vP-adjoined. Crucially, I assume that a
sentence receives its temporal interpretation from temporal adverbials when they are present in the
structure (cf. Ogihara 2006). Departing from Ogihara, however, when there is no overt temporal
adverbial in a sentence, I argue that the sentence receives temporal interpretation from aspect. This
means that the aspect phrase in a sentence can be semantically redundant due to the presence of
temporal adverbials in the sentence; however, under the proposed analysis, it must still be present in
the structure to meet the aspectual specification requirement that holds in Korean. I furthermore
assume that only a temporal adverbial that is located in the specifier position of AspP can interact
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aspectually with an aspectual head. Thus, the interaction yields a present perfect reading in (88),
which I assume is only possible when the adverbial is located in the specifier position of AspP.19

(88)

cikum

Mary-ka

hakkyo-ey

ka-ss-ta

now

Mary-NOM

school-LOC

go-PERF-DECL

‘Mary has gone to school’
(89)

CP
ei
AspP
C
ei
Adv
Asp’
now
ei
vP
Asp
6
ess
In fact, this may follow if a sentence receives its temporal interpretation from whichever

element is introduced first into the structure. For example, if there is a temporal adverbial adjoined to
vP, the temporal adverbial determines the temporal interpretation, resulting in the aspect of the
sentence, which is introduced later in a different phrase, being semantically vacuous. If there is no
temporal adverbial adjoined to vP of a sentence, the aspect of the sentence is the first temporal
element in the sentence, resulting in the aspect determining the temporal interpretation of the
sentence. If there is a temporal adverbial located in the specifier position of AspP, the temporal
adverbial and the aspect interact with each other since they are introduced in the same projection of
the sentence.

19

I am only referring here to the adverb-aspect interaction, and not the possibility of an adverb determining temporal
interpretation, which we will see below vP-adjoined adverbs can do.
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Let us now examine coordinations with temporal adverbials. In (90) the temporal adverbial
yesterday is in the specifier position of AspP of the first conjunct, and the temporal adverb now is in
the specifier position of AspP of the second conjunct, as illustrated in (91). 20

(90)

Mary-ka

ecey

ppang-ul

mek-ess-ko

Mary-NOM

yesterday

bread-ACC

eat-PERF-CONJ

onul

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-nun-ta

today

Bill-NOM

bread-ACC

eat-MOOD-DECL

‘Mary ate rice yesterday and Bill is eating bread today’	
  

(91)

CP
qp
MoodP
C
qp
-ta
AspP
Mood
ei
ø (pronounced as nun)
CoP
AspP
ei
ei
AspP
Co
Adv
Asp’
ei
-ko
today
ei
Adv
Asp’	
   	
  
	
  	
  	
  
vP
Asp
yesterday
ei
6
ø
vP
Asp
6
ess
Recall now that the perfect aspect -ess is optional in the first conjunct even when the two

conjuncts have different temporal interpretations, as in (92), where yesterday is present in the first
conjunct.

20

The adverbials could also be vP-adjoined within each conjunct.
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(92)

Mary-ka

ecey

ppang-ul

mek-ko

Mary-NOM

yesterday

bread-ACC

eat-CONJ

onul

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-nun-ta

today

Bill-NOM

bread-ACC

eat-MOOD-DECL

‘Mary ate rice yesterday and Bill is eating bread today’

This optionality suggests that in this case there are two possibilities for the sentence in terms
of the size of the coordination, as in the case of (66) (see (67-68)). In the case of AspP-coordination
(91), the first conjunct bears the perfect aspect -ess and the second conjunct bears the imperfective
aspect ø; these give rise to a past interpretation and a present interpretation, respectively. In the case
of vP-coordination (92), the conjuncts themselves do not bear any aspect markers. However, there are
temporal adverbials in the conjuncts. I assume that yesterday in the first conjunct determines the
temporal interpretation of the conjunct. In such a case the temporal interpretation of the first conjunct
is determined by the associated temporal adverbial itself, i.e. the first conjunct in (92) receives a past
interpretation from the temporal adverbial yesterday. Crucially, as discussed above, I assume that
once the temporal interpretation of a sentence is determined by a temporal adverbial, the aspect of the
sentence does not affect the temporal interpretation of the sentence (recall that the aspect can only
interact with a temporal adverbial in its specifier position (cf. (88))).21

21

The example in (92) might be an instance of unlike categorial coordinations (vP-AspP coordination here), which
include, for example, NP-AP, AP-NP, VP-AP, and AP-PP coordinations; these are possible under the adjunction
structure of coordinations as long as the two conjuncts are semantically indentical in the relevant sense (cf. Munn
1993). Note that there is a temporal adverbial in the two conjucnts; crucially, I assume that the temporal adverbial
can determine the temporal interpretation of the conjuncts, in which case aspect is semantically vacuous. Thus the
two conjuncts are semantically identical, even though they are of different syntactic categories, which enables vP
and AspP to be conjoined. This is just one possible way of looking at the issue.
There is another alternative under which adverbials like yesterday would always be located in SpecAspP.
This would mean that there would be no possibility of vP-coordination when a temporal adverbial is present in a
conjunct. This alternative requires assuming that when an imperfective/perfective aspect marker is not present,
yesterday is located in a dummy AspP, in which case yesterday again determines the temporal interpretation of its
conjunct (A similar idea is proposed by D. Chung 2005).
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(93)	
  

CP
wo
M(ood)P
C
wo
-ta
AspP
Mood
wo
ø (pronounced as nun)
vP
Asp
ei
ø
CoP
vP
ei
ei
vP
Co today
vP
ei
-ko
6
yesterday
vP
6

Consider now (94).

(94)

(i)

*cikum

Mary-ka

ppang-ul

mek-ko

now

Mary- NOM

bread- ACC

eat- CONJ

CP
qp
MoodP
C
qp
-ta
AspP
Mood
ei
ø ( pronounced as nun)
CoP
AspP
ei
ei
AspP
Co
Adv
Asp’
ei
-ko
today ei	
  
Adv
Asp‘	
   	
  
	
  	
  
	
  	
  vP
Asp
yesterday
ei
6
ø
vP
Asp
6

Under this analysis, we would need to assume that there is a constraint that a sentence cannot contain only a dummy
AspP, otherwise yesterday could occur without -ess in a simple past sentence. We might also need to constrain the
occurrence of the dummy AspP in the second conjunct in order to ensure the presence of -nun in (91); under the
proposed analysis, nun is the PF realization of the null imperfective marker in MoodP.
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ecey

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-ess-nun-ta

yesterday

Bill- NOM

bread- ACC

eat-PERF-MOOD-DECL

‘Mary is eating bread now and Bill ate bread yesterday’

Given the presence of nun, the first conjunct must contain null imperfective aspect, hence (94) must
involve AspP coordination. Recall that under the proposed analysis, the mood head which co-occurs
with the declarative marker -ta requires the null imperfective aspect to raise to the mood head when
there is a null imperfective aspect in the sentence. In (94), however, the imperfective aspect ø is in
the AspP in the first conjunct. As illustrated in (95), the movement of the null imperfective aspect
marker to MoodP is not possible since the null imperfective aspect marker cannot move out from
AspP in the first conjunct of the coordination.22

(95)

*CP
qp
MoodP
C
qp
-ta
AspP
M
ei
ø (pronounced as nun)
CoP
AspP
ei
ei
AspP
Co
Adv
Asp’
ei
ko
yesterday
ei
Adv
Asp‘	
   	
  
	
  
	
  	
  
vP
Asp
now ei
6
-ess
vP
Asp
6
ø

22

Note that I assume that head movement is in principle possible out of a conjunct, which follows under the
approach to the Coordinate Structure Constraint argued for in Goodall (1978), Muadz (1991), Moltmann (1992) and
Munn (1993). However, following Johannessen (1998), who argues that in head-final languages the second conjunct
is higher than the first conjunct, I assume that it is possible only from the second (i.e. higher conjunct).
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Lastly, consider the case where the first conjunct receives a present interpretation, while the
second conjunct receives a past interpretation (96).

(96)

cikum

Mary-ka

ppang-ul

mek-ko

now

Mary-NOM

bread-ACC

eat-CONJ

ecey

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-ess-ta

yesterday

Bill-NOM

bread-ACC

eat-PERF-DECL

‘Mary is eating bread now and Bill ate bread yesterday’

Given the absence of nun, the first conjunct cannot be an AspP, hence the only option for cases like
(96), where the first conjunct receives a present interpretation and the second conjunct receives a past
interpretation, is vP-coordination. As seen in (97), the first conjunct receives a present interpretation
from the temporal adverbial now and the second conjunct receives a past interpretation from the
temporal adverbial yesterday.
(97)

CP
qp
MoodP
C
qp
-ta
A
AspP
Mood
qp
vP
Asp
ei
-ess
CoP
vP
ei
ei
vP
Co
yesterday
vP
ei
-ko
now
vP
We might expect that the first conjunct should have a present perfect reading through an

interaction of now and -ess, which is not the case here, such reading not being available. Recall,
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however, that I assume that such an interaction is only possible when now is located in the specifier
position of the Aspect head (i.e. when the aspect is introduced before the adverbial). The
impossibility of the reading in question thus provides a confirmation of the current analysis. Note
also that aspect-adverbial interaction is possible in (98), where -ess is present in the first conjunct, as
expected under the analysis provided here.

(98)

cikum

Mary-ka

ppang-ul

mek-ess-ko

now

Mary-NOM

bread-ACC

eat-PERF-CONJ

ecey

Bill-i

ppang-ul

mek-ess-ta

yesterday

Bill-NOM

bread-ACC

eat-PERF-DECL

‘lit. Mary has just eaten the bread and Bill ate the bread yesterday’

In sum, I argue that temporal interpretation in Korean is determined by aspect markers,
temporal adverbials and other temporal elements such as prospective modal suffixes. Specifically, I
have argued for the existence of two types of aspect markers in particular: the overt perfect aspect ess and the null imperfective aspect ø (though other options were also explored regarding the latter);
these give rise to a past interpretation and a present interpretation, respectively. I have also shown
that the temporal interpretation of a sentence can be determined by temporal adverbials (cf. Ogihara
2006); in which case the aspect of the sentence is semantically redundant though it still must be
present, given the assumption that aspectual specification (i.e. AspP) is obligatory in Korean. In
addition, I have shown that aspect markers can interact with temporal adverbials (or modals) yielding
other interpretations.
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4. Conclusion
I have examined how temporal interpretation is determined in Korean in the absence of TP. I have
shown that traditional tense morphology in Korean is not in fact tense morphology; I argue that the
traditional past tense marker -ess should be analyzed as an overt perfect aspect marker (cf. Chung
2005) and that the traditional present tense marker -nun should be analyzed as a PF realization of the
null imperfective aspect in the MoodP. I have also provided evidence that the traditional present
marker -nun is not located in the same projection as the traditional past tense marker -ess, which also
argues against the unified tense marker treatment of these elements. Based on the fact that -nun
cannot occur in the first conjunct of coordinations, I have argued that -nun is located higher than
AspP, namely in MoodP.
I have thus argued for the existence of an overt perfect aspect marker and a null imperfective
aspect marker in Korean and that temporal interpretation in Korean is determined by aspect, temporal
adverbials, and modals, along the lines of Lin’s (2005) analysis of Chinese. I have argued, however,
that aspectual specification is obligatory in Korean, unlike in Chinese, the result of which is that a
Korean sentence must have an aspect marker regardless of the presence of temporal adverbials. I
have shown that temporal interpretation in Korean can also be determined through an interaction of
the aspect markers with other temporal elements, i.e. adverbials and modals.
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Chapter 4
Traditional Noun Phrases in Korean Revisited

1. Introduction
In this chapter, I will discuss the structure of the Traditional Noun Phrases (TNP) in Korean under
the no-DP analysis. Crucially, I will propose a new account for classifier phrases in Korean, as a part
of the extended domain of TNP, under the no-DP analysis. I will propose two different structures for
pre-nominal and post-nominal classifiers based on their semantic differences with respect to the
scope of focus. I will also discuss how focus works within the TNP in Korean.
The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 2 will address the structure of the
nominal domain in Korean, providing additional evidence that Korean indeed lacks DP. I will start
by discussing D-like elements such as possessives and demonstratives, and argue that these elements
are all NP-adjuncts, as has been argued for other article-less languages. In Section 3, I will discuss
the classifier phrase as an extended domain of NP. Based on a semantic difference between prenominal and post-nominal classifier phrases (ClP) with respect to the scope of focus, I argue that a
classifier can be generated in the head of ClP or in the specifier position of a ClP with a null head;
depending on the location of the classifier, the associated noun phrase can have either a post-nominal
ClP or a pre-nominal ClP. I will also discuss how focus works within TNP in Korean and suggest
that in Korean, only the highest element in the TNP or the entire TNP as a whole can receive focus.
Section 4 concludes the chapter.
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2. No-DP analysis of Korean
2.1 On D-like elements
Although Korean does not have articles, it does have D-like elements such as demonstratives and
possessives. One question that immediately arises is where these elements are located if there is no
DP in Korean. Bošković (2009a, 2012) argues that these D-like elements in article-less languages
should be treated as NP-adjuncts, based on their syntactic behavior. First, Bošković notes that D-like
elements in article-less languages such as SC, Chinese, Japanese, and Turkish exhibit relatively free
word order within the noun phrase. For example, as seen in (1), possessors in SC can follow
adjectives, in contrast to the English examples in (2). In English, possessives must precede adjectives
since they are located in DP, which is structurally higher than the phrase where adjectives are
located, assuming adjectives are NP adjuncts. In SC, however, these elements are all NP adjuncts,
since there is no DP, which explains why these elements can be freely ordered.

(1)

(2)

a. Jovanova

skupa

slika

John’s

expensive

picture

b. skupa

Jovanova

slika

expensive

John’s

picture

SC

(Bošković 2009a)

a. John’s red shirt
b. *red John’s shirt

Although SC exhibits relatively free word order however, in that possessors can precede or
follow adjectives, there is nevertheless a word order restriction on demonstratives in SC; as shown in
(3b) and (4b), demonstratives must precede adjectives and possessors.
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(3)

(4)

a. Ova

skupa

kola

this

expensive

car

b.?*skupa

ova

kola

expensive

this

car

(Bošković 2009a)

a. Ova

Jovanova

slika

SC

this

John’s

picture

b. ?*Jovanova ova

slika

John’s

picture

this

SC

(Bošković 2009a)

Bošković (2009a) argues that the reason why demonstratives must precede adjectives and
possessors in SC lies in semantic composition, i.e. the reason is not syntactic. According to him,
demonstratives must be composed last due to the semantic type of demonstratives. Assuming that
possessives and adjectives are of type <e,t>, while demonstratives are of type <<e,t>,t> (cf. Kaplan
1989), Bošković argues that possessors and adjectives can be semantically composed in any order
(given Predicate Modification); demonstratives however, which are of type <<e,t>,t>, cannot be
composed earlier than possessors or adjectives, since the type of demonstrative would close off
further semantic composition of the noun phrase. That is, the word order restriction on
demonstratives in SC has nothing to do with syntax; rather, the restriction comes from semantic
composition.
There are in fact article-less languages which do not exhibit any word order restrictions with
respect to demonstratives. For example, Bošković and Hsieh (2012) observe that in contrast to DP
languages like English, Chinese allows any order among adjectives, demonstratives, and possessives,
as in (5), which strongly supports Bošković’s proposal that D-like elements are NP-adjuncts in
article-less languages like Chinese; from the syntactic point of view, demonstratives, adjectives, and
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possessors can be freely ordered. In other words, the difference in the freedom of word order of
demonstratives, possessors, and adjectives between languages with articles like English and articleless languages like Chinese follows from the DP/NP analysis.

(5)

a. Zhangsan-de

hongsede

chenshan

Zhangsan-GEN

red

shirt

b. hongsede

Zhangsan-de

chenshan

red

Zhangsan-GEN shirt

Chinese

‘Zhangsan’s red shirt’

lit. ‘red Zhangsan’s shirt’
c. na-bu

hongsede

paoche

that-CL

red

sport-car

‘that red sport car’
d.hongsede

na-bu

paoche

red

that-CL

sport-car

lit. ‘red that sport car’
e. na-bu

Zhangsan-de

paoche

that-CL

Zhangsan-GEN sport-car

lit. ‘that Zhangsan’s sport car’
f. Zhangsan-de na-bu

paoche

Zhangsan-GEN that-CL

sport-car

lit. ‘Zhangsan’s that sport car‘	
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(Bošković	
  and	
  Hsieh 2012)

As Bošković and Hsieh (2012) point out, however, a question arises as to how to interpret
constructions where demonstratives follow possessors and adjectives, given that the word order
restriction on demonstratives in SC follows from the semantic type of demonstratives. As Bošković
and Hsieh note, this kind of composition issue is found in other cases in Chinese; for example,
relatives clauses, which are of type <e,t>, also exhibit flexible word order with demonstratives in
Chinese. Lin (2003) proposes that the semantics of demonstratives contains a free variable, and
argues that its value can be specified by other constituents in the syntax, e.g., relative clauses, rather
than by the context. This contextual variable in demonstratives results in flexible word order between
demonstratives and relative clauses in Chinese. Bošković and Hsieh (2012) extend this contextual
variable approach to the case of flexible word orders among demonstratives, possessives and
adjectives in Chinese. They point out the fact that possessives and adjectives are of type <e,t>, just
like relative clauses, and argue that possessives and adjectives are therefore also able to specify the
value of the free variable on demonstratives, just like relative clauses do. Possessives and adjectives
can then precede demonstratives in Chinese.
As an alternative, Bošković (2014) suggests a type-match analysis, according to which
adjectives and possessives cannot be composed after demonstratives in SC due to a violation of a
type-match constraint. Chierchia (1998) argues that although they both lack DP, SC and Chinese
differ in the semantic type of bare nouns; a bare noun in SC is of type <e,t> while a bare noun in
Chinese is of type <e>. Assuming this, Bošković suggests that adjectives and bare nouns have the
same semantic type in any given language, extending Huang’s (2006) proposal, according to which
adjectives in Chinese are of type <e>, as are bare nouns; under this proposal, adjectives in Chinese
are of type <e> while adjectives in SC are of type <e,t>, in parallel with the bare nouns in these
languages. Following Huang (2006), Bošković moreover assumes a type matching constraint,
according to which a nominal and its modifier must be of the same type; Bošković argues that in SC,
demonstrative NPs such as this car cannot be composed further with adjectives because the
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demonstrative NP is of type <e> and the adjective is of type <e,t>, i.e. the type-matching constraint is
violated (see the appendix of Bošković 2014 for details); the problem does not arise in Chinese
where the adjective is also of type e. At any rate, it seems that the lack of DP enables article-less
languages to have relatively free word order among D-like elements, with the word order restriction
on demonstratives in SC deriving from the semantics rather than the syntax.
Now let us consider Korean. Korean exhibits the exact same pattern as Chinese. In (6), the
demonstrative can either precede or follow the adjective.1 In (7), the possessive can either precede or

1

Whether Korean has genuine adjectives has been a controversial issue; traditionally, it has been assumed that
Korean has genuine adjectives, while Kim (2002) argues that all adjectives in Korean should be analyzed as reduced
relative clauses. Kang (2005), however, shows that there are attributive adjectives in Korean that cannot be analyzed
as reduced relative clauses. Kim’s (2002) argument is based on the following: Korean adjectives can’t co-occur with
the copular verb -i, Korean adjectives can bear tense, aspect, and mood markers, Korean adjectives need morphosyntactic support (adnominal marker n) to modify nouns, and tense/aspect can occur with Korean adjectives even
when they modify a noun. Although Kim’s (2002) account appears to capture many characteristics of Korean
adjectives, the reduced relative clause approach to Korean adjectives faces a non-trivial issue, as Kim (2002) herself
notes. If every Korean adjective is an instance of a reduced relative clause, Korean adjectives as noun-modifiers
should only have an intersective meaning, contrary to fact (Kim attempts to solve this issue by proposing a different
semantics for subjective predicates in Korean, see Kim 2002 for details). Consider the examples in (i). As in (i-a),
when an adjective bears a perfect morpheme, the adjective only has an intersective meaning. On the other hand, (i-b)
without the perfect morpheme is ambiguous, i.e. both non-intersective and intersective interpretations are available.
It is suprising that (i-b) can receive a non-intersective reading if it is an intance of a reduced relative clause (cf.
Cinquie 2010). Based on these kinds of data, Kang (2005) concludes that the origin of adjectives (i.e. whether they
are genuine adjectives) determines whether the adjectives can bear a perfect marker or not. Kang argues that we
should not treat every adjective as a reduced relative clause.
(i)

a. Peter-nun
ku-ess-ten
payu-i-ess-ta
(only intersective)
Peter-TOP
great-PERF-TEN actor-COP-PERF-DECL
‘Peter was an actor who was big/*who was great’
b. Peter-nun
ku-n
payu-i-ess-ta
(ambiguous)
Peter-TOP
great-ADN
actor-COP-PERF-DECL
‘Peter was a great actor/an actor who is big’

(Kang 2005)

Kang (2005) also shows that there are other adjectives which cannot co-occur with the perfect morpheme to begin
with and which have only a non-intersective meaning. Kang argues that these kinds of adjectives should be treated
as genuine attributive adjectives.
(ii)

(iii)

a. Peter-nun
olay-n
chinku-i-ta
Peter-TOP
longtime-ADN
friend-COP-DECL
‘Peter is an old friend’
b. *Peter-nun
olay-ess-ten
chinku-i-ta
Peter-TOP
longtime-PERF-TEN
friend-COP-DECL
a. cohu-n
kongkeyksu-nun kulen
il-ul
celtay
good-ADN
forward-TOP
such
thing-ACC
never
‘A forward good at playing forward would never do such a thing’
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(Kang 2005)

an
not

ha-n-ta
do-MOOD-DECL

follow the adjective. In (8), the demonstrative can either precede or follow the possessive. Since
Korean also allows free word order among D-like elements, just like Chinese, I pursue the NP
adjunct analysis of D-like elements for Korean.2

(6)

a. ku

olayn

chinkwu

longtime

friend

b. olayn

ku

chinkwu

longtime

that

friend

olayn

chinkwu

longtime

friend

b. olayn

John-uy

chinkwu

longtime

John-GEN

friend

b.*coh-ass-ten
good-PERF-TEN

kongkeyksu-nun kulen
forward-TOP
such

that

(7)

a. John-uy
John-GEN

il-ul
thing- ACC

celtay
never

an
not

ha-n-ta
do- MOOD-DECL

Furthermore, there is a small set of Korean adjectives that exhibit an adjacency to the noun, such as sey ‘new’, hen
‘old’, cen ‘former’ and hyen ‘current’. Kang (2005, 2006) also treats these as further instances of genuine attributive
adjectives (see also Mok 2002).
The adjective in (6-7) is an instance of an adjective with only a non-intersective meaning. In this
dissertation, I will assume that adjectives that only have non-intersective meanings are genuine attributive
adjectives. However, this does not mean I follow Kang’s particular analysis of adjectives. I merely agree with Kang
(2005;2006) that these are genuine attributive adjectives in Korean.
2

In fact, it has been commonly assumed in the literature that Korean projects a null DP regardless of the lack of
visible evidence such as articles (cf. Kang 2001; Park 2008, a.o.). Park (2008), for example, argues for the existence
of a DP in Korean on the basis of ordering restrictions that arise with a small set of attributive adjectives, namely the
ones that can occur only in pre-nominal position (cf. fn.1); this type of attributive adjective cannot precede
demonstratives (cf. the example in (29)). Park claims that this ordering restriction follows if demonstratives and
adjectives occupy the specifier positions of functional phrases which are hierarchically ordered, i.e. demonstratives
are located in the specifier position of DP, hence adjectives cannot precede demonstratives. As the examples in (6)
and (7) show, however, there are attributive adjectives in Korean that clearly do not exhibit such a restriction. Thus
it does not seem plausible to argue that such a restriction on the order of these attributive adjectives and
demonstratives derives from their hierarchical order. I will return later to the question of how to treat attributive
adjectives that exhibit ordering restrictions.
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(8)

a. ku

John-uy

chinkwu

that

John-GEN

friend

b. John-uy

ku

chinkwu

John-GEN

that

friend

This adjunct approach to D-like elements in article-less languages can be confirmed by Despić’s
(2011, 2013) binding test (see also Bošković 2012; Bošković and Şener 2013; Cheng 2013;
Takahashi 2011, for various article-less languages). Consider the English example in (9) and the SC
example in (10) with respect to the possibility of co-indexing pronouns with R-expressions. The
pronouns and R-expressions can be co-indexed in English, while they cannot be co-indexed in SC.
Despić (2011) argues that this contrast between English and SC can be accounted for if we assume
that SC lacks DP and that possessors in SC are adjoined to NP. This yields the result that the Rexpression in (10a) and the pronoun in (10b) illicitly bind the pronoun and the R-expression,
respectively, out of the NP. That is, the sentences in (10) violate Condition B/C. Other NP languages
such as Chinese, Japanese, and Turkish pattern with SC, as seen in (11)-(13).

(9)

a. Hisi latest movie really disappointed Kusturicini
b. Kusturicini’s latest movie really disappointed himi

(10)

a.*Kusturicini najnoviji

film

Kusturica’s

movie him is really disappointed

latest

gai je

zaista razočarao

‘Kustiricini’s latest movie really disappointed himi’
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(Bošković 2012)
SC

b.*Njegovi

najnoviji

film

je

his

latest

movie is

zaista razočarao

Kusturicui

really disappointed

Kusturica

‘Hisi latest movie is really disappointed Kusturicai’
(11)

(Despić 2011)

a. *Tai-de

zuixinde

dianying

rang

Li-Ani hen

shiwan

Chinese

he-GEN

newest

movie

make Li-An very

disappointed

hen

shiwan

very

disappointed

	
  

(Bošković 2012)	
  

‘Hisi latest movie really disappointed Li-Ani’

(12)

b. *Li-Ani-de zuixinde

dianying

rang

Li-An-GEN

movie

make he

newest

tai

‘Li-Ani’s latest movie really disappointed himi’	
  	
  

	
  

a. ?*Kurosawai-no

saisin-no

eega-wa

hontoo-ni

karei-o

Kurosawa-GEN

latest-GEN

movie-TOP

really

him-ACC

Japanese

rakutans-ase-ta
disappoint-CAUS-PAST
‘Kurosawai’s latest movie really disappointed himi’
b. *Karei-no

saisin-no

eega-wa

hontoo-ni

Kurosawai-o

he-GEN

lastest-GEN

movie-TOP

really

Kurosawa-ACC

rakutans-ase-ta
disappoint-CAUS-PAST
‘Hisi latest movie really disappointed Kurusawai’	
  
(13)

a.*Özpeteki-in film-i

oi-nu

	
  

	
  

(Bošković 2012)	
  

hayal kırıklığına uğrat-tı	
  

	
  Özpetek-GEN movie-3s.POSS he-ACC

disappoint-PAST

'Özpeteki’s movie disappointed himi'
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  Turkish

b.*Oi-nun

film-i

Özpeteki-i

he-GEN

movie-3s.POSS Özpetek-ACC

'Hisi movie disappointed Özpeteki’	
  	
  

	
  

hayal kırıklığına uğrat-tı.
disappoint-PAST
	
  

	
  

(Bošković and Şener 2013)

The same binding patterns are found in Korean. As seen in (14), because of the absence of DP, the
pronoun and the R-expression illicitly bind the R-expression and the pronoun, respectively, out of the
NP, resulting in the violation of binding condition B/C.3 4

3

Note here that the pronoun in (14) should not be contrastively focused, since contrastive focus can affect binding
relations (see Bošković 2012). Also, relational nouns should be avoided due to an interfering factor (cf. Takahashi
2011).
In the literature, Japanese examples like (12) have sometimes been reported as allowing a co-referential
interpretation (cf. Hoji 1958; Whitman 1986 a.o). Takahashi (2011), however, shows that the examples in the
literature in fact involve interfering factors, such as focus and relational nouns; for example, the data in (i), from
Whtiman (1986), shows that pro and the overt pronoun behave differently in binding relations - in (i-b), pro cannot
be co-referential with John, while in (i-a) the overt pronoun can. Takahashi argues that focus is involved in (1-a) but
not (i-b), given that pro cannot be focused; this results in the contrast in (i). Furthermore, based on Hoji’s (1985)
observation that the intensifier sae ‘even’ improves the ungrammaticality of examples like (i-b), as in (ii), Takahashi
shows that focus indeed plays a role in binding relations (see also Bošković 2012 for SC).
(i)

(ii)

a. Johni-no
itiban sitasi-i
John-gen
most
intimate-pres
‘Johni’s most intimate friend betrayed himi’
b. *Johni-no
itiban sitasi-i
John-gen
most
intimate-pres
‘Johni’s most intimate friend betrayed himi’
Johni-no
taki-sae-ga
proi
John-gen
enemy-even-nom
‘Even John’s enemy loves him’

tomodati-ga
friend-nom
tomodati-ga
friend-nom

karei-o uragit-ta
him-acc betray-past
(Whitman 1987: 354)
proi
uragit-ta
betray-past
(Whitman 1987: 354)

aisitei-ru
love-pres
(Hoji 1985:352)

Takahashi (2011) notes that other relevant examples reported in the literature involve relational nouns, which affect
binding relations for reasons that are not related to our concerns and which are discussed in detail in Takahashi
(2011).
4
If the possibility of possesors c-commanding out of TNP is relevant to binding conditions, it may be expected that
possessors could be co-referential with anaphors in the object position in a language where possessors can ccommand out of the TNP. In fact, Bošković and Hsieh (2012) show that this is the case in Chinese, with examples
like (i); since there is no DP layer in (i) the possessor can c-command the anaphor, satisfying Binding Condition A.
(i)

Li-Ani-de
zuixinde dianying
ciji
le
tazijii
Li-An-gen
latest
movie
provoke perf
him-self
‘Intended meaning: Li-Ani’s lastest movie provoked himselfi’
(Bošković and Hsieh 2012)

Despić (2011), however, shows that there are some interfering factors with the anaphor binding tests in SC. The
main interfering factor is subject orientation. For subject-oriented anaphors it is not enough that the antecedent ccomands them, the antecedent has to be the subject. The problem with Korean anaphors is that they are subject
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(14)

a.*Johni-uy

pwumeylang-i

kui-lul

chy-ess-ta

John-GEN

boomerang-NOM

he-ACC

hit-PERF-DECL

‘Johni’s boomerang hit himi’
b.*kui-uy

pwumeylang-i

Johni-ul

chy-ess-ta

he- GEN

boomerang- NOM

John-ACC

hit-PERF-DECL

‘Hisi boomerang hit himi’

It should, however, be noted that Binding Condition C maybe not be relevant in Korean here.
Consider the examples in (15). The R-expression in the adjunct clause and the pronoun in the main
clause can be co-referential in (15a). In (15b), on the other hand, the pronoun in the adjunct clause
and the R-expression in the main clause cannot be co-referential. This contrast between (15a) and
(15b) is very surprising since neither case has anything to do with Binding Condition B/C; i.e. the
pronoun and the R-expression should be able to be co-referential in both cases, as is the case in the
English (16). The only difference between (15a) and (15b) is the relative word order of the pronoun
and the R-expression; in (15a) the R-expression precedes the pronoun while the pronoun precedes the
R-expression in (15b). Given this, I speculate that there is a constraint on pronouns and Rexpressions in Korean such that a pronoun cannot precede an R-expression when they are coreferential.

oriented, which interferes with the anaphor binding test. At any rate, the relevant data for gender-marked (ii-a) and
non-gender marked (ii-b) anaphors are given below. Given this additional factor, I will not discuss Condition A in
the text.
(ii)

a. Johni-uy
pwumeylang-i
ku casini-lul
John-gen
boomerang-nom
he self-acc
‘ Intended meaning: John’s boomerang hit himself’
b. ?*Johni-uy
pwumeylang-i
caki casini-lul
John-gen
boomerang-nom
self-acc
‘Intended meaning: John’s boomerang hit himself’
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chy-ess-ta
hit-perf-decl
chy-ess-ta
hit-perf-decl

(15)

a. Johni-i

pang-ey

tule wa-ss-lul ttey,

kui-nun

wul-ko iss-ess-ta

John-NOM

room-LOC

enter-PERF-when

he-TOP

cry-KO exist-PERF-DECL

‘When Johni entered the room, hei was crying’
b. *kui-ka

pang-ey

tule wa-ss-lul ttey,

Johni-un

wul-ko iss-ess-ta

he-NOM

room-LOC

enter-PERF-when

Johni-top

cry-KO exist-PERF-DECL

‘When hei entered the room, Johni was crying’
(16)

a. When Johni entered the room, hei was crying.
b. When hei entered the room, Johni was crying.

Alternatively, it might be the case that (15b) is ruled out pragmatically. For example, Despić (2011)
argues that the SC example in (17b) is ruled out since it is pragmatically odd to introduce a new
referent with a strong pronoun and then to refer to it with a proper name rather than with a deficient
pronoun. As is the case in (17b), it might be that (15b) is ruled out because it is pragmatically odd to
use a proper name to refer the new referent introduced by the pronoun.

(17)

a. Kada

je

when

is

proi

ušao

u

entered in

sobu,

Jovani je

počeo plakati

room

Jovan is

started crying

sobu,

Jovani je

počeo plakati

room

Jovan is

started crying

‘When hei entered the room, Johni started crying.’
b. *Kada

je

oni

ušao

u

when

is

he

entered in

‘When hei entered the room, Johni started crying’

(Despić 2011)

Returning to Binding Condition B, as is the case in other article-less languages (cf. Bošković 2012,
Despić 2011, Takahashi 2011, Cheng 2013 a.o.), even when demonstratives occur above possessives,
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as in (18), the sentence still violates Binding Condition B. This shows that demonstratives do not
project a DP either. (19) shows that the presence of an adjective likewise does not change anything
with respect to Binding Condition B. These facts confirm that D-like elements in Korean do not
project DP; rather they are all NP-adjuncts.5

(18)

(19)

*ku

Johni-uy

pwumeylang-i

kui-lul

machy-ess-ta

that

John-GEN

boomerang-NOM

he-ACC

hit-PERF-DECL

*ppalkan

Johni-uy

pwumeylang-i

kui-lul

machy-ess-ta

red

John-GEN

boomerang-NOM

he-ACC

hit-PERF-DECL

2.2 The structure of TNP
Given all of the above, I argue that demonstratives, possessives, and adjectives are all NP adjuncts in
Korean, as illustrated in (20-22).

(20)

NP
3
DemP
NP

(21)

a.
NP
3
AP
NP

(22)

NP
3
PossP
NP

b. NP
g
N
3
A
N

5

It should, however, be noted that the NP analysis does not predict that all NP languaegs should behave this way
(e.g., if the relevant elements are in the specifier position of NP, they would not be expected to display such
behavior).
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I argue however, that there is another possibility for adjectives, as shown in (21b). Recall that
there is a small set of attributive adjectives in Korean such as sey (new), hen (old), and cen (former),
which exhibit a word order restriction, i.e. these attributive adjectives have to be adjacent to the
associated noun (see fn. 1-2). In fact, there is another apparent difference between these fixed order
attributive adjectives and non-fixed-order ones. As seen in (23), the fixed order attributive adjective
(23a) does not bear -n, the adnominal marker, while the non-fixed-order adjective (23b) does bear the
adnominal marker.

(23)

a. sey
new
b. olay-n
longtime-ADN

I argue that the fixed order adjectives are incorporated into the associated noun, as illustrated in
(21b), while other adjectives are adjoined to the NP, as in (21a).
In fact, Bošković (2013b) proposes a similar idea regarding adjectives without -de in
Chinese. Bošković argues that the adjectives without -de are incorporated into the noun, resulting in
an ordering restriction. As shown in (24), there is a contrast between adjectives without -de and
adjectives with -de; only adjectives with de can precede demonstratives.

(24)

a. na-ge

congming-(de) xuesheng

that-CL

smart-DE

student

b. congming-*(de)

na-ge

xuesheng

smart-DE

that-CL

student

‘that smart student’

Chinese

(Bošković 2013b)
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Another ordering restriction on adjectives without -de is found when two adjectives occur together;
as shown in (25), de-less attributive adjectives cannot precede adjectives with de.

(25)

yoxiu*(-de)

congming-de

xuesheng

Chinese

distinguished-DE

smart-DE

student

(Bošković 2013b)

The ordering restrictions from (24-25) follow from the incorporation analysis. Furthermore,
Bošković argues that the incorporation analysis accounts for the fact that adverbials, which are APadjoined (cf. Talić 2013), can only modify phrasal (NP-adjoined) and not head (N-adjoined)
adjectives. In (26a) and (27a), an adjective with de or without de can occur. On the other hand, in
(26b) and (27b), where an adverbial modifier modifies the adjectives, only an adjective with -de can
occur.

(26)

a. yi-ge

congming-(de) ren

one-CL

smart-DE

Chinese

person

‘a smart person’
b. yi-ge

feichang

congming*(-de)

ren

one-CL

extremely

smart-DE

person

‘a exteremely smart person’
(27)

(Bošković 2013b)

a. yi-ge

xiao(-de)

chabei

one-CL

small-DE

teacup

Chinese

‘a small teacup’
b.yi-ge

hen

xiao*(-de)

one-CL

really small-DE

chabei
teacup
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‘a very small teacup’

(Bošković 2013b)

As shown in (28), the fixed order attributive adjective in Korean cannot co-occur with an adverbial
modifier (28a), while the non-fixed-order ones can occur with an adverbial modifier (28b).

(28)

a. *maywu

sey

chinkwu

very

new

friend

b. maywu

cohu-n

chinkwu

very

good-ADN

friend

The incorporation approach to the fixed order adjectives captures these facts. It also explains why
this type of attributive adjective exhibits an adjacency with the associated noun while other
adjectives do not. In (29), the attributive adjective sey ‘ new’ cannot precede the demonstrative ku
while the adjective olayn ‘longtime’ in (30) can. If this type of attributive adjective is incorporated
into the associated noun, unlike other adjectives which are adjoined to NP, this ordering restriction is
unsurprising, since there is no way for a demonstrative to intervene between the noun and this type of
attributive adjectives.

(29)

(30)

a. ku

sey

sinpal

that

new

shoe

b.*sey ku

sinpal

new

shoe

that

a. ku

olay-n

chinkwu

that

longtime-ADN friend
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b. olay-n

ku

longtime-ADN that

chinkwu
friend

(31) reveals another instance of an ordering restriction on this type of attributive adjectives; these
attributive adjectives cannot precede other adjectives, as was the case with adjectives that can appear
with or without -de in Chinese (see (25)). Again, this ordering restriction can be explained if this type
of attributive adjective is incorporated into the associated noun.

(31)

a. cohu-n

sey

chinkwu

good-ADN

new

friend

b. *sey

cohu-n

chinkwu

new

good-ADN

friend

Finally, a brief remark is in order regarding possessives. There is a genitive marker -uy occurring
with the possessive in (32); however, this genitive marker can be omitted, as in (33).

(32)

Chelsu-uy

cha

Chelsu-GEN

car

‘Chelsu’s car’
(33)

Chelsu

cha

Chelsu

car

‘Chelsu’s car’
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In fact, possessives are not the only elements to which the genitive marker can be attached; as seen in
(34), the genitive marker -uy can be attached to any element (except for adjectives and
demonstratives) that precedes an NP inside of the TNP (cf. An 2009, a.o.).

(34)

a. Chelsu-uy

cha

Chelsu-GEN

car

‘Chelsu’s car’
b. dol-lo-uy

kongkyek

stone-with-GEN

attack

‘an attack with stones’
c. sey-kwen-uy

chayk

three-CL-GEN

book

‘three books’
d. Roma-uy

phagoy

Rome-GEN

destruction

‘Rome’s destruction’
e. ecey-uy

nalssi

yesterday-GEN

weather

‘yesterday’s weather’
f. Taipei-uy

nalssi

Taipei-GEN

weather

‘Taipei’s weather’
g. Haruki-wa-uy

intebyu

Haruki-with-GEN

interview

‘an interview with Haruki’
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h. oykyein-uy

chimlyak

alien-GEN

invasion

‘Alien’s invasion’	
  
i. Kongpo-uy

sunkan

terror-GEN

moment

‘a moment of terror’
j. Yulep-ulo-uy

yehayng

Europe-to-GEN

trip

‘a trip to Europe’	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

(An 2009)

I assume that this genitive marker is a contextual marker that can occur on pre-nominal elements
inside of the domain of NP. The next question is when we can drop the genitive marker. While the
gentive marker can often be dropped, it has been observed that the genitive marker is not always
optional (cf. An 2009). For example, it is obligatory when the pre-nominal element is either a
postpositional phrase (35a, 35d, and 35e) or a number with a classifier (35b).

(35)

a. dol-lo-*(uy)

kongkyek

stone-with-GEN

attack

‘an attack with stones’
b. sey-kwen-*(uy)

chayk

three-CL-GEN

book

‘three books’
c. Kongpo-*(uy)

sunkan

terror-GEN

moment

‘a moment of terror’
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d. Yulep-ulo-*(uy)

yehayng

Europe-to-GEN

trip

‘a trip to Europe’
e. Haruki-wa-*(uy)

intebyu

Haruki-with-GEN

interview

‘an interview with Haruki’

(An 2009)

An (2009) draws the generalization that the genitive marker can be omitted only when the prenominal element occupies an argument position of the noun, e.g, the specifier position of DP. (36)
illustrates the contexts where genitive drop is possible; regarding examples like (36c-d), An (2009)
crucially assumes that temporal and locative phrases can occupy the specifier of DP, an argument
position, as extended possessors (cf. Anderson 1983).

(36)

a. Chelsu-(uy) cha
Chelsu-GEN

car
	
  

‘Chelsu’s car’
b. Roma-(uy) phagoy
Rome-GEN

destruction

‘Rome’s destruction’	
  
c. ecey-(uy)

nalssi

yesterday-GEN weather
‘yesterday’s weather’
d. Taipei-(uy) nalssi
Taipei-GEN

weather

‘Taipei’s weather’
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e. oykyein-(uy) chimlyak
alien-GEN

invasion

‘Alien’s invasion’	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

(An 2009)

An (2009) further argues that if the possessor (i.e. the host of the genitive marker) receives a theta
role from the head noun, it must also be adjacent to the head noun in order for the genitive marker to
be dropped. In other words, the genitive marker on the subject oykeyin ‘alien’ in (37) cannot be
dropped because it is not adjacent to the head noun.

(37)

a. oykyein-*(uy)

ciku-(uy)

chimlyak

alien-GEN

earth-GEN

invasion

‘Aliens’ invasion of the earth’
b. oykyein-*(uy)

[amuto yeysang mothan]

chimlyak

alien-GEN

anyone predict could.not

invasion

‘the invasion of Aliens that nobody could predict’

(An 2009)

Consider (38), however. The pre-nominal subject Chelswu in (38) does not allow for genitive drop in
spite of its adjacency to the head noun.

(38)

a. Chelswu-*(uy)

Hanako-wa-*(uy)

intebyu

Chelswu-GEN

Hanako-with-GEN

interview

‘Chelswu’s interview with Hanako’
b. Hanako-wa-*(uy)

Chelswu-*(uy)

intebyu

Hanako-with-GEN

Chelswu-GEN

interview
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‘Chelswu’s interview with Hanako’

Furthermore, some Korean speakers do not allow genitive drop in examples like (36b) and (36e).
Considering the fact that these are classic examples of argumenthood, speaker variation with respect
to these examples seems to indicate that argumenthood is not the key factor behind genitive drop.
The relevant generalization seems to be that the only clear cases where genitive drop is not
possible are those of pre-nominal elements involving postposition phrases and classifier phrases, as
summarized in (39).6

(39)

A Genitive Marker (contextual marker) in Korean
a. Can occur on any pre-nominal element (except for adjectives and demonstratives) inside of
the domain of the TNP.
b. Cannot be dropped if the pre-nominal element involves a postposition phrase or a classifier
phrase.

In sum, in this section, I have illustrated the basic structure of the traditional noun phrase in Korean,
pursuing a no-DP analysis for article-less languages. Specifically, I have shown that demonstratives
and possessors should be analyzed as NP-adjuncts, and argued that adjectives can be adjoined to NP
or incorporated into the noun. In the following section, I will consider the structure of classifier
phrases in Korean as a part of the extended domain of the NP.

6

I leave open the cases where we find speaker variation (e.g., (36b) and (36e)).
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3. The structure of classifier phrases
In Korean, there are two types of classifier phrases (ClPs): pre-nominal ClPs (40-41) and postnominal ClPs (42-43).7 As seen in (40) and (41), the numeral quantifier can precede the associated
noun phrase. In this case, the genitive marker -uy occurs on the NQ, as in (40a) and (41a). As is the
case with the genitive marker occurring on possessives, the genitive marker can be dropped, as in
(40b) and (41b); however, in this case the classifier phrase must be dropped as well.8

(40)

Pre-nominal ClPs
a. twu myeng-uy
two

CL-GEN

haksayng-i

wa-ss-ta

student-NOM

come-PERF-DECL

haksayng-i

wa-ss-ta

student-NOM

come-PERF-DECL

‘Two students came’
b. twu
two
‘Two students came’
(41)

Pre-nominal ClPs
a. Mary-ka

twu myeng-uy haksayng-ul

cohaha-yss-ta

Mary-NOM

two CL-GEN

like-PERF-DECL

student-ACC

‘Mary liked two students’
b. Mary-ka

twu

haksayng-ul

cohaha-yss-ta

Mary-NOM

two

student-ACC

like-PERF-DECL

‘Mary liked two students’

7

I will refer interchangeably to the relevant elements as numeral quantifier phrases (NQs) and classifier phrases
(ClPs).
8
Regarding examples like (40b), see footnote 4 in chapter 1.
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In the case of post-nominal ClPs, we have three possibilities regarding the occurrence of case
markers. First, as shown in (42a) and (43a), the case marker can occur only on the numeral
quantifier. Second, as seen in (42b) and (43b), the case marker can occur only on the associated
noun. Finally, the case marker can occur on both the associated noun and the numeral quantifier, as
in (42c) and (43c).

(42)

Post-nominal ClPs
a. haksayng

twu

myeng-i

wa-ss-ta

student

two

cl-NOM

come-PERF-DECL

b. haksayng-i

twu

myeng

wa-ss-ta

student-NOM

two

CL

come-PERF-DECL

c. haksayng-i

twu

myeng-i

wa-ss-ta

student-NOM

two

CL-NOM

come-PERF-DECL

‘Two students came’

‘Two students came’

‘Two students came’
(43)

Post-nominal ClPs
a. John-i

maykcwu

twu

pyeng-ul

masy-ess-ta

John-NOM

beer

two

cl-ACC

drink-PERF-DECL

‘John drank three bottles of beer’
b. John-i

maykcwu-lul

twu pyeng

masy-ess-ta

John-NOM

beer-ACC

two CL

drink-PERF-DECL

‘John drank three bottles of beer’	
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c. John-i

maykcwu-lul

twu pyeng-ul masy-ess-ta

John-NOM

beer-ACC

two CL-ACC

drink-PERF-DECL

	
   ‘John	
  drank	
  three	
  bottles	
  of	
  beer’	
  

(44) shows that the numeral quantifiers (NQ) in the last two cases (42b,43b) and (42c,43c) can be
separated from the scrambled associated noun while the numeral quantifier in the first case cannot be
separated from the scrambled associated noun (see (44a)). 9

(44)

a. *maykcwu
beer

John-i

twu

pyeng-ul

masy-ess-ta

John-NOM

two

CL-ACC

drink-PERF-DECL

John-i

twu

pyeng

masy-ess-ta

John-NOM

two

CL

drink-PERF-DECL

	
  ‘John drank two bottles of beer’	
  
b. maykcwu-lul

beer-ACC

‘John drank two bottles of beer’
c. maykcwu-lul

John-i

twu

pyeng-ul

masy-ess-ta

beer-ACC

John-NOM

two

CL-ACC

drink-PERF-DECL

‘John drank two bottles of beer’

Furthermore, there is evidence that even (45b) involves floating NQs, i.e. that the floating is
obligatory (see fn. 10 regarding (45c)). In fact, the NQs in (42b, 43b) are analyzed as instances of

9

On the analysis to be proposed, I assume that an element moved out of a complex noun phrase must bear a case
marker even if it is not case-marked when it is not moved (cf. Bošković 2005); the issue is discussed in more detail
below. In other words, when an element that is part of ClP undergoes movement out of ClP, the moved element
must be case-marked regardless of whether or not it is case-marked inside of the ClP. However, the element moved
out of ClP in (44a), maycwu ‘beer’, is not case-marked. I argue below that this is responsible for the
ungrammaticality of (44a).
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floating NQs in the literature (c.f. Lee 2000 a.o).10 What is meant by floating NQs here is an instance
where the associated noun and the NQ do not form a constituent.

(45)

a. maykcwu

twu pyeng-ul John-i

masy-ess-ta

beer

two CL-ACC

John-NOM

drink-PERF-DECL

‘John drank two bottles of beer’
b. maykcwu-lul

twu pyeng

John-i

masy-ess-ta

beer-ACC

two CL

John-NOM

drink-PERF-DECL

‘John drank two bottles of beer’
c. maykcwu-lul

twu pyeng-ul John-i

masy-ess-ta

beer-ACC

two CL-ACC

drink-PERF-DECL

John-NOM

‘John drank two bottles of beer’

I use the possibility of clefting to demonstrate whether or not the associated noun and the NQ
form a constituent (cf. Kamio 1983). Consider (46). (46a) involves the case of post-nominal ClPs
(42a,43a). (46b) and (46c) involve the last two cases of post-nominal ClPs (42b, 43b) and (42c,43c),
respectively. Note that the element preceding the copular verb, which occupies the focus position of a
cleft construction in Korean, cannot bear a case marker; for example, the case marker on two pyeng
in the first case of the post-nominal ClP (42a, 43a) is dropped when it is in the focus position of a

10

Regarding the nature of floating quantifiers (FQs), there have been two distinct approaches in the literature; an
adnominal approach according to which FQs are initially adnominals that are then detached from the associated
nouns by movement (cf. Sportiche 1988; Shlonsky 1991; Merchant 1996; Bošković 2004; Miyagawa and Arikawa
2005), and an adverbial approach, according to which FQs are adverbials that do not have any transformational
relation to the associated nominal (cf. Dowty and Broday 1984; Bobaljik 1995; Brisson 2000; Nakanishi 2003).
Interestingly, Fitzpatrick (2006) shows that both types of FQs indeed exist, and argues that Korean has both types of
FQs; Fizpatrick argues that case-less NQs are adnominals and case-marked NQs are adverbials based on their
different behavior with respect to weak crossover and ordering restrictions (Fizpatrick 2006 for details; see also Ko
2005 for an analysis of case-marked NQs as adverbials). Thus I focus only on case-less Floating NQs that are
adnominals, as in (42b, 43b), and not those that are adverbials, as in (42c, 43c).
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cleft construction, as in (46a). Due to this restriction, it is not possible to distinguish the second case
of post-nominal ClPs (42b, 43b) from the third case in (42c, 43c). However, what is relevant to the
current discussion is that clefting is possible only in the first case, i.e. the associated noun and the NQ
form a constituent only in the first case of post-nominal ClPs from (42-43) (i.e. 42a, 43a).

(46)

a. John-i

masin kes-un

maykcwu

twu pyeng-i-ta

John-NOM

drink

beer

two CL-COP-DECL

KES-TOP

(42a,43a)

‘It is two bottles of beers that John drank’
b. *John-i

masin kes-un

maykcwu-lul

twu pyeng-i-ta

John-NOM

drink

beer-ACC

two CL-COP-DECL

c.*John-i

masin kes-un

maykcwu-lul

twu pyeng-i-ta

John-nom

drink

beer-ACC

two CL-COP-DECL

KES -TOP

KES-TOP

(42b,43b)

(42c, 43c)

This constituency test has been challenged by Koizumi (1995, 2000), who observes that multiple
constituents can occur in the focus position of a cleft sentence in Japanese; in (47), both the direct
and the indirect objects occupy the focus position of the cleft sentence.

(47)

Mary-ga

ageta

no-wa John-ni

ringo-o

mit-tsu

da

Mary-NOM

gave

C-TOP John-DAT

apple-ACC

three-CL

COP

‘(lit.) It is three apples to John that Mary gave’

(Watanabe 2006)

However, this is not possible in Korean, as shown in (48). I thus argue that the possibility of clefting
indeed reveals whether or not the associated noun and the NQ form a constituent in Korean. Given
this, I distinguish (42b) and (43b) from (42a) and (43a), by using Floating NQs only to refer to the
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former (cf. Lee 2001 a.o); thus (42b) and (43b) are instances of Floating NQs while (42a) and (43a)
are instances of post-nominal ClPs (NQs).

(48)

* John-i

cwun kes-un

Mary-eykey

chayk-i-ta

John-NOM

give

Mary-DAT

book-COP-DECL

thing-TOP

‘(lit) It is book to Mary that John gave’

I further suggest two different structures for post-nominal (49) and pre-nominal ClPs (50).11 First, I
argue that a classifier can be generated in the head of ClP or in the specifier position of a ClP with a
null head. Depending on the location of the classifier, the associated noun phrase can have either a
post-nominal ClP or a pre-nominal ClP. I also argue that the associated NP adjoins to the ClP in the
case of the former, a post-nominal NQ, as in (49).12 In the case of the latter, a pre-nominal NQ, the
associated NP occupies the complement position of ClP.

(49)

Post-nominal ClPs

(42a, 43a)

ClP
3
NP
ClP
3
Cl’
3
Cl
number +classifier

11
12

Floating NQs (42b, 43b) will be discussed later.
For some speakers, the NP in (49) might be located in the specifier position of ClP (see fn.19).
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(50)

Pre-nominal ClPs

(40a, 41a)

ClP
3
number+classifier Cl’
3
NP
Cl
I also argue that the number and the classifier are generated together, given that they can never be
detached from each other; as shown in (51), neither adjectives, demonstratives, nor possessors can
intervene between the number and the classifier. (52) illustrates the same point.

(51)

(52)

a. *twu

ttokttokhan

myeng-uy

haksayng-i

wa-ss-ta

two

smart

CL-GEN

student-NOM

come-PERF-DECL

b. *twu

ku

myeng-uy

haksayng-i

wa-ss-ta

two

that

CL-GEN

student-nom

come- PERF-DECL

c. *twu

John-uy

myeng-uy

haksayng-i

wa-ss-ta

two

John-gen

CL-GEN

student- NOM

come-PERF-DECL

a. *twu

haksayng

myeng-i

wa-ss-ta

two

student

CL-NOM

come-PERF-DECL

b. *haksayng

twu

ttokttokhan

myeng-i

wa-ss-ta

student

two

smart

CL-NOM

come-PERF-DECL

c. *haksayng

twu

ku

myeng-i

wa-ss-ta

student

two

that

CL-NOM

come-PERF-DECL

d. *kaksayng

twu

John-uy

myeng-i

wa-ss-ta

student

two

John-GEN

CL-NOM

come-PERF-DECL
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It is important to note here that there is a semantic difference between NPs with post-nominal and
pre-nominal NQs with respect to focus, which I take to justify the proposed distinct structures for
pre-nominal and post-nominal ClPs.13 Lee (2000) observes that when focus markers such as -to
‘even’ interact with number expressions in a sentence, the sentence can give rise to an implicature.14
Consider (53). (53b) is an instance of a post-nominal NQ, like (42a, 43a); when the focus marker -to
‘even’ occurs, it replaces the case maker. (53a) is an instance of a Floating NQ like (42b, 43b).15
Interestingly, (53b) with a post-nominal NQ implicates that there is no trace of humans while (53a)
with a floating NQ yields no such implicature. According to Lee, in the case of (53a), the scope of
the focus is the post-nominal NQ (and the sentence is about the noun kaemi ‘ant’, to which the
nominative marker is attached); in this case, the quantificational scale is a number scale on which 1 is
the lowest. In the case of (53b), on the other hand, the scope of the focus is the whole NP, and this
triggers a quantificational scale on which the lowest is the existence of the noun kaemi ‘ant’. The
sentence implies that ‘if even a small and trivial animal such as an ant cannot be found, then a large
and important creature like a human cannot be found either’ (see Lee 2000 for details).

(53)

a. kaemi-ka

han

mari-to

ep-ta

ant-NOM

one

CL-even

not.exist-DECL

Floating NQ (42b, 43b)

‘There is not even a single ant (meaning there are no ants)’
b.kaemi

han

mari-to

ep-ta

ant

one

CL-even

not.exist-DECL

13

Post-nominal NQ (42a, 43a)

It has also been argued that there is a difference between pre-nominal and post-nominal NQs in terms of a
definiteness effect; for example, Lee (2013) claims that the associated noun of a pre-nominal NQ is definite while
that of a post-nominal NQ can be definite or indefinite (see also Jun 2002, Kang 2000, Lee 2000, a.o.).
14
to ‘even’ functions as a Negative Polarity Item here.
15
One might object that it is not clear whether (53a) is an instance of an adnominal Floating NQ or an adverbial
Floating NQ (42c, 43c); it might be the case that the NQ in (53a) used to bear a case marker but the case marker is
replaced by -to ‘even’, just as in the case of (53b). However, this issue is not relevant to the present discussion;
even if (53a) can be an instance of adverbial Floating NQs, it will not affect my proposed analysis.
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‘There is not even an ant (meaning there is no trace of humans)’

(Lee 2000)

I observe that this kind of implicature is not possible in sentences with pre-nominal NQs either. For
example, (54b), which contains a post-nominal NQ (42a, 43a), receives the reading ‘I didn’t see any
animal’, while (54a), with a pre-nominal NQ (40a, 41a), does not receive this reading.

(54)

Context: I went to the farm yesterday; however,
a. Na-nun

han-mali-uy

so-to

po-ci

mos-ha-yss-ta Pre-nominal NQs

I-TOP

one-CL-GEN

cow-even

see-CI not-do-PERF-DECL

‘I couldn’t see even one cow’
b. Na-nun

so

han-mali-to

po-ci

mos-ha-yss-ta

Post-nominal NQs

I-TOP

cow

one-CL-EVEN

see-CI not-do-PERF-DECL

‘I couldn’t see even one cow (meaning there was no animal at all at the farm)’

Adopting Lee’s (2000) analysis of (53), I argue that the difference between pre-nominal and postnominal ClPs comes from the element that is associated with the focus to ‘even’; that is, the scope of
focus in pre-nominal and post-nominal ClPs is different.
Before discussing the scope of focus of ClPs, let us start with the question of how the scope
of focus works in general. I suggest that in Korean, the whole TNP or the highest element in a TNP
can receive focus (this may not hold crosslinguistically).16 For example, (55) can have more than one

16

In fact, it seems that focus within NP works differently in Korean than in Japansese and English in that John,
book, and John’s book can receive focus in the relevant constructions in these languages.
Consider the context in (i). The alternative set in (i) consists of {John’s book, John’s desk, John’s radio}.
Interestingly, in this case it is unnatural to say John-uy chayk-man ‘John’s book-only’ in Korean, as shown in (ii-a);
crucially, if chayk ‘book’ is focused, the sentence sounds even worse. In contrast, the Japanese example (iii) shows
that John’s book-only is completely felicitous, especially with stress on book. I interpret this as indicating that it is
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meaning depending on the context, i.e. which element of the TNP, John’s book, receives focus: (i)
When the whole NP, John’s book, receives focus, the sentence receives the interpretation whereby
John’s book is the only thing Mary bought, as in (56a). (ii) When the highest element of NP, John’s,
receives focus, the sentence receives the reading ‘Mary bought John’s book, not any other person’s
book.’ This is why (56b) is infelicitous, while (56c) and (56d) are.

(55)

Mary-un

John-uy

Chayk-man

sa-ss-ta

Mary-TOP

John-GEN

book-ONLY

buy-PERF-DECL

‘lit. Mary bought John’s book only’
(56)

Context:

Mary went to John&Bill’s garage sale.
The garage sale included John’s book, John’s desk, John’s cup, Bill’s book,
Bill’s desk, and Bill’s radio

a.

Mary-un

John-uy

Chayk-man

sa-ss-ta

Mary-TOP

John-GEN

book-ONLY

buy-PERF-DECL

‘lit. Mary bought John’s book only’

not possible for book in John’s book to receive focus and to exclude John’s other things from the alternative set, i.e.
the head of the NP cannot receive focus on its own in Korean.
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Context: Mary heard Bill went to John’s garage sale.
The garage sale included John’s book, John’s desk, and John’s radio.
Mary asked Bill whether he bought many things:
a. Bill: #ani, John-uy
chayk-man
sa-ss-e
Korean
no, John-GEN book-only
buy-PERF-DECL
‘lit. I bought John’s book only’
b. Bill: ani, chayk-man sa-ss-e
no, book-only buy-PERF-DECL
‘lit. I bought book only.’
a. Bill: Iie, John-no
hon-dake
kaimasita
Japanese
no John-GEN
book-only
bought
‘lit. I bought John’s book only’
b. Bill: Iie, hon-dake
kaimasita
no book-GEN
bought
‘lit. I bought book only’
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b.

Mary-un

John-uy

chayk-man

sa-ko

Mary-TOP

John-GEN

book-ONLY

buy-CONJ

#Bill-uy

chayk-acc

sa-ss-ta.

Bill-GEN

book-ACC

buy-PERF-DECL

‘lit. (Among John’s things) Mary only bought John’s book, and she also bought Bill’s
book’
c.

Mary-un

John-uy

chayk-man

sa-ko

Mary-TOP

John-GEN

book-ONLY

buy-CONJ

Bill-uy

latio-acc

sa-ss-ta

Bill-GEN

radio-ACC

buy-PERF-DECL

‘lit. (Among the books) Mary only bought John’s book, and she also bought Bill’s
radio’
d.

Mary-un

John-uy

chayk-man

sa-ko

Mary-TOP

John-GEN

book-ONLY

buy-CONJ

John-uy

chayksang-kwa Bill-uy

latio-lul

sa-ss-ta

John-GEN

desk-AND

radio-ACC

buy-PERF-DECL

Bill-GEN

‘lit. (Among the books) Mary only bought John’s book, and she also bought John’s
desk and Bill’s radio’

Returning to ClP, there are two possibilities with respect to the scope of focus: (i) the highest
element of ClP receives focus or (ii) the whole ClP receives focus, as in the case of a simple NP.
Assuming this, let us consider the contrast between pre-nominal and post-nominal ClPs with respect
to -to ‘even’ in (54), repeated below.
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(54)

Context: I went to the farm yesterday; however,
a. Na-nun

han-mali-uy

so-to

po-ci

mos-ha-yss-ta Pre-nominal NQs

I-TOP

one-CL-GEN

cow-even

see-CI not-do-PERF-DECL

‘I couldn’t see even one cow’
b. Na-nun

so

han-mali-to

po-ci

mos-ha-yss-ta

Post-nominal NQs

I-TOP

cow

one-CL-even

see- CI not-do-PERF-DECL

‘I couldn’t see even one cow (meaning there was no animal at all at the farm)’

Recall that (54b), which contains a post-nominal NQ (42a, 43a), receives the reading ‘I didn’t
see any animal’, while (54a), with a pre-nominal NQ (40a, 41a), does not receive this reading. This
contrast between (54a) and (54b) is in fact easily captured under the proposed structures of the ClPs.
As illustrated in (57a), in the pre-nominal ClP (54a) the highest element is the number + classifier in
the specifier position of ClP, hence this element receives focus from -to ‘even’, resulting in the
reading ‘I couldn’t see a cow, not even one’.17 In the case of the post-nominal NQ (54b), on the other
hand, the NP so ‘cow’ is the highest element of the ClP, hence this element receives focus from -to
‘even’, resulting in the reading ‘I couldn’t see any animal, not even a cow.’ Crucially, the number +
classifier in (54b) cannot receive focus on its own since it is neither the highest element of the ClP
nor the whole ClP.18

17

I assume that to ‘even’ is adjoined to the whole TNP (which means no part of the TNP can be higher than to
‘even’).
18
It might be the case that only the highest element (not the whole ClP) can receive focus from –to ‘even’, e.g., the
number+classifier ‘one-cl’ in (54a) and the noun ‘cow’ in (54b) are focused. For example, if the whole ClP in (54a)
can receive focus from -to ‘even’, then the alternative set could be something like {one cow, two giraffes, three
horses,..}. This means that it should be possible for (54a) to give rise to the implicature ‘ I didn’t see any animal’,
contrary to fact. Consider the following scenario in (i). (i) provides the context where the scalar endpoint is the
whole ClP ‘one cow’. Even in this situation, (i-b) is not felicitous; receiving two cows is not a possibility here.
Given this, I conclude that when ClP is associated with to ‘even’, only the highest element in the TNP can receive
focus.
(i)

Mary participated in a competition. ‘one cow’ is the smallest prize Mary can win, compared to two cars,
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(57)

a.

(=54a)

3
ClP
-to
3
‘even’
han mali-uy
Cl’
‘one cl-gen’	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  3
NP
Cl
so
‘cow’

b.

(=54b)

3
ClP
-to ‘even’
	
  3
NP
ClP
so
g
‘cow’
Cl’
g
Cl
han-mali
‘one-cl’

The sentences in (58-59) also illustrate the same point. In the case of (58) with a postnominal ClP, either suweythe ‘sweater’, the highest element, or suweythe twu cang ‘sweater two cl’,
the whole ClP, can receive focus; in either case, the sentence receives the reading whereby (two)
sweaters are the only things Mary bought. This is why (60) is not felicitous. On the other hand, in
the case of (59), either two cang-uy ‘two cl-gen’, the highest element, or twu cang-uy suweythe ‘two
cl-gen sweater’, the whole ClP, can receive focus; in the case of the former, the sentence receives the
reading ‘Mary bought only two sweaters, not three or four’, i.e. it is only about sweaters. This is why
three giraffes, etc. However, Mary didn’t do well at the competition, and…
a.
b.

Mary-un
so
han mari-to
mos-ta-ss-ta
Mary-TOP
cow
one CL-even
not-win-PERF-DECL
‘Mary didn’t even win one cow (she didn’t win anything)’
#Mary-un
han
mari-uy
so-to
mos-ta-ss-ta
Mary-TOP
one
CL-GEN
cow-even
not-win-PERF-DECL
‘Mary didn’t even win one cow (not two or three)’
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(61) is felicitous, contrary to (60) with the post-nominal ClP. When the whole ClP receives focus in
(59), however, the sentence receives the reading that two sweaters are the only things Mary bought.
This is why in the context provided in (62), the sentence can mean that two sweaters are the only
things Mary bought.

(58)

Mary-un

suweythe

twu cang-man

sa-ss-ta

Mary-TOP

sweater

two CL-only

buy-PERF-DECL

‘Mary bought two sweaters only’
(59)

Mary-un

twu

cang-uy

suweythe-man

sa-ss-ta

Mary- TOP

two

CL-GEN

sweater-only

buy- PERF-DECL

‘Mary bought two sweaters only’
(60)

Mary-un

suweythe

twu

cang-man

sa-ko

Mary-TOP

sweater

two

CL-only

buy-CONJ

# (taysin)

paci-lul

twu

pel

sa-ss-ta

instead

pant-ACC

two

CL

buy-PERF-DECL

‘lit. (Among the sweaters) Mary only bought two sweaters, and she also bought two pairs of
pants’
(61)

Mary-un

twu

cang-uy

suweythe-man

sa-ko

Mary-TOP

two

CL-GEN

sweater-only

buy-CONJ

(taysin)

paci-lul

twu pel

sa-ss-ta

instead

pant-ACC

two CL

buy-PERF-DECL

‘lit. (Among the sweaters) Mary only bought two sweaters, and she also bought two pairs of
pants’
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(62)

Context:

Sue owns a store.
Mary and John came to Sue’s store and they bought clothes there.
Bill asked Sue whether they bought many things.

Sue said:
Mary-un

twu-cang-uy

suweythe-man

sa-ko

Mary-TOP

two-CL-GEN

sweater-only

buy-CONJ

cip-ey

ka-ss-ta

home-LOC

go-PERF-DECL

‘Mary bought two sweaters only, and went home’

In addition to accounting for the facts regarding the scope of focus, the proposed structures of NQs
make a particular prediction regarding Binding Condition B. Recall that the pronoun and the Rexpression cannot be co-referential in (63); Binding Condition B is violated in (63) since the NPadjoined possessor c-commands the pronoun.

(63)

*Johni-uy

pwumeylang-i

kui-lul

chy-ess-ta

John-GEN

boomerang-NOM

he-ACC

hit-PERF-DECL

‘Johni’s boomerang hit himi’	
  

Now consider the examples in (64); (64a) involves a pre-nominal NQ, (64b) involves a post-nominal
NQ (cf. (42a,43a)), and (64c) involves a floating NQ (cf. (42b,43b)). Under the proposed structures
in (49)-(50), repeated below, we expect that only pre-nominal NQs will not violate Binding
Condition B, i.e. the R-expression and the pronoun can be co-referential, and this is indeed the case.
As shown in (64a), the possessor (the R-expression) and the object (the pronoun) can be co-
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referential due to the presence of the ClP; the NP (to which the possessor is adjoined) is in the
complement position of ClP (see (65a)). In the case of (64b), however, the possessor cannot be coreferential with the object since the NP to which the possessor is adjoined is adjoined to ClP (see
(65b)), i.e. the possessor c-commands the co-indexed pronoun, resulting in a Binding Condition B
violation.19 In (64c), with the floating NP, the associate NP to which the possesor is adjoined is
outside of ClP; thus, the possessor c-commands the co-indexed pronoun, resulting in a Binding
Condition B violation.20

(64)

a. sey kay-uy

Johni-uy

pwumeylang-i

kui-lul chy-ess-ta

three CL-GEN

John-GEN

boomerang-NOM

he-ACC hit-PERF-DECL

‘Three of Johni’s boomerangs hit himi’	
  
b. *Johni-uy

pwumeylang

sey

kay-ka

hui-lul chy -ess-ta

John-GEN

boomerang

three

CL-NOM

he-ACC hit-PERF-DECL

19

Some speakers accept (64b). For these speakers, NP might be located in the specifier position of ClP; in such a
cases, the ClP confines the c-command domain of the possessor so that the R-expression and the pronoun can be coreferential.
20
For some speakers, (64c) may be independently ungrammatical; for them, the sentence in (i) is ungrammatical
even when the R-expression and the pronoun are not co-referential. Similarly, (ii-b) is degraded compared to (ii-a).
This might be related to the observation that NQs cannot be floated from the subject NP of an agentive verb, either
transitive or intransitive (cf. Lee 2000). As Ko (2005) points out, however, there appears to be some speaker
variation here: some speakers do not exhibit such a restriction on the subject NP of an agentive verb.
(i)
(ii)

*John-uy
pwumeylang-i sey
kay
John-GEN
boomerang-NOM three
CL
‘Three of John’s boomerangs hit him’
a. John-uy
chinkwu-ka
sey myeng
John-GEN
freind-NOM
three cl
‘Three of John’s friends arrived at the party’
b. ??John-uy
chinkwu-ka
sey
myeng
John-GEN
friend-NOM
three
CL
‘Three of John’s friends pushed Mary’

hu-lul chy -ess-ta
he-ACC hit-PERF-DECL
phathi-ey
party-LOC

tochakhay-ss-ta
arrive-PERF-DECL

Mary-lul
Mary-ACC

mil-ess-ta
push-PERF-DECL

The speakers I have consulted who do allow the sentence (i) still do not allow (64c), where the Rexpression and the pronoun are co-referential. This is expected if the associated noun in the Floating NQ (64c) is
outside of ClP; in such a case the possessor in (64c), which is adjoined to NP, does not have an extra full projection,
resulting in a Binding Condition B violation. 	
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‘Three of Johni’s boomerangs hit himi’	
  
c. *Johni-uy

pwumeylang-i

sey

kay

hui-lul chy -ess-ta

John-GEN

boomerang-NOM

three

CL

he-ACC hit-PERF-DECL

‘Three of Johni’s boomerangs hit himi’

(65)

a. Pre-nominal ClPs (= 64a)
ClP
3
‘three-CL-gen
Cl’
3
NP
Cl
3
‘John-gen’
NP
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  4	
  
	
  
	
  
‘boomerang’	
  	
  
	
  

b. Post-nominal ClPs (=64b)
ClP
3
NP
ClP
3
g
‘John-gen’ NP
Cl’
	
  4
g	
  
	
  
‘boomerang’	
  	
  	
  Cl
‘three-cl’

I argue that crucially, the presence of an extra projection, i.e. the ClP, does not by itself rescue
binding condition violations. Consider (66). Both (66a) and (66b) involve a pre-nominal NQ;
however, the possessor (R-expression) and the pronoun in (66a) can be co-referential while the
possessor and the pronoun in (66b) cannot be. The only difference between (66a) and (66b) is the
relative word order of the possessor and the pre-nominal NQ, i.e. whether the possessor precedes the
pre-nominal NQ or not.
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(66)

a. sey kay-uy

Johni-uy

pwumeylang-i

kui-lul

chy-ess-ta

three

John-GEN

boomerang-NOM

he-ACC

hit-PERF-DECL

CL-GEN

‘Three of Johni’s boomerangs hit himi’	
  
b. *Johni-uy

sey kay-uy

pwumeylang-i

kui-lul

machy-ess-ta

John- GEN

three CL-GEN

boomerang-NOM

he-ACC

hit-PERF-DECL

‘Three of Johni’s boomerangs hit himi’

In fact, this contrast between (66a) and (66b) is captured if the possessor in (66a) is an NP adjunct
while the possessor in (66b) is a ClP adjunct, as illustrated in (67). Unlike (67a), where the possessor
is adjoined to NP, in (67b) there is no full extra projection; thus, (67b) still violates Binding
Condition B.21

(67)

a.

ClP
3
‘three-CL-gen’
Cl’
3
NP
Cl
3
‘John-gen’
NP
	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  4	
  
	
  
	
  
‘boomerang’	
  
b.

ClP
3
‘John-gen’
ClP
3
‘three-CL-gen’
Cl’
3
NP
Cl
4
21

I leave open the question of whether the possessor undergoes movement from the NP-adjoined position in (67b).
For some relevant discussion of Turkish see Bošković and Şener (2013).
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‘boomerang’

Lastly, let us consider how Floating NQs like (42b) and (43b) are derived. Recall Lee’s (2000)
observation of a semantic difference between post-nominal NQs (cf. (42a, 43a)) and Floating NQs
(cf. (42b, 43b)) in Korean, as repeated below.

(68)

a. kaemi-ka

han mari-to

ep-ta

Floating NQ

ant-NOM

one CL-even

not.exist-DECL

‘There is not even a single ant (meaning there are no ants)’
b.kaemi

han

mari-to

ep-ta

Post-nominal NQ

ant

one

CL-even

not.exist-DECL

‘There is not even an ant (meaning there is no trace of humans)’

(Lee 2000)

I showed earlier that there is a similar difference between pre-nominal and post-nominal NQs, and
argued that this difference comes from the structural difference between them, such that the highest
element which receives focus in each case is different; the latter corresponds to the number in the
pre-nominal NQ (69a) but to the noun in the post-nominal NQ (69b).

(69)

a. Na-nun

han

mail-uy

so-to

po-ci

mos-ha-yss-ta

I-TOP

one

CL-GEN

cow-even

see-CI not-do-PERF-DECL

‘I couldn’t see even one cow’	
  
b. Na-nun

so

han

mail-to

po-ci

mos-ha-yss-ta

I- TOP

cow

one

CL-even

see-CI not-do-PERF-DECL

‘I couldn’t see even one cow (meaning there was no animal at all at the farm)’	
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If this proposal is on the right track, by occupying the higher position, the element which receives
focus in (68a) should be the number, regardless of the fact that the noun precedes the number. This
suggests that the noun in (68a) is not in the domain of the ClP; rather it should be outside of the ClP.
Furthermore, we have seen that the associated noun and the NQ in Floating NQs (42b, 43b) do not
form a constituent (see (46)). Given this, I argue that Floating NQs (42b, 43b) are indeed derived
from post-nominal NQs (cf. (42a, 43a)) (see (49) for the structure) by movement of the associated
noun out of the ClP. If this is the case, however, the question arises as to how and why the case
marker is attached to the associated noun in floating NQs, but not in the case of post-nominal NQs
that do not involve NP movement. Bošković	
  (2005, 2009b) observes that in several constructions in
SC and Warlpiri, when an element undergoes movement out of a complex noun phrase where some
parts are case-marked, the moved element must be case-marked even if it is not case-marked when it
is not moved. I argue that this is exactly what happens to the associated noun in floating NQs. There
is a complex TNP, i.e. ClP, in (70a), where some parts are case-marked. When the associated noun
moves out of this TNP, the associated noun must be case-marked, as in the relevant cases in SC and
Warlpiri, i.e. the associated noun in Floating NQs (42b, 43b) must also bear a case marker.22

(70)

a. [haksayng

twu

myeng-i]

wa-ss-ta

student

two

CL-NOM

come-PERF-DECL

b. haksayng1-i [t1

twu myeng]

wa-ss-ta

student-NOM

two CL

come-PERF-DECL

Post-nominal NQ

‘Two students came’	
  

t1

Floating NQ

‘Two students came’	
  

22

One might ask why the case marker on the NQ is dropped in Floating NQs (42b, 43b). I argue that this case
marker drop occurs for a functional reason; in (42b, 43b) we are dealing with a lower level PF-case drop that
happens in order to distinguish adnominal Floating NQs (42b, 43b) from adverbial Floating NQs (42c, 43c).
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In sum, I have proposed two different structures for pre-nominal and post-nominal ClPs. I
have argued that a classifier can occur either in the specifier position of ClP or in the head of ClP,
determining whether the associated noun has a pre-nominal ClP or a post-nominal ClP, respectively.
I have shown that the proposed structures capture a semantic difference between pre-nominal and
post-nominal NQs regarding the scope of focus. I have also discussed how the proposed structures
for NQs affect the c-command domain of possessors, i.e. I have shown that the proposed structures
also explain the binding property of possessors.

4 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have discussed the nominal domain of Korean, pursuing Bošković’s (2009a, 2012)
no-DP analysis of article-less languages. I have argued that Korean indeed does not project a DP, as
argued for many other article-less languages such as SC, Japanese, Chinese, and Turkish.
Specifically, adopting Despić’s (2011, 2013) binding tests, I have shown that demonstratives and
possessors are adjoined to NP rather than being located in the specifier position of DP, and argued
that attributive-only adjectives in Korean are either NP-adjoined or incorporated into the noun. This
NP-adjunct approach captures the flexible word order among demonstratives, possessors, and
attributive adjectives in Korean. Furthermore, I have discussed the structure of ClP as an extended
domain of NP. I have proposed two different structures for post-nominal and pre-nominal ClPs,
based on their semantic differences with respect to the scope of focus. I have also shown that the
proposed structures straightforwardly capture the contrast between pre- and post-nominal ClPs with
respect to Binding violations.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

In this dissertation, I explored the possibility that article-less languages lack TP in addition to lacking
DP, and examined the consequences of this for phasehood and temporal interpretation of Korean.
The dissertation started with a discussion of several contrasts between Korean, Japanese, and
English regarding successive-cyclic movement, which involved binding ambiguities, NQ floating,
and A-movement out of CP. I showed that Korean has no successive-cylic movement via
SpecCP/SpecvP, while Japanese has successive-cyclic movement via SpecvP, and explored
consequnces of this state of affairs for the theory of phases. More specifically, I argued that neither
CP nor vP are phases in Korean, the result of which is the lack of successive-cyclic movement via
SpecCP/SpecvP; in Japanese by contrast, vP is a phase but CP is not. The analysis of this state of
affairs provided in the dissertation argues for Chomsky’s (2008) C-T association hypothesis,
whereby C is involved in case assignment when it is associated with T which assigns nominative
case; it also builds on Takahahi’s (2011) case valuation approach to phases, whereby a phase is
determined by case valuation. Since there is no TP in Korean (and Japanese), C is not involved in
case assignment hence CP is thus not a phase in Korean (and Japanese) under this approach to
phasehood. I also showed that the different status of vP with respect to phasehood in Korean and
Japanese can also be captured under the case valuation approach to phasehood, which ties it to
independently motivated differences between the two languages.
I also provided an account of a semantic issue, namely how temporal interpretation is
determined in Korean in the absence of TP. I argued that temporal interpretation in Korean is
determined by aspect, temporal adverbials, and modals, along the lines of Lin’s (2005) analysis of
Chinese. I argued, however, that unlike in Chinese, aspectual specification is obligatory in Korean;
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this means that Korean must project AspP regardless of the presence of other temporal elements such
as temporal adverbials and modals. In the course of the discussion, I also made a number of specific
proposals regarding the clausal structure of Korean (i.e. the structure above vP) as well as the
structural status of traditional tense markers.
The last part of the dissertation discussed the structure of the TNP in Korean, under a no-DP
analysis of article-less languages, with emphasis on the structure of classifier phrases (ClPs). I
proposed two different structures for ClPs as an extended domain of NP, based on their semantic
differences with respect to the scope of focus. I also showed that the proposed structures account for
biding relations in the Korean TNP.
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